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Summary
In the transition to increasingly environmentally and economically sustainable energy systems,
the flexibility and coupling of energy sectors are well-documented measures. The thermal
energy sector, with its heating and cooling, is of considerable size (for instance, it makes up half
of the final energy consumption in the European Union). The potentials and benefits of
integrating the district energy (local heating and cooling systems) and electricity sectors are
equally well documented, especially in Europe. The question for policy makers is understanding
the framework conditions for implementing such flexible integration in the interface between
district energy and the electricity system. This thesis contributes to answering this question by
presenting analyses of the framework conditions for district energy and what these mean for
flexibility in the district energy-electricity system interface.
The primary research question, Which framework conditions hinder flexible operation in the
district energy-electricity system interface, and what are their consequences?, is answered by
identifying barriers found in the literature and testing these findings against real-world
conditions. In six research papers (five peer-reviewed, one working paper), we identify 40
barriers, verify these among real-world stakeholders and analyse their impact through modelbased analysis.
Answering the research question takes the thesis along two main paths regarding flexibility in
the district energy-electricity system interface: identifying barriers through qualitative methods
and evaluating the impacts of the barriers through quantitative methods.
The identification of barriers is conducted through a narrative literature review and semistructured interviews. The review yields 40 barriers, divided into nine categories. While absence
of flexibility signals is identified as the most important barrier, the range extends across
economic, technological and behavioural categories. The interview-based study verifies the
theoretical barriers against experienced barriers among US district energy systems. While
conditions vary considerably between plants in the United States, common to most are some
degree of optimisation behind the meter and a mostly absent incentive for flexibly buying from,
and feeding into, the electricity grid. This indicates that district energy systems are an underutilised asset in the electricity grid. The impact of barriers is analysed through quantitative
methods ranging from a simple spreadsheet-based model, to a single-plant model, to an energy
system model. The spreadsheet model enabled the initial impact screening of selected barriers,
showing that electricity grid tariffs and taxes reduced the competitiveness of power-to-heat
technologies relative to other district heating technologies. This finding is nuanced, but
maintained, in more advanced single plant model-based analyses of the levelised cost of heat
under various electricity grid tariff structures and tax/subsidy levels. Among the findings is that
time-of-use electricity grid tariffs are unproblematic as district energy plants can flexibly dispatch
according to these. This underscores the interplay and potential contribution of district energy to
electricity systems, including local grids. The large-scale energy system analysis shows the
impact of heat source substitution between biomass and power-to-heat on flexibility and sector
coupling – constraining competing heat sources may not lead to the desired results from
integration between heat and electricity.
This study finds a pervasive presence of barriers to flexibility, even in well-developed district
energy sectors. The barrier impacts show especially reduced heat electrification. Addressing
such barriers reveals potentially undesired consequences in the form of increased emissions or
costs. Increasing flexibility is thus a means, not a goal, which should be analysed case by case.
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Resumé (Danish)
I overgangen til stadig mere miljømæssigt og økonomisk bæredygtige energisystemer, er
fleksibilitet og sammenkobling af energisektorer veldokumenterede tiltag. Den termiske del af
energisektoren, forstået som varme og køling, er af betydelig størrelse (f.eks. udgør den
halvdelen af det endelige energiforbrug i EU). Potentialerne og fordelene ved at integrere
fjernvarme- og kølesystemer med elsektoren er ligeledes veldokumenterede, særligt i Europa.
Udfordringen for beslutningstagerne er at forstå rammebetingelserne for fleksibel integration i
grænsefladen mellem fjernvarme og -køling og elsystemet. Denne afhandling bidrager til
besvarelse af det spørgsmål, ved at præsentere analyser af rammebetingelserne for fjernvarme
og -køling, og hvad disse betyder for fleksibilitet i grænsefladen mellem fjernvarme og -køling og
elsystemet.
Det primære forskningsspørgsmål (Hvilke rammebetingelser hindrer fleksibilitet i grænsefladen
mellem fjernvarme og -kølingssektoren og elsystemet, og hvad er konsekvenserne?) besvares
gennem seks forskningsartikler (fem fagfællebedømte; et arbejdspapir). I disse identificeres
barrierer gennem litteraturstudie, undersøges rammebetingelser i den virkelige verden og
analyseres deres indflydelse gennem modelbaseret analyse.
I besvarelsen af forskningsspørgsmålet følger afhandlingen to hovedstier med hensyn til
fleksibilitet i grænsefladen mellem fjernvarme og –køling og elsystemet: Identificering af
barrierer ved hjælp af kvalitative metoder og evaluering af barriererens virkninger gennem
kvantitative metoder.
Identificering af barrierer er udført gennem litteraturstudie og semistrukturerede interviews.
Litteraturstudiet identificerede 40 barrierer fordelt på ni kategorier. Mens fravær af
fleksibilitetssignaler blev identificeret som den vigtigste barriere, spænder feltet af barrierer på
tværs af økonomiske, teknologiske og adfærdsmæssige kategorier. Den interviewbaserede
undersøgelse verificerede de teoretiske barrierer mod oplevede barrierer blandt driftsledere i
fjernvarme- og –kølingssystemer i det østlige USA. Forholdene varierede mellem værker, men
fælles for dem var en vis grad af optimering af drift bag elmåleren og et fraværende incitament
til fleksibelt køb og salg af el. Dette indikerer, at fjernvarme og -kølingssystemer er et
underudnyttet aktiv i elsystemet.
Virkningen af barrierer analyseres gennem kvantitative metoder, der spænder fra en simpel
regnearksmodel over en enkeltanlægsmodel til en energisystemmodel. Regnearksmodellen
muliggjorde indledende indikative studier af udvalgte barrierer, hvilket viste, at elnettariffer og
elafgifter reducerede konkurrenceevnen for kraftvarme- og el-til-varmeteknologier ift.
konkurrerende fjernvarmeteknologier. Denne konklusion blev nuanceret, men bekræftet i en
mere avanceret modelbaseret analyse af varmeomkostninger under forskellige eltarifstrukturer
og skatte- og subsidieniveauer. Blandt resultaterne var, at eltariffers niveau og design i
betydeligt omfang kunne påvirke brugen af el-til-varmeteknologier (tidsdifferentierede tariffer var
mest attraktive). Dette understreger samspil og potentielt bidrag fra fjernvarme og –køling til
elsystemet, inklusiv lokale distributionsnet. Den bredere energisystemanalyse viser virkningen
af udvalgte rammebetingelser. Analysen på energisystemniveau viser virkningen af substitution
mellem varmekilder på fleksibilitet og sektorkobling: Begrænsning af konkurrerende varmekilder
fører muligvis ikke til den ønskede effekt af integration mellem varme og elektricitet.
Den eksisterende viden på området udvides med denne afhandling særligt på to felter. For det
første defineres en taksonomi for barrierer for fleksibel fjernvarme og -køling. For det andet
kvantificeres indvirkningen af barrierer. Fleksibilitet er et middel, ikke et mål i sig selv.
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1. Introduction
It has been shown, perhaps most prominently by Stern [1], that it pays to save the planet from
severe climate change. This has strong support from other parts of the scientific community,
which have continuously over the last few decades underscored the urgency of addressing the
issue of climate change (e.g. IPCC [2,3]). Along with pure economic forces (unsubsidised solar
and onshore wind power are expected to be the least-cost sources of new electricity in 2020
[4]), this focus on the environment drives an increased deployment of renewable energy,
including technologies with variable generation, such as wind power and solar photovoltaics.
In electricity markets, as well as other markets, liquidity depends on sufficient numbers of
buyers and sellers. Thus, an increased number of actors on both sides improves the matching
of demand and supply. Another economic aspect is the existence of substitute goods, that is,
different goods which can be used interchangeably to serve the same purpose. Within the
domain of energy, this relates to Lovins’s [5] concept of customers wanting services (hot
showers, etc.) rather than kilowatt hours. Liquid markets, the notion of energy as a service and
the need to address climate change converge in the concepts flexibility [6], sector coupling [7],
system integration [8] and smart energy systems [9] (explained in 2.2). Common to these are
that they acknowledge the economic and environmental benefits of coupling energy sectors
through monetary as well as energy streams.
The electricity sector is commonly perceived as the unifying hub between the different energy
sectors. Additional sectors include transport, gas and heating and cooling. Heating and cooling
alone accounts for half of the final energy consumption in the EU [10].
Energy-as-a-service applies to heating and cooling since thermal energy can be produced in
multiple ways. One such way is district heating (DH) and cooling, that is, the production and
distribution of heating or cooling to serve thermal needs in a local area. Aggregating district DH
and cooling, the term district energy (DE) is applied in this thesis. In summary, electricity can be
used in many energy conversion processes, whereas heat can be derived from many energy
conversion processes – respectively power-to-X and X-to-heat.
Sector coupling between the electricity system and DE is not a new concept. It has existed for
decades through the application of, for example, combined heat and power (CHP) plants or
heat pumps (HP). These are characterised by their respective cogeneration of heat and
electricity and consumption of electricity to generate heat. Thus, they act in the interface of the
heating and electricity sectors.
In some cases, the sector coupling of DE and the electricity system is flexible, such as when the
DE plants respond to needs – signals – in both sectors (heating and electricity). This is typically
the case in Danish CHP plants (e.g. seen in the operation of the Svendborg district heating
plant [11]). In other cases, DE plants may disregard signals from one sector, generating solely
according to signals from the other sector. This inflexibility generates inefficiencies, such as
feeding electricity to a grid that is already saturated.
Numerous studies have asked – and answered – questions regarding the benefits of coupling
DE and the electricity system (e.g. [12–14]), and some have proposed long-term plans
regarding how much there should be at which point (e.g. Europe: [15] Denmark: [16,17]). Yet,
there is an absence of insights in regard to the concrete factors that drive or hinder flexibility in
the DE-electricity system interface. This thesis attempts to address exactly this issue – firstly, by
collecting an array of framework conditions that are perceived as barriers to flexibility in the DEelectricity system interface; secondly, by identifying the quantitative impacts of those barriers.
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To extend the theoretical knowledge with real-world empirical data, flexibility and DE are
explored in a variety of case studies. These include the following:






The Nordics (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden) since DH and flexibility are generally
well deployed. Aim: Identify barriers in areas with well-developed flexibility conditions
and DE deployment.
The Baltics (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) since DH is well deployed but flexibility appears
limited. Aim: Identify barriers in areas with limited flexibility conditions and welldeveloped DE deployment.
The eastern United States (Connecticut, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Vermont) since DE and flexibility appear limited. Aim:
Identify barriers in areas with limited flexibility conditions and limited DE deployment.

The relevance of these and other regions of the world will be discussed in the following.

1.1 The broader relevance of district energy
Heating and cooling – the themal sector – is of considerable size in terms of energy produced
and consumed. In a global 2014 estimate, Gadd and Werner [18] counted 80 000 DH systems,
supplying 11 EJ. For Europe, these numbers were respectively 6 000 systems and 2 EJ1. As
noted in section 1, heating and cooling demand corresponds to half of the EU’s final energy
consumption, while the share of the EU’s heat supply from DH in 2012 was 9% [10]. In China,
200 million people are supplied by DH [19]. In 2015, Northern China’s primary energy
consumption for heating was 5.4 EJ, while cooling across China accounted for 0.9 EJ [20].
Projections for China describe a possible expansion to 400-600 million consumers approaching
2050 [19], or an expansion of heating and cooling to 9 EJ by 2050 [20]. With 0.6 EJ [21] in 2012
in the US, the share of DH and cooling is comparatively moderate but still significant. The
renewable energy share of heating and cooling supply in the EU was 21% in 2018 [22]. In
Denmark, this number was 62% in 2018 for DH [23].
As the Nordics represent energy systems with a high share of renewables, a long track record
for flexibility signals (electricity markets) dating back to 1993 [24] and large DH deployment,
these deserve special attention. The numbers for 2017 (Figure 1) show high shares of nonhydro renewables in Danish electricity generation. While biomass is widely used for DH, powerto-heat (PtH) is mostly limited although expected to increase beyond 2017 in Denmark [25].

1

Euroheat [128] counts 1.4 EJ in sales in 2013, meeting 12% of Europe’s heat demand.
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Figure 1 Shares (2017) of PtH, biomass and renewable sources in the Nordics. Numbers based
on data by Sandberg [26].
Further, except for hydropower-dominated Norway, DH deployment and CHP use is
considerable, as seen in Figure 2. We have described these differences in more detail in
Sandberg et al. [27].
Share of CHP in district heat
generation
Share of CHP in electricity
generation
Share of citizens served by district
heating
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
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Figure 2 Shares (2017) of CHP and citizens served by DH in the Nordics. Numbers based on
data by Sandberg [26].
The motivation for exploring how heating and cooling is and can become a flexible part of the
energy system extends beyond the abovementioned cases. Indeed, the motivation is to extract
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general knowledge about the mechanisms that are broadly at play regarding flexibility in the DEelectricity system interface.

1.2 Research interest
Not without irony, Boulding’s First Law states, ‘anything that exists is possible’ [28]. Whereas
Boulding’s statement was targeted at peace studies, it is equally applicable to flexibility in the
DE-electricity system interface. Variation in the degree of DE systems’ flexibility motivates the
following main research question:
Which framework conditions hinder flexible operation in the district energy-electricity
system interface, and what are their consequences?
– and the following sub-research questions:
1. How can barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface be identified,
structured and addressed in a systematic manner?
2. How does the systematic overview correspond to experiences in real-world DE
systems?
3. What consequences do selected identified barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity
system interface have for certain typologies of DE plants?
4. On a larger scale, what consequences do selected barriers to flexibility in the DEelectricity system interface have for the energy system?
Paper A answers sub-research question 1 by defining a taxonomy for barriers. Paper B answers
sub-research question 2 by reviewing barriers among 10 US university DE systems. Papers C-E
answer research question 3 by exploring the business economic impacts of barriers on
individual DE plants. Paper F answers research question 4 by analysing selected barriers in a
Nordic energy system context. In aggregate, the papers and this thesis answer the main
research question.
In this thesis, flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface is considered a relevant measure to
obtain efficient and renewables-based energy systems. For instance, if a country wants to
transition its DE systems into an active part of the energy system, then the value of such a
transition must be evaluated and a comprehensive set of barriers identified. This thesis provides
the tools necessary for initiating such an analysis.
Finally, the overall premise for the thesis is that flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface is
a desirable characteristic, enabling a transition to more sustainable energy systems. Flexibility
can be delivered from other sectors beyond DE. While these alternative sectors are sometimes
superior and often interacting, the analyses in this thesis are limited to DE only.

1.3 Research context
The thesis draws upon qualitative and quantitative data combined. Qualitatively, the thesis
builds on qualitative analyses of the literature and stakeholder interviews and quantitatively on
the techno-economic modelling of barriers in individual DE plants and energy systems. While
the qualitative methods are applied to identify structures and barriers, the quantitative technoeconomic modelling analyses the business-economic plant and energy system impacts of
selected barriers.
Identifying and analysing barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface requires an
interdisciplinary approach which draws on engineering, economics and policy analysis.
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Specifically, this involves the physical infrastructure of cooling, heat and electricity supply;
energy system modelling and regulatory frameworks in different countries.
The general foundation in the thesis builds on the literature from several fields. Within
economics, Baumol [29] and Demsetz [30] provide theoretical background for the concept of
barriers to market entry. Comprehensive theoretical overviews on DE regulation are limited
apart from Wissner [31], but some concepts can be drawn from Pérez-Arriaga [32] within the
field of electricity. DE is the core technological subject, treated in aggregate by Frederiksen and
Werner [33] and supplemented, among others, by Gadd and Werner [18] (thermal storages
[TS]) and Blarke [34] (PtH). Some readers may recognise elements of new institutional
economics (originating from especially Coase [35]), with related subjects such as limited
rationality, transaction costs and limited information [36]. I acknowledge similarities as it is
difficult to avoid an institutional scope when dealing with the inherently context-specific concept
of DE. That said, no effort has been made to stringently follow approaches determined by this
economic branch.
Of particular relevance in this thesis is the body of interdisciplinary literature on respectively DE
and flexibility. IEA [6] provided a foundational study for structuring and addressing flexibility.
Lund et al. [37] extended this work with an extensive overview of applications, technologies and
concepts related to flexibility in energy systems. Lund [38] laid the foundation for the academic
analysis of coupling in the interface between heat and electricity. Lund et al. [39] expanded on
this with a definition of smart energy systems, showing that extended use of DH would enable
further coupling in the DE-electricity system interface, subsequently enabling the integration of
VRE. Identifying and addressing barriers within the field of energy has been treated in a wide
array of applied studies, where Blumstein et al. [40], Cagno et al. [41] and Good et al. [42] have
provided useful background. While the collective body of literature shows the overall benefits of
flexibility and DE and even the potential in combining these through flexible DE, no
comprehensive study of barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface has been
identified. What comes closest are IEA’s review of barriers to cogeneration and DE [12];
Ropenus and Skytte’s review of barriers to distributed generation in the EU [43]; the Danish
transmission system operator Energinet’s modelling of the flexibility of various Danish energy
assets, including varying the degree of flexibility from DH [44] and Ma et al.’s literature review of
energy flexibility in DH [45]. This thesis was conducted in the auspices of the Flex4RES project,
which included studies of flexibility in DH. The body of literature on flexibility in the DE-electricity
system interface has thus grown since initiating the studies, leading to publications by me and
others on the subject. Many of these results are summarised by Skytte et al. [46].
I interpret the absence of focused research on the field of barriers to a flexible DE-electricity
system interface to be the result of two things. Firstly, the research community of DE and
flexibility is relatively small, leaving few resources to widen the field. Second, there may be a
belief that the inherent context-specificity of DE makes it a subject for civil service, industry and
consultants rather than academia. The former is a limitation in research capacity, while the latter
is a cultural limitation. I venture beyond these limitations to close a gap that, I will argue, indeed
is possible and pertinent to address from a research perspective, firstly, by adding this research
into the scattered ranks of studies on barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface
and, secondly, by expanding the field of research by extracting general knowledge from the
studies on flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface.
The articles in Part II provide further context within the respective field of energy analysis
covered.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is structured in two parts; Part I is the thesis synopsis, and Part II collects the
research articles conducted for the thesis.
Paper A is a journal article submitted to Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews. It
reviews the literature on barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface and
constructs a taxonomy based on the findings.
Paper B is a working paper published online. It applies the taxonomy from Paper A to collect
perceived barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface from 10 US university DE
systems.
Paper C is a journal article published in the Journal of Energy Markets. It presents an initial
scoping of barriers to the use of CHP and PtH in Nordic countries based on economic
framework conditions.
Paper D is a journal article published in Utilities Policy. It provides a model-based analysis of
the economic framework conditions in the Baltic countries with respect to investment incentives
in DH systems with and without CHP and electric boilers (EB).
Paper E is a journal article published in the International Journal of Sustainable Energy
Planning and Management. The approach is similar to that in Paper D but with the Nordic
countries in scope.
Paper F is a journal article submitted to Energy. It provides a model-based analysis of selected
framework conditions for flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface with Denmark as a
case.
The articles are described in more detail in 4.1. Figure 3 provides an overview of the papers and
how they contribute to answering the research questions through different analytical and
methodological fields.
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Figure 3 Structure of articles.
Chapter 2 provides background and elaborates on key concepts. Chapter 3 provides details and
discussion on the methods applied. Chapter 4 provides the results of each scientific paper and
a discussion of these. Chapter 5 provides the conclusion.
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2. Background
2.1 Flexibility
‘Flexibility’ in this thesis describes the ability to respond to signals, internal as well as external,
of a consumer and/or producer of energy. This is in line with similar definitions [6,37] although
these commonly only deal with electricity. This thesis expands the perspective to thermal
energy as well. To nuance this definition, and as it tends to go with popular subjects, flexibility
currently covers an extensive array of qualities in an energy system. This includes technological
flexibility (e.g. storage, generation, demand, transmission [6]), geographical flexibility (i.e.
drawing on a geographically larger pool of resources [6]) and temporal flexibility (ranging from
sub-seconds, to hours [6], to the yearly displacement of energy generation and demand [47]).
The focus of the thesis directly applies the technological scope by addressing demand,
generation and storage and the temporal scope by addressing the decoupling of energy
demand from energy production through storage. Indirectly, the geographical scope is included
by the nature of DE, which is decentralised and geographically disperse. A caveat is that flexible
is not necessarily integrated (and vice versa, as discussed in 2.1) since a DE plant can remain
un-integrated but operate flexibly according to internal needs. This is what justifies the term
flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface.
The purpose of focusing on flexibility (and sector coupling, explained in 2.2) can be summarised
in the benefits these concepts bring based on work by IEA [6] and IEA and NREL [47], as
follows:





Resource efficiency and reduced emissions in energy systems through increased
integration of VRE
Liquid markets through flexibility-induced increased ability to respond to signals
Resilient energy systems through increased ability to respond to uncertainty
Deferred infrastructure investments through utilising existing resources more efficiently

2.1.1 Flexibility’s role in sustainable energy systems
With help from selected theories, this section presents flexibility in the overall concept of a
sustainable2 energy system. This explains the profound purpose of flexibility in addition to the
more specific and traditionally applied definitions and benefits of flexibility (treated in 2.1).
Starting all the way from fundamental human necessities, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs [48]
states that an individual’s functioning depends on the satisfaction of fundamental physiological
needs. This homeostasis, that is, the boundary within which the organism can function properly,
includes physical (temperature) as well as societal (safety) conditions. These environmental and
social conditions are potentially affected by climate and other environmental impacts. Returning
to Lovins’s concept of services [5], thermal comfort and environmental safety can be interpreted
as desired services along with electricity-based services such as lighting.
One way to structure these needs and services into specific criteria is The Energy Trilemma’s
three pillars of equity (broadly available energy at a reasonable cost), security (reliable energy

In the Brundtland Report’s understanding of sustainability [129] and UN Sustainable Development Goal 7 ‘Ensure
access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all’ [51].
2
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supply) and environmental sustainability (low environmental impact of energy) [49]. Jamasb and
Llorca [8] propose a similar link between sector coupling3 and the Energy Trilemma.
Engineering and economic principles dictate that the above criteria and energy services must
be translated into demand signals for them to be met by energy supply. This can be through
signal-providing schemes such as electricity markets or environmental indicators. As noted in
the introduction, such schemes benefit from the broad availability of actors (such as flexible DE
plants), where sector coupling indeed increases the number of actors [7,8]. As seen in the smart
energy system concept ([50] – see 2.2), these actors must not only be coupled but also be
nimble in their response to signals – actors must be flexible.
With the needs and services defined, along with a signal-providing scheme to communicate
these needs, Lund’s choice awareness theory [38] can be applied to identify the array of options
(such as appropriate technologies) to achieve the desired services and the subsequent
selection of solutions that best fits the context. Thereby, awareness is followed by informed
choice.
In summary, flexibility is here perceived as the grease in the machinery that improves especially
the environmental and economic aspects of a sustainable energy system. Flexibility framed in
the terminology of the targets 7.1 and 7.2 of the UN Sustainable Development Goal 7 [51]:




7.1. By 2030, ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy
services:
o By making energy systems more flexible, these and their related goods become
more efficient, subsequently reducing costs, all things being equal.
7.2 By 2030, increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the global energy
mix.
o The integration of especially VRE is facilitated by flexible energy systems.

2.2 Smart grid, sector coupling, integration and smart energy systems
Flexibility is one term among many which relates to the ability to respond to signals and to
integrate across sectors. In this section, I present a selection of these related terms and discuss
flexibility in relation to them.
Smart grids typically describe the ability of the electricity system to accommodate variations in
generation and demand [50]. A criticism of this term has been that it leaves out other sectors,
that is, that it is too narrow in scope to efficiently utilise the capabilities of other sectors [50].
This brings us to the terms integration and sector coupling, which are here understood as
interchangeable terms. They describe connecting energy sectors to enable a more optimal
energy system by converting energy to an adjacent sector where it is, for example,




3

Stored more easily (shifting in time) [7];
Transported more easily (shifting in space) [7];
A substitute good, displacing other sources temporarily (shifting in fuel – optimised
operation) or permanently (e.g. full electrification of the heating sector) [7], thereby
moving towards energy as a service [8].

Sector integration in their terminology.
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Smart energy systems bridges the above terms. This term was coined to expand the narrow
scope of smart grids to also include other sectors, and to clarify the purpose of integration and
related terms, in that integration only makes sense if done flexibly [52].
Smart energy systems as a concept is in line with the analyses and understanding in this thesis.
When flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface is used instead, it is because it describes
the concrete focus of the thesis and because the scope of the thesis does not include sectors
beyond heating and cooling and electricity (e.g. gas).

2.3 District energy
DE is a term used with various definitions, covering some or all of the following: electricity
generation, heat generation and cooling generation. The end uses of heating and cooling
include tap water, home heating and comfort cooling but possibly also industrial purposes. In
this thesis, DE is understood as the thermal generation of heating and/or cooling, optionally
combined with electricity generation (further discussed in Paper A).
Whereas the subject of barriers to DE in itself is an interesting one, it is not included in the
scope of this thesis. It is thus assumed that DE is chosen as the preferred way to satisfy the
services desired through the process defined in section 2.1.

2.3.1 DE technologies
Heating or cooling can be generated using many different technologies. Since the thesis’s
scope is the interface of the DE and the electricity grid, the choice of technologies is narrowed
down to a set corresponding to IEA [12] and Lund et al. [37]: ‘combining different technologies
in a CHP plant (e.g. gas engines, heat pumps, heat storage, peak-load gas boilers, electric
boiler) could increase the inherent flexibility’. In summary:





Cogeneration/CHP
PtH/C (EB, HP, electric chillers)
Non-electricity interfaced thermal generator (NEITG – biomass boilers, natural gas
boilers and similar)4
TS (e.g. tank and seasonal)

Whereas NEITGs are by definition not active in the DE-electricity system interface, they are
important to include since they are the alternative option which may improve or hinder flexibility,
depending on framework conditions. TS is not a generation technology but can offer
significantly increased flexibility of DE systems, as seen in [53] and Papers D, E and F.
Figure 4 illustrates the energy flows between the energy sources, technologies and energy
services.

This abbreviation is as bulky as it is necessary: The more commonly applied terms – thermal-only, heat-only, boilers,
etc. – are not sufficiently clear since they may be interpreted as including EB and may exclude cooling-generation in
non-electric chillers.
4
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Figure 4 Flowchart with examples of primary energy, conversion, storage and energy services.
The choice of technologies at individual DE plants depends on several factors, including the
size of the plant, such as in Denmark, where larger systems can support the scale of extraction
turbine-based CHP generation capacity, while smaller DE systems may choose reciprocating
engine-based backpressure generators. Likewise, the source of energy for HP may determine
their size, efficiency and availability. The concept of fourth-generation DH (i.e. low temperature
heating in smart energy systems) enables the expanded use of HP due to the increased
resource base of heat sources, which can be efficiently utilised by HP [54]. Put another way, HP
is a desired technology since it is generally better to generate heat by moving it from where it
already is (e.g. ambient heat) than by combusting valuable resources. The use and size of
storages are dependent on the medium of heating/cooling transfer (steam from steam-based
systems is not feasible to store, while water from hot/cold water-based systems is). DE is thus
inherently dependent on local conditions. Subsequently, some framework conditions and
barriers will apply in certain cases while not being applicable in other cases.

2.3.2 Flexible district energy
In their definition of DH, Frederiksen and Werner [33] argue that the main idea of DH is ‘to use
local fuel or heat resources that would otherwise be wasted’. While this is true under many
circumstances, I will argue that DE’s raison d’être now extends beyond the focus on only
utilising otherwise wasted energy due to the extended possibilities for electrification and the
subsequent flexibility. This section describes such flexibility in DE.
While the perspective of the analyses in this thesis is that of DE systems, the purpose is not to
optimise those systems’ position in the energy system. Rather, it is to explore whether DE
plants have incentives to be flexible for the benefit of the energy system as a whole.
In the same vein, it should be made clear that I, for analytic reasons, apply a ‘flexibility for
flexibility’s sake’ perspective in the extensive analyses of barriers to flexibility in the DEelectricity system interface (Papers A-F). Transferring this myopic approach to real-world policy
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risks leading to sub-optimal solutions. Rather, the results should be used to provide the tools for
identifying barriers and solutions if flexibility is deemed desirable for society as a whole, for
example, based on specific energy system analyses. In other words, flexibility should be about
striking the right balance between electrons and molecules.
Flexible district energy defined
Full flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface is the practical ability to simultaneously
respond to at least hourly varying signals from the thermal side (heat/cooling demand) and
electricity system (typically electricity prices):




Practical, because, as this thesis examines, there can be multiple barriers between
technically or theoretically being able to operate flexibly and doing it in practice;
Simultaneously because responding flexibly to signals from only one side is considered
only a partial flexibility of DE;
Hourly because a defined threshold is necessary. Time-resolution can vary, but hours
are a practical proxy for signals in electricity markets (e.g. the hourly Nord Pool Spot
market), variations in VRE generation and variations in heat demand. As long as the
condition of hourly flexibility is maintained, daily, weekly or seasonal flexibility are
additional desirable capabilities (as seen in Paper F, seasonal flexibility is, indeed, a
highly valuable ability offered by seasonal hot water storages).

DE flexibility in practice: Economic or environmental dispatch
There are plenty of signals to which a DE plant can respond (prices, weather, regulation, etc.).
In this thesis, the potential signals are local thermal demands (heating/cooling), electricity price
and emissions.
Figure 5 shows the simplified principle of economic dispatch – specifically, the least-cost heat
dispatch5 of a plant with PtH, NEITG and back-pressure CHP. With the outset in economic
dispatch, the Y-axis is the cost of generating heat and the X-axis the electricity price. A plant
optimising towards the least cost of heating/cooling will switch generation between units,
depending on the price on the electricity market. Thus, the least cost of heat will be at the PtH
during low electricity prices (1), at the NEITG (and/or TS) during intermediate prices (2) and at
the CHP during high electricity prices (3). This concept applies when operation minimises
thermal generation cost according to electricity prices, that is, when electricity is sold to an
external market. One finding from Paper B is that this concept of DE operation does not apply
(at least not without modifications) in US DE systems supplying local thermal and electricity
demand behind-the-meter.

In Papers C and D this is called ”preferred unit for dispatch” – that is, the technology with the lowest cost of heat
production under the given electricity price.
5
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Figure 5 Economic and environmental (VRE-based) dispatch of a generic DE system. Own
illustration based on [55], [56] and [46].
While economic dispatch is commonly adopted in some form at many DE plants, environmental
dispatch has not been identified in real-world operation (Paper B provides examples of it being
examined in US plants). Figure 6 shows that dispatch can also happen according to the
environmental impact/share of VRE. Dispatch according to environmental impact is applied in
the modelling of DE by Lund [52] and Thellufsen et al. [57], both minimising fuel use by
maximising the use of VRE. Figure 6 illustrates the concept as understood in this thesis, with
tons of CO2 (tCO2) as the measure for the environmental impact.
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Figure 6 Concept of environmental dispatch, with heat as an example.
When the target is to generate heating/cooling with the least environmental impact, the order of
dispatch will fill up from below. That is, in this example, the PtH will be dispatched if the
renewable share of imported electricity is lower than the natural gas boiler’s fixed emission rate.
It is worth noticing that the top unit (CHP in this example) will only be dispatched in cases where
capacity need exceeds the less-emitting technologies. Thus, this type of dispatch risks
optimising locally, leading to energy system sub-optimisation. In other words, CHP will not
necessarily help displace more polluting electricity generators on the grid if the plant is
optimised according to its own emissions, unless the displacement of high CO2/MWh electricity
with CHP electricity is rewarded by, for example, certificates or something similar. For DE
systems optimising both on heat and electricity (such as the campus systems described in
Paper B), CHP will remain a relevant part of the dispatch to displace high CO 2/MWh electricity
from the grid.
Potentially, additional dimensions to the flexibility can apply if more inputs are variable, such as
variations in fuel price or variations in renewable gas content in the gas used by the CHP. Such
extra dimensions are not considered in the thesis.

2.4 Energy policy relating to flexibility in the district energy-electricity
system interface
The geographical span of the thesis’s analyses ranges from the Baltics (Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania), across the Nordics (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden) to the United States
(Connecticut, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Vermont). This section presents key policies and regulations on the European, Nordic, Danish
and US levels. Individual papers provide more comprehensive overviews of taxation (Papers C
and D) and US energy regulation (Paper B). The scope in this section is DE, unless otherwise
indicated.

2.4.1 European energy policy
This section presents a selection of key EU policies from the early 2000s onwards.
Energy efficiency
In 2012, the European Energy Efficiency Directive included a separate article (Article 14) on the
promotion of efficiency in heating and cooling. This called for an assessment and the facilitation
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of feasible DH, cooling and CHP by 2015 [58], which is to be re-assessed every five years [59].
In the 2018 amendment, a requirement of at least 0.8% annual savings in final energy demand
was introduced, with DH and cooling specified as one measure to reach this [60].
Climate and energy
On energy and climate, the 2020 Climate and Energy Package (a set of binding legislation) was
enacted in 2009, with targets of 20% greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction compared to 1990, 20%
energy from renewables and 20% energy efficiency (compared to projected 2020 use) [61]. In
2014 (and updated in 2018), this was supplemented with 2030 targets in the 2030 Climate &
Energy Framework on, respectively, at least 40%, at least 32% and at least 32.5% [62].
Towards 2050, the European Commission’s target is a climate-neutral EU [63]. In 2019, the
European Green Deal stated ambitions of increasing the 2030 GHG reduction target to 50-55%
[64]. In March 2020, the Commission disseminated its draft for a European climate law. This
does not focus on technologies but on climate targets. [65].
Integration and flexibility
Clean Planet for All, the European Commission’s strategic vision from 2018, laid out pathways
that included the integration of energy sectors, specifically including electricity, heating and
cooling [63]. In 2019, the European Green Deal underscored this, having the integration of
energy sectors, including heating, cooling and electricity, as one of the measures to achieve its
goals [64]. Furthermore, this is a concrete task in the mission letter to the 2019-elected Energy
Commissioner [66].
Renewable energy
With the 2018 Renewable Energy Directive, Member States are for the first time required to
increase the share of renewable energy in heating and cooling by 1.3 percentage points per
year from 2020, capped at 60%. Ambient energy (e.g. extracting heat from the surrounding
environment) is recognised as renewable energy [67].
Resilience and security of supply
In 2015, the Energy Union initiative was launched to provide Europeans with ‘secure,
sustainable, competitive and affordable energy’. This coupled the concepts of security of supply
and resilience with heating and cooling, specifically, due to heating/cooling’s significant share of
EU energy demand and its derived import dependence of especially gas [68].
Access to grids and markets
The first Electricity Market Directive from 1996 established the framework for the 1999 opening
of the European electricity market [69]. This enabled access for generators, including
independent producers such as CHP units, to price signals from the market – a key proxy for
the flexibility needs of the energy system in this thesis.
Whereas market access for independent producers (which includes CHP) was enabled by the
first Electricity Market Directive, the access of such generators to the grid – non-discriminatory
network access – was not always certain. Subsequent revisions to the initial Electricity Market
Directive addressed this issue – especially the revised Electricity Directive, as part of the Third
Energy Package in 2009, where the unbundling of vertically integrated utilities was intended to
remove the incentive from incumbents to block the grid access for new entrants such as CHP
units. As a side-note, system operators were allowed to provide priority dispatch to CHP, which
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indicates a priority to the resource as an energy efficiency measure rather than a flexible
producer of electricity in the market. [70]. Priority dispatch was later limited to include only
facilities which were eligible prior to 4 July 2019 or less than 400 kW [71].
Other signals for dispatch, including environmental dispatch, are not currently legal for nondemonstration projects [71].
District heating and cooling
In 2016, for the first time the EU addressed heating and cooling comprehensively in the Heating
and Cooling Strategy. The strategy aggregates the concepts of the policies described above
and relates these to DE, particularly regarding the role of DE in the future European energy
system – the promotion of CHP, TS and the potentials for flexibility from integration with the
electricity system. This role is much in line with the subject of this study. Indeed, the strategy
requests Member States to address barriers related to DE, a request to which this thesis is a
small contribution. Specifically, it is intended that DE should be more integrated with the
electricity system, that it should be more flexible, that it should rely on renewable energy and
that DH systems in general should be expanded across the EU. [10].
EU energy policy summary
In summary, the paths of heating and cooling, renewables and flexibly integrated energy sectors
are converging in the European energy policy. The findings in this thesis, specifically in Papers
C-E on taxation, Paper A on barriers to flexible DE and Paper F on the quantitative impacts of
selected barriers, contribute in identifying how the above European policy can be facilitated.

2.4.2 Nordic energy policy
Nordic climate and energy policy
The Nordics (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden) have various energy mixes but common
targets on energy and climate. These include the following:


Climate and energy
o Denmark: ‘Net-zero emissions’ by 2050 [72]
o Finland: ‘Carbon neutrality’ by 2035 [73]
o Norway: ‘Climate neutrality’ by 2030 [74]
o Sweden: ‘Zero GHG emissions’ by 2045 [75]
o Common Nordic target for carbon neutrality [76]



Flexibility and sector coupling: full inclusion of all flexible assets in the market, clear
price signals and a ‘Nordic vision for sector coupling’ [77]

As these are government policies, the targets are not necessarily legally binding. Additionally,
with the 2020 revisions of the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) in the Paris
Agreement [78] coming up, the above targets may quickly become obsolete.
Nordic district heating
The deployment of Nordic DH started in Denmark in 1903 [79], followed by very limited
deployment in Norway in 1950 (beyond this, DH was almost absent in Norway until the 1980s)
[80] and Finland and Sweden in 1953 [33]. Common to these initial deployments was the
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utilisation of waste or waste heat. The oil crises of the 1970s were a turning point for all Nordic
countries (except Norway, utilising electric heating instead) regarding the utilisation of DH as a
measure for energy efficiency.
DH is regulated in various ways across the Nordics (discussed in Paper E and in more detail by
Sandberg et al. [27] and especially Sandberg [26]). Denmark and Sweden have dedicated acts
addressing DH, while in Norway, DH is incorporated in the general Energy Act. Finland has no
dedicated regulation of DH, which instead is regulated through, for example, consumer
protection and competition rules.
Nordic electricity markets
The Nordic countries were among the pioneers in the deployment of electricity markets.
Norwegian transmission system operator Statnett initiated the Nord Pool power exchange in
1993. Sweden joined in 1996 and thereby created the first day-ahead electricity market. Finland
joined in 1998 and Denmark in 2000. [24].
Nordic energy policy summary
In summary, the Nordic energy policy has for a long period focused on the use and deployment
of especially DH. The climate and renewables ambitions towards 2050, combined with the long
tradition of electricity markets, set a firm framework for DH to be electricity market-coupled and
decarbonised.

2.4.3 Danish energy policy on district heating
This summary of Danish energy policy on DH provides concrete insight into the background for
the development of a DH sector, which is among one of the most flexible – yet far from perfect
(as discussed regarding results in 4.2).
After the shock from the oil crisis in 1973 (and 1979), the first comprehensive plan was made for
Danish energy in 1976 – ‘Dansk Energi 1976’6. It focused on decreased dependency on energy
imports (which were 98% in 1970 [81]) through a reduced use of oil by increasing the efficiency
of the heat supply – specifically by proposing the physical planning (zoning of DH through a
national heat plan) and utilisation of excess heat from existing power plants but only a limited
deployment of new DH systems based on CHP [82].
When the Ministry of Energy was created in 1979, it was in part to administer the provisions in
the newly enacted Heat Supply Act of 1979 by managing the deployment and regulation of DH
and CHP [83,84]. Subsequent plans and policies have targeted increasing the deployment of
DH and CHP, including the Danish CHP Agreement of 1986, which prescribed the deployment
of 450 MW EL CHP in Denmark [85]. Beyond the energy efficiency perspective, this should also
be seen as an effort to save the Danish oil and natural gas project in the North Sea when oil
and gas prices fell in the 1980s, specifically by mandating the deployment of ‘decentral’ (small)
natural gas-based CHP units to ensure a stable off-take of natural gas. [79].
Small, decentralised CHP units were from 1990 to 2005 subject to a ‘triple tariff’, which was a
time-of-production subsidy allocating remuneration by time of day [86]. With the triple tariff, the
decentral CHP units were incentivised to introduce TS since electricity generation during certain
hours paid better. For large and small CHP units, economic optimal operation was the
motivation for installing TS, which then and now enable Danish DH plants to decouple DH
production from electricity consumption and production [52]. With the liberalisation of the
6

English: Danish Energy 1976.
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electricity sector, the large CHP units started participation in the Nord Pool electricity market
around 2000. In 2005, the small Danish CHP units were also obliged to trade their electricity on
the market [87]. All actors, including CHP units, are required to act through a balance
responsible party. The balance responsible party is responsible for the electricity balance in the
measurement points of consumption and production. [88]. Typically, to minimise the business
process costs of having internal staff, smaller CHP units will apply an external expert balance
responsible party.
In the Danish case, regulation which had previously been aligned with policy can now be
problematic in the transition of the energy system. One example is the requirement on the coproduction of heat and electricity in the large cities, which makes the deployment of large-scale
HP illegal [89].
In the Nordic and Danish cases, the motivation for DH has varied over time. Each of these
periods has coincidentally increased the potential for flexibility. Where the first Nordic plant
addressed the issue of getting rid of waste in a space-constrained city, the subsequent period
until the 1970s saw deployment mainly as a least-cost way of supplying heat (flexibility
contribution: initial deployment of DH systems). In the 1970s and through the 1980s, motivation
shifted towards security of supply, obtained through efficiency and fuel-shift (flexibility
contribution: increased deployment of DH systems). The 1990s saw a growing focus on
environmental impact (flexibility contribution: deployment of CHP and TS), followed by a focus
on competition and marketisation in the late 1990s and 2000s (flexibility contribution: price
signals reaching DH systems) [79]. Since the early 2010s, the focus has shifted from generation
to the use of electricity for heating through PtH (flexibility contribution: electricity demand
flexibility).
For the future Danish energy system, several paths have been laid out, including goals by the
present Danish Government and its supporting parties (70% GHG reductions by 2030
compared to 1990 [90]). In 2018, a broad political agreement set out a target of a RE share of
100% of electricity consumption and at least 90% in DH by 2030. Additionally, this agreement
[91] targeted ‘the most integrated, market-based and flexible energy system in Europe’ with
intentions, including the following:







reduced electricity taxes for heating purposes
termination of the mandatory use of natural gas in small CHP units (brændselsbinding –
mandatory fuel use) and of the cogeneration of heat and electricity (kraftvarmekrav –
mandatory cogeneration)
increased competition with individual heat sources through the lifting of a mandatory
connection to DH systems for consumers in DH areas
regulatory ‘sandboxes’ – free zones for testing regulation
dynamic electricity taxes

The Danish District Heating Association estimates that Danish DH companies by 2030 can
contribute with 2.8 MtCO2 for heat and 6.7 MtCO2 for electricity (CO2-neutral CHP plants) under
current and new policies [92]. While numbers are not directly comparable, the Danish Council
on Climate Change estimates 2.2 MtCO2 reductions from DH and electricity, considering only
new policies towards 2030 [93].
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2.4.4 US energy policy
I've compared the formation of energy policy in this country to peewee soccer […]
Nobody plays their position. Nobody even knows how to play a position. It would be
nice if we could just form energy policy with a deliberate end in this country and it would
be nice if we could try to execute it in a deliberate way instead of trying to jam it all
through the tax code which seems to me like a really weird way to go about doing
anything but that's how we do energy policy in this country. – Chris Nelder [94]
The above description of US energy policy provides a harsh, humoristic and somewhat accurate
summary of US policy on energy. Federal regulation addresses mostly issues that are of interstate relevance. There is, for instance, no renewable heat policies at the federal level, while
these exist on the state level [95]. This means that much of the energy policy is left to the
discretion of individual states, leading to, for example, promoting policies on biomass-based
thermal energy supply in Vermont while streamlining permitting for CHP in Washington State
[96]. Therefore, a brief summary, not a full overview, is the purpose of this section.
Regarding cogeneration, an executive order in 2012 targeted the deployment of 40 GW
industrial cogeneration by 2020 [97]. This was the first national goal for cogeneration [98], while
the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) is among the most important policies for
cogeneration deployment [98]. PURPA was introduced in 1978 in an effort to reduce US
dependence on foreign oil [99] and energy efficiency in general by requiring utilities to buy
electricity from small power producers (‘qualifying facilities’ such as CHP) at ‘avoided cost’
[100]. A 2005 revision exempted utilities in wholesale markets from this mandate [98]. It is worth
noting that the principle of the Danish triple tariff and the principle of avoided cost in PURPA are
very similar. Cogeneration is eligible for a 10% investment tax credit until 2021 [101]. Biomass
projects had been eligible for a production tax credit until 2017 [102].
Renewable portfolios standards is another key regulatory measure. This enables states to
define renewable shares of total energy supply to be met by energy suppliers. Traditionally, this
has focused on electricity, but as of 2014, New Hampshire was the first to implement standards
for heat [95]. This subsequently creates a market for renewable energy certificates, which are
tradeable among, for example, suppliers who cannot meet the renewable portfolio standard.
Several states beyond New Hampshire now include thermal energy in their renewable portfolio
standard, with specific qualifications varying from state to state. For instance, biomass-based
heat qualifies in New Hampshire, while the District of Columbia only allows solar thermal [103].
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3. Methods: Analysing flexible integration in the
district energy-electricity system interface
Answering the research questions takes the thesis along the following two main paths regarding
flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface: identifying barriers and evaluating the impacts of
these barriers. The identification of barriers is conducted through the qualitative methods
narrative literature review and semi-structured interviews. The impact of barriers is analysed
through quantitative methods, ranging from a simple spreadsheet-based model, to a singleplant model, to an energy system model. This methodological triangulation enables a thorough
analysis.

3.1 Literature and expert reviews: Identifying barriers to flexibility in the
DE-electricity system interface
In the words of Painuly, [104] ‘[T]he advantage of decomposition of a barrier into its elements is
clarity on causes for presence of a barrier’. Such clarity is required in sub-research question 1
(Can barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface be identified, structured and
addressed in a systematic manner?). The answer is provided by the initial definition of the key
characteristics of barriers and a subsequent comprehensive review of the barriers to flexible
DE, their emerging categories and their solutions. This combination of characteristics,
categories and barriers form a taxonomy fundamental to making informed decisions regarding
the analysis of flexible DE.
Barrier characteristics are those which inform on the type of technology and at which decision
level and which point in the lifecycle the barrier is present. The characteristics are not identified
through the comprehensive literature review but, rather, initially defined by the author and
verified against other references.

3.1.1 Narrative review
Initially, a systematic review was intended. Searches were conducted during October 2018
through the university research portal DTU Findit, which includes the Scopus and Web of
Science databases [105]. Search terms and results are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Search terms and results of the systematic review.
Search term
Gross results
categorization, flexibility, renewable
90
barrier, flexibility, renewable, district
14
barrier ‘smart energy’
75
barrier flexibility renewable
500+

Useful results
3
2
3
9

Based on the limited amount of results from the systematic review, the research design was
revised to include a narrative review. This enabled an expansion into concepts similar to – or
overlapping with – flexible DE, such as barriers to flexibility, renewable heat and demand
response. Additionally, this allowed an expansion of the resource base, including the following:



The identification of references through lists of references in related research;
Web searches;
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The use of personal archives;
Targeted searching in key stakeholders’ literature databases (IEA and similar).

This is in line with Sovacool et al. [106], who define the narrative review as follows: ‘to
synthesize insights from a variety of perspectives and disciplines, or areas where insufficient
data exists to conduct a systematic review or meta-analysis’.

3.1.2 Expert elicitation
To provide what Creswell [107] calls peer debriefing, that is, requesting feedback from peers to
identify errors and enable that the study ‘will resonate with people other than the researcher’
[107], the initial draft of the study was sent to 15 energy experts. Nine of these provided
feedback. Additionally, this measure helped triangulate the findings with data sources other than
those in the initial narrative literature review. While the feedback is not an approval of the study
by the experts, it has helped address author bias by letting the narrative review be subject to
additional perspectives.

3.2 Analysing flexibility
A key element is the definition and measurement of flexibility. At which level is an energy
system flexible? When is a DE system sufficiently flexible? The answers here are normative, not
descriptive, since flexibility can be measured in a myriad of ways. This illustrates the inherent
weakness of applying flexibility, a term which is broadly well understood but applied in disparate
ways. Flexibility is in this thesis addressed from different angles.
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Papers A and B analyse flexibility by proxy of DE systems’ ability to receive and
respond to electricity grid-based signals. Capuder and Mancarella take a similar
perspective for DH [108], and Cochran et al. for demand response [109]. Paper A
applies a narrative review of the literature on related fields within energy (further
detailed in 3.1). Paper B applies the taxonomy from Paper A to identify barriers through
interviews with DE stakeholders.
Paper C analyses flexibility by proxy of the relative operational competitiveness of gridintegrated technologies to non-grid-integrated technologies. Green Energy has applied
a similar approach for DH [110]. The analysis is a simple calculation of the percentage
of hours during 2014 and 2015 where, respectively, EB and HP had the lowest heat
production cost compared to biomass CHP, biomass boiler, natural gas CHP and
natural gas boiler. This is conducted by calculating the electricity price at which the heat
production costs are at parity – that is, where cost levels intersect. Subsequently, the
hours with electricity prices lower than this intersect (i.e. where the EB is the least-cost
technology) are summarised, and the shares of the technologies are calculated.
Papers D and E analyse flexibility by proxy of the relative investment incentive between
combinations of grid-integrated technologies and non-grid-integrated technologies. This
is measured by modelling different combinations of DH technologies and their resulting
levelised costs of heat. This indicates which combination of technologies will yield the
lowest cost under the given framework conditions. Trømborg et al. [111] have applied a
similar perspective on DH technologies and flexibility.
Paper F analyses flexibility by proxy of a set of evaluation criteria, including the
deployment of PtH, renewables and CO2-emissions. Kirkerud et al. [112] and
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Hedegaard and Münster [113] have applied a similar perspective regarding PtH and the
integration of RE in respectively DH and individual heating.

3.3 Discussion of methods applied
Common to Papers A and B is that they identify perceived barriers. While these barriers may
indeed be present, neither methodology can quantify their impact. Quantified impact is instead
indicated in Papers C-F.
The narrative review was initiated as a systematic review. A systematic review may indeed have
been possible to conduct later in the process – knowing what I did, after iterating through the
extensive narrative review, where search terms and subjects stood out clearer.
Narrative reviews can be subject to researcher bias and can be difficult to replicate due to the
lack of structure inherent in this method [106]. A further challenge with this study is that I was
the single author. More authors could have expanded the scope by sheer number of references
reviewed but also regarding the perspectives taken and interpretations made. It was thus a
conscious and necessary choice to include the expert elicitation as a means to mitigate those
weaknesses. Additionally, the study explicitly underscores these weaknesses and invites
corrections and additions from peers.
The research design required choices regarding cut-off criteria for barriers. By cut-off criteria is
meant the extent to which a barrier pertains to flexible DE or to other realms. One main example
is the boundary between barriers to flexible DE and barriers to DE in general. This boundary is
indistinct since anything that affects DE can subsequently affect flexible DE. By determining
whether the barrier directly relates to flexibility or to DE more broadly, the line has been drawn
sharper.
The interviews in Paper B identify perceived barriers. While this approach may initially seem
problematic since the difference between perception and reality may be substantial, the
approach was intentional – perception is exactly what is important in this particular study (an
approach described by Sovacool et al. [106] and applied by, e.g., Golove et al. [114]). As the
interviewees are managers at specific DE plants, their perception of barriers is decisive for
operation and investment at their plants – both determining factors for flexibility in the DEelectricity system interface. Subsequent studies would be relevant to verify whether perceived
barriers are also actual barriers, which is also part of the recommendations in Paper B.
Regarding the quantitative studies in Papers C-F, these are based on input data regarding
taxes, subsidies and electricity grid tariffs. Such data are characterised by a relatively short
‘best before date’ since they are subject to frequent regulatory change or revised structures. In
practice this means that, for example, since Danish taxes have been revised since 2015-2016,
the exact numbers become obsolete, but the general message is unchanged.
Paper C is a simple study with a simple method, yielding indications of barriers rather than
detailed energy system modelling. This worked well as an initial screening, setting the basis for
the more detailed analyses in Papers D and E. The latter papers’ total 144 scenario variations
expands the findings in Paper C by exploring a considerably broader range of framework
conditions. As the scenarios were mostly defined manually, this was very time-consuming. In
addition to time-saving automation (which has subsequently been developed in the energy
modelling software used in Papers D and E), the results could further benefit from the following:


Providing results as ranges rather than individual values. Using stochasticity in, for
example, electricity prices could mitigate the perfect foresight of the modelling, and
include risk and uncertainty;
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Investment optimisation to expand beyond operational optimisation;
The inclusion of ancillary services in the revenue stream of the DE plant. By only
including spot market prices, an important source of revenue specifically for EB is
omitted, as indicated by Detlefsen [115];
Specifically regarding the assumption on constant price levels of green certificates in
Paper E, this would have benefitted from a sensitivity analysis with a less optimistic
assumption.

Regarding the energy system modelling in Paper F, the intention is to show the impact of
constraining a particular potential barrier (biomass) in the Danish energy system. While this
analysis extends beyond other similar studies in its detail on regulatory conditions and system
representation, later iterations could be improved in especially the following two areas: the
representation of regulatory conditions in surrounding countries and the geographical resolution
of heat demand among the heat demands represented (DH and industrial and individual
heating).
Important to note is that the qualitative studies are equally subject to variations in framework
conditions as the quantitative studies. Acknowledging the fleeting relevance of all such specific
results of regulatory and policy studies, the focus should less be on the decimals and more on
the general relevance of results. The analyses in this thesis will thus hopefully find value as
generic indicators of potential relevance, making the results transferable to other contexts and
timeframes.
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4. Results and discussion: Flexibility in the district
energy-electricity system interface
This section presents the highlights of the research conducted in the research papers forming
the thesis.
The thesis takes its starting point in a review of barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system
interface (Paper A). This theoretical taxonomy is subsequently tested against real-world DE
systems to mirror the taxonomy in real DE systems (Paper B). With this qualitative foundation,
single-plant impacts of barriers to the flexibility of DH is conducted in Papers C-E. Having
established a clear indication of impacts regarding the incentive to operate and subsequently
invest in flexible technologies, the scope is broadened to the whole energy system in Paper F.
At this energy system level, heat source substitution is explored as a means to address barriers
and analysed against several criteria (system cost, PtH deployment, electricity grid tariff
revenue, etc.).

4.1 Results of Papers A to F
Paper A presents a review of the literature on barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system
interface. Based on the findings, a taxonomy is developed. Barriers share common
characteristics regarding technologies affected, the part of DE lifecycle affected and at which
decision level the barrier originates. A total of 40 barriers are identified and placed in the
following nine emerging categories:
1. Operational signalling – flexibility requires signals on which to respond;
2. Investment – flexibility depends on investment in specific assets;
3. Permitting – flexibility depends on accommodating permitting processes and related
regulation;
4. Ownership – flexibility depends on alignment with ownership conditions especially for
taxation;
5. DE technology conditions – flexibility depends on the capability of technologies;
6. Grid access – flexibility depends on integration with the electricity grid;
7. Physical environment – flexibility depends on the availability of resources and land;
8. Bounded rationality – flexibility depends on awareness among stakeholders;
9. Acceptance – flexibility depends on prioritisation among stakeholders.
The main barrier is identified to be the absence of signals on which to respond flexibly. In
addition, primary barriers (barriers that are decisive for the use of flexible DE) include limitations
from organisational bounded rationality, which can hinder investments in flexible technologies
during the planning phase. Discriminatory grid codes can be another primary barrier since this
can hinder access to the electricity grid of an otherwise potentially flexible DE plant. Secondary
barriers, referring to barriers reinforcing or stacking on top of other barriers, include operational
taxes and levies on flexible DE technologies. Such taxes may not in themselves hinder flexibility
but can make flexible technologies uncompetitive by shifting their marginal production cost
upwards. Solutions beyond enabling DE access to signal-providing schemes include increased
information on flexibility benefits and regulation incentivising flexibility according to energy
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system needs. Paper A’s identification of potential barriers serves as a basis for the subsequent
research analysing the presence and impact of those barriers.
In Paper B, I explored the perceived framework conditions for flexibility at 10 US university
campus DE systems. The analysis found that most operation happens as behind-the-meter
optimisation of thermal and electric needs, in contrast to how market-integrated systems are
acting. Paper B additionally serves as a basis for testing Paper A’s findings against real-world
cases. The taxonomy was found to be applicable as an analytical tool, resulting in identification
of 18 barriers out of the 40 identified in Paper A.
In Paper C, we screened whether economic framework conditions (2015) pose barriers to DH
flexibility in Denmark, Norway and Sweden – specifically, how the economic framework
conditions impact the relative competitiveness of grid integrated technologies (CHP and PtH)
against NEITG. We found that untaxed biomass-based technologies generally have the lowest
levelised cost of heat (LCOH). Natural gas CHP is generally uncompetitive against biomass
boilers, as exemplified for Denmark in Figure 77.
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Figure 7 Least-cost dispatch chart, showing DH technologies under 2015-Danish framework
conditions.
The results are mixed regarding HP, which appears more competitive in Norway and Sweden,
as indicated by the percentage of hours that HP would be the optimal dispatch over the biomass
boiler in the electricity spot-price time series of 2014-2015




0% in Denmark
99.6% in Norway
12.5% in Sweden

The difference can be attributed to the electricity grid tariffs, higher electricity tax and public
service obligation that PtH faced in Denmark. Overall, the results indicate an indirect impact of
economic framework conditions on flexibility – namely, on the economic incentive to operate

7

See Figure 5 for an explanation of the least-cost dispatch concept.
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flexible technologies and subsequently to invest in them. Paper C serves as a basis for the
more detailed analyses of the economic framework conditions in Papers D and E.
Paper D develops the analyses in Paper C with more detailed DH modelling and an expanded
dataset and geographical scope (Baltics). The following four different plant configurations were
tested for a small (40 GWhTH/year) DH plant:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wood chip CHP + EB
Wood chip CHP + wood chip boiler
Wood chip boiler + EB
Wood chip boiler

Testing these configurations regarding the impact of taxes, subsidies and electricity grid tariffs
as well as with and without TS yields a total of 48 scenario variations. In Estonia and Latvia, we
found that investment incentives from economic framework conditions motivate a combination
of wood chip boiler and EB, that is, an option with potential for demand flexibility but no
electricity production flexibility. For Lithuania, CHP + EB has slightly lower LCOH (41
EUR/MWh) than wood chip boiler and EB (45 EUR/MWh). The significantly larger investment
that the CHP requires in combination with the uncertainties from the electricity revenue means
that wood chip boiler and EB in all three cases is found to be the most attractive investment. TS
is in all cases a no-regrets solution, providing lower heat prices and reducing the use of peak
load capacity (with storage in CHP + EB, LCOH is 59-77% of non-storage LCOH). EB’s share of
heat production was 0-3%. Taxes and subsidies are not prohibitive to the operation of EB,
which indicates a fundamental inability to compete against untaxed biomass assets under the
given electricity prices. Paper D serves as a verification and elaboration of the results in Paper
C, demonstrating the existence of economic barriers to the operation of, and investment in,
flexible technologies at single DH plants.
In Paper E, the motivation and methodology is the same as in Paper D but with the Nordics as
the geographic scope – Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden – totalling 96 scenario
variations. This was done to explore a plant configuration similar to that in Paper D under
different (Nordic) regulatory framework conditions. We found that investment incentive is largest
for biomass CHP with EB in all countries but Denmark (where a wood chip boiler is the best
investment). This is largely driven by investment and operation subsidies. The subsidies’ share
of LCOH is up to 68% in Norway and 51% in Sweden. TS is again a no-regrets solution in all
cases (with TS scenarios’ LCOH 18-86% of non-storage scenarios). Biomass is the major
energy source in all scenarios (around 90% in all scenarios with HS, with Norway as the single
exception at 64%). Electricity-based heat generation from EB is limited. While EB use is
completely eliminated in scenarios with Finnish and Norwegian capacity-based tariffs, it reaches
a maximum of 35% in the Norwegian wood chip boiler + EB scenario. Thus, electricity grid
tariffs have significant impacts. Taxes and subsidies have limited impact on the operation but
significantly impact the investment incentive for CHP.
In Paper F, we analysed the impacts of fuel substitution (biomass-based sources to other heat
sources) on the flexibility and sector coupling in a large energy system. By constraining a
biomass use, considered a competitor to especially PtH, we found that sector integration was
inversely impacted between PtH and CHP – when one would increase, the other would
decrease. Also, provided an increasing CO2 price, intervening by constraining biomass led to
increased emissions (293-2 244 kton/year). Compared to the base case, the constraints
induced a shift away from biomass use, resulting in increased PtH capacity (122%-491%), tax-
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(222%-647%) and electricity tariff revenue (105%-165%) as well as end-user heat cost (108%151%). The study showed that while competing heat sources can reduce especially the
electrification of heating, constraining these would benefit from other simultaneous measures
(e.g. draw on tax surplus to reduce emissions), to mitigate the downsides (e.g. increased heat
costs, increased emissions).

4.2 Discussion of results
4.2.1 Precondition for the analysis
The thesis is founded on an assumption of transitioning energy systems. With increasing
amounts of VRE, the energy system requires increased flexibility. Even beyond transition,
electricity markets become increasingly liquid as the number of participating flexible actors
increases. Such flexibility can be obtained in many different ways, where DE is the one
analysed here. DE plants are not always perceived as flexible (discussed in e.g. [116–118])
since they may disregard broader energy system needs in their operation according to thermal
demand. In contrast, the Nordics are known for flexible DH plants. This discrepancy was the
initial motivation for the thesis: Why are not all DE plants flexible? If interpreted normatively –
meaning that DE should always be based on flexible technologies – the question can be
criticised: flexible DE may not always be necessary, such as in the case of abundant thermal
energy from non-flexible resources such as geothermal or industrial excess heat, or if the
energy system is simply saturated with flexible resources that make DE flexibility irrelevant. As
stated in 2.3.2, ‘flexibility for flexibility’s sake’ is applied for analytic purpose in this study, while
not the intention in all real-world cases. This approach has proved relevant in especially Paper
A, to address the research gap regarding a systematic overview of a wide array of barriers.
Paper F extends beyond the myopic view to show the impacts of implementing flexibility
measures, impacts which may not always be desirable for the energy system broadly.
Finally, it is worth noting that a purely economically focused study of barriers to the flexibility of
DE in an electricity market would essentially be a study of barriers to a perfect market (i.e.
market failures). Since the thesis takes a broader view of a sustainable energy system (section
2.1), such framing is only partially true.

4.2.2 Framework conditions for flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface
Quantitative analyses of heat prices as a proxy for the most attractive investment in DH is
performed in Papers C-E. Similarity in data and methodology enables a comparison of LCOH
between Papers D and E. For CHP + EB, the considerable difference in labour costs are
reflected in the investment share of LCOH (49-57 EUR/MWh in Nordics; 33 EUR/MWh in
Baltics). Another factor is fuel cost, where wood chips in the Baltics are around half the price of
those in the Nordics (11.5 EUR/MWh vs 19-22.8 EUR/MWh). Taxes are generally lower in the
Baltics. Despite this, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish LCOHs are on par with – or lower than –
the Baltic prices (Nordics: 12-56 EUR/MWh; Baltics: 41-62 EUR/MWh). This is attributed to the
significant share of Nordic subsidies.
Paper B identified 18 barriers among the surveyed US DE systems out of the total 40 identified
in Paper A. While Nordic DE plants are actively participating in the electricity markets, the same
is not the case in the US plants. While they may have similar generation and consumption
assets (CHP and PtC), the US systems are mainly dispatching outside the electricity market. If
perceiving electricity markets as contestable markets, lowering the barriers to entry for these
existing CHP plants would enable hit-and-run entry (a type of market participation where entry
and exit are free – discussed by Baumol [29]). In the existing US DE systems, some plants have
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already invested in CHP and other infrastructure due to internal needs. Policy enabling hit and
run, along with other types of response, would promote flexibility in the DE-electricity system
interface.
Papers D and E show biomass CHP with TS operating close to baseload at a 75-80% capacity
factor. Paper C shows a similar tendency for Denmark and Sweden. Biomass CHP units would
in these cases contribute to the flexible energy system by abstaining from generation rather
than feeding into the grid. Similar findings have been made by Blarke [34] regarding HP, in both
cases due to the low marginal cost of heat. CHP may be less favourable in the real world than
the modelled in Paper E since the analyses have been made on the assumption of generous
subsidies, which may not be the case in the longer term.
The initial screening regarding the Nordic countries indicates an impact of electricity grid tariffs
(Paper C). This is verified in Paper E, indicating that monthly revised capacity-based electricity
grid tariffs can remove all incentive for PtH. Letting the capacity threshold be set on a yearly
maximum instead can mitigate this. Such a design is similar to the ratcheted demand charges
that US plants are facing, where their consumption during annual grid peak hours sets the level
of their subsequent demand charges (described in Paper B). While such peaks can be forecast,
and plant operation adjusted to avoid those peaks, the question is whether DE should be
subject to such charges at all, given a track record of reliable flexibility (as, e.g., proposed by
Selecky et al. [119]).
Skytte et al. [46] calculated the flexibility need as a function of electricity price variations. This
indicated ‘that there is no ‘flexibility emergency’ in the Nordics and Baltics as of 2018’ [46]. In
this regard, a distinction should be made between a saturated flexibility demand and a
completely absent need for flexibility. While the former is likely, the latter is hardly realistic in a
system with VRE. Whether DE provides flexibility in this system depends on its ability to
compete in the electricity system interface. The strength and weakness of DE as a flexibility
provider is that there are many ways to produce thermal energy, while for electricity there are
many ways to use it – or X-to-heat vs power-to-X, as coined by Eldrup et al. [120]. If
uncompetitive in the electricity interface, DE will opt for other options, potentially leading to
reduced energy system flexibility. Despite large increases in VRE, Paper F indicates a need for
CHP even in the long term (3 GW by 2045 in the base case). Likewise, PtH is deployed
extensively (also 3 GW [thermal] by 2045 in the base case) but is to some degree limited by the
alternative heat source from biomass-based CHP (while not so much by boilers). Thus, by
consuming and generating electricity, DE is able to contribute to satisfying the flexibility need in
the long term.

4.2.3 Consequences of addressing framework conditions
Since DH is evidently a precondition for flexibility in the DH-electricity system interface, I will
briefly treat this in the following. The regulatory environments in which DH has been deployed in
the Nordics have varied between competition with other heat sources (Sweden) and a
physically planned heat supply (Denmark). The overall existence of DH in the Nordic context is
thus driven by different framework conditions (as explored by Sandberg et al. [27]). Future
conditions for DH will thereby determine the ability to deliver flexibility in the energy system. In
the Danish case, there has been a longstanding tradition of striving for the energy system with
the best economy for society – what the Danes typically call socio-economy [121]. Since the
2000s, economic efficiency has become increasingly in focus, as seen in authorities’ and
consultants’ work on the subject [122,123]. While economic efficiency is desirable, the
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methodology for analysing and obtaining this goal should not be reduced to a simple analysis of
least-cost heat supply for the end consumer for the following two reasons:
1. As all papers in this thesis show, there is currently a multitude of framework conditions
that should be taken into consideration before it can be argued that a level playing-field
is present
2. The holistic approach regarding the energy system is important to maintain. This is
important since optimisation within a single sector may be a sub-optimal solution for the
energy system as a whole. A prime example is a business-economically optimal
investment in biomass boilers, which limits the possibility for integration with the
electricity system
The use of TS is a no-regrets solution, providing better LCOH (Papers D and E) and a more
flexible energy system (Paper F). This is supported by several studies, including Østergaard
[124]. In the US, the presence of steam-based systems hinders this on the heat side, while it is
to some degree utilised on the cold side. This underscores the relevance of feasibility studies of
conversion projects in contexts such as the US to clarify whether the collective benefits are high
enough to justify conversion – not just at the plant level but also on a system scale. The latter
could justify state or federal subsidies, according to the societal benefits.
Electricity grid tariffs are both in the Nordics and the US shown to have impact on the flexible
operation of DE. A tariff design based on real costs (except cable lengths, which can be
socialised to give indiscriminatory access – what Reneses et al. calls a ‘super shallow costbased connection charge’ [125]) – would be the preferred solution in both cases. Indeed, as
proposed by Skytte et al. [126], making these tariffs dynamic according to relevant signals
would enable further utilisation of DE flexibility.
Although conceptually fascinating, environmental dispatch may be challenging in combination
with the economic signals currently in place. Instead, taxation according to externalities is a
relevant way to align signals for environmental impact (e.g. tCO2/MWh) with electricity market
signals (e.g. EUR/MWh). This is to some degree already the case, but the question is whether
the tax levels (or similar externality costs) are updated to current externalities or, indeed,
whether the taxes are simply a fiscal source for government budgets. One option, as
recommended in the Flex4RES and Energylab Nordhavn projects, is to make the taxes dynamic
according to climate impact [46,127].
Whereas the barrier created by competition from substitute goods – grid-integrated and NEITG
heat sources – has been proven (Paper F), the consequence of addressing this by constraining
one source is not a win-win scenario (CO2 emissions increase and heat consumers bear the
cost increase). If the purpose is to increase flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface, the
remaining set of potential barriers identified in Paper A should be analysed before proceeding
with implementation. This should be self-evident but is not always the case (cf. Lund’s [38]
choice awareness theory). Subsequently, mitigation measures could be applied, such as
redesigning the constraints (e.g. targeting non-climate-friendly biomass) to moderate impacts,
cost-sharing among electricity and heat consumers or applying economic surplus to finance
CO2 reduction in other areas.
Finally, while the impacts of barriers and possible solutions have been analysed, the details in
the implementation of solutions have not been addressed. Thereby, future work remains
regarding rolling out possible changes to facilitate flexibility in the DE-electricity system
interface.
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4.3 Summarised contributions of the thesis
The existing scientific body is expanded by this thesis in two ways. First, it identifies and lays
out a taxonomy of barriers to flexible DE. Second, it quantifies the impact of selected barriers
and the consequences of mitigating these.

4.3.1 Contributions to barrier understanding
The first comprehensive overview of barriers to flexible DE is here conducted. Subsequently,
the barriers are organised in a proposed taxonomy. Common characteristics are suggested for
all types of barriers, indicating which technologies they affect, at which point in the project life
they occur and at which decision level they originate. Furthermore, the taxonomy divides the
barriers into nine categories, intended to cover everything from technical, to economic, to
behavioural aspects. While much of the knowledge had already been available, it was tacit,
unstructured and scattered among academia and professionals. The taxonomy enables further
scientific work to transcend into systematic approaches in addressing flexible DE. Likewise,
policy makers and project owners tasked with deploying flexible DE have been provided with a
concrete checklist of matters to address in such a process – and proposed solutions. It is the
hope and intention that this will make the process of enabling flexibility in the DE-electricity
system interface smoother and more likely to reach the desired outcome. Perhaps most useful
for the broader energy research community is that the structure of the taxonomy, with few
adaptations, is broadly applicable to the flexibility (and other desired characteristics) of
technologies in energy systems.

4.3.2 Contributions to policy analysis
The thesis quantifies substitution among heat sources, thereby indicating the impact on
flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface. It does so with a focus expanded to the energy
system broadly, such as revenue from electricity grid tariffs and taxes. The thesis thereby
provides a systematic analysis of heat source substitution as a measure to address the potential
barrier of competition between flexible, grid-integrated thermal sources and especially biomassbased resources such as NEITG. This provides policy makers with an initial indication of
‘hotspots’ to address. Secondly, the methodological approach can serve in analysing concrete
systems since DE systems are inherently context-specific.
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5. Conclusions and outlook
The overall research question of the thesis is: Which framework conditions hinder flexible
operation in the district energy-electricity system interface, and what are their consequences?
This question is posed since increasingly flexible and coupled energy sectors will benefit
markets and the transition to an efficient and renewables-based energy system. DE and the
electricity grid are the sectors in focus, having shown considerable potential for flexibility. Such
flexibility is not always present in DE systems, which motivates the following sub-research
questions that collectively constitute the main research question:
1. How can barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface be identified,
structured and addressed in a systematic manner?
a. Paper A defines common characteristics of barriers to flexible DE. It identifies
40 such barriers and their proposed solutions. Each barrier is placed in one of
nine categories. In aggregate, this forms a taxonomy for barriers to flexible DE.
2. How does the systematic overview correspond to experiences in real-world DE
systems?
a. Paper B applies the developed taxonomy to 10 US university campus DE
systems. This real-world reflection of the taxonomy identifies 18 of the
taxonomy’s total 40 barriers. As expected, the study shows different barriers in
different places, underscoring the context-specific character of DE systems and
their related barriers to flexibility. Common is that supply flexibility is almost
absent, while demand flexibility is present.
3. What consequences do selected identified barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity
system interface have for certain typologies of DE plants?
a. Applying 2015-2016 data for micro-economic analyses, Paper C screens for
barriers to flexible DE in the Nordic economic framework conditions and finds
challenges within taxes and tariffs, reducing the competitiveness of CHP and
PtH against alternative technologies. Papers D and E extend this study to a
detailed LCOH analysis of generic plants. The latter studies show that subsidy
policies in Nordic countries (except Denmark) drive investment towards CHP
and EB. Danish framework conditions incentivise wood chip boiler, thus limiting
sector coupling. The Baltic countries land in between, with a combination of
wood chip boiler and EB as most feasible. Economic framework conditions thus
drive investments differently, depending on place. The large reliance on
subsidies for CHP is noteworthy, considering that lower electricity prices may
drive DH towards an electricity consumer role rather than towards electricity
production.
4. On a larger scale, what consequences do selected barriers to flexibility in the DEelectricity system interface have for the energy system?
a. Paper F studies interactions between substitutable heat sources with different
flexibility potentials and sector coupling characteristics. Introducing a constraint
to a potential barrier to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface does not
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yield positive results for all criteria analysed (increased CO2 emissions and heat
costs) but increases the electrification of heat, VRE deployment and reduces
system costs. The findings underscore that barriers and their mitigation
measures should be carefully analysed for adverse impacts before
implementation. This analysis provides a method for doing so.
The thesis adds to the existing research through its development of a comprehensive overview
of barriers and its related structure – a taxonomy for barriers to flexible DE. Also, by quantifying
the impacts of barriers through a techno-economic analysis, a comparison of barriers is
conducted, providing indications of the ‘lowest-hanging fruit’, if such barriers should be
addressed.
Overall, it can be concluded that it is indeed possible to identify and analyse which framework
conditions drive and hinder flexible operation in the DE-electricity system interface – specifically,
that at least 40 different barriers can be present and that anything from outright bans, to stifling
investment incentives from taxes and tariffs, to the behaviour and knowledge among plant staff
can hinder investment in, and the operation of, flexible DE technologies. The consequences of
the reduced flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface include less utilisation of PtH to
integrate increasing amounts of VRE, less energy-related tax revenue and higher use of
biomass.
Weighting barriers and identifying those with the largest impact should be done with caution,
again respecting the context-specificity of DE systems. What can be concluded regarding the
most important barrier is that the provision of flexibility from a DE system depends on signals.
The absence of signal-providing schemes, such as market prices, is a primary barrier.
Importantly, even in the presence of signals, each of the other 39 identified barriers can alone
hinder flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface. Whether and how much is a matter of
context.
The next steps, enabled by the research in this thesis, can involve two analytic approaches –
explorative and normative.




In an explorative approach, an external framework condition is applied to a set of
barriers – from a single barrier to all 40 – to examine the impact of barriers under the
given framework condition.
A normative approach is similar to Liebig’s law of the minimum, where a minimum
threshold determines the overall development of a system – in this case, how flexible
DE is. Here, barriers are screened to identify the lowest threshold, that is, which barrier
is limiting flexibility. This can subsequently be addressed (and the process reiterated).

In both analytic approaches, relevant framework conditions to explore include




100% (V)RE systems;
Regulatory regimes for DE and utilities, such as incentives-based (as discussed in
Denmark) and performance-based (as discussed in the US) regulation;
Technologies such as digitalisation, artificial intelligence, carbon capture, hightemperature thermal energy storages and power-to-X;
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Climate plans (e.g. targets for Denmark in 2030, the EU in 2050 or US universities in
2050);
Pertinent countries such as China with a large deployment of DE and the US with
unmapped DE potential;
Shifting role of electricity grids and roles of distribution system operators and
transmission system operators, especially distribution-level flexibility markets and the
contribution of DE;
Sustainability studies extending beyond the traditional areas of economics and energy
to environmental and social factors;
Consumer-side flexibility in DE systems.

In summary, the field of DE, flexibility and regulation holds great potential for interesting and
relevant future analyses.
Science and ethics lay out the necessary path of a persisting effort towards an increasingly
sustainable world. Albeit a small piece of the puzzle, striking the right balance between
molecules and electrons in the DE-electricity system interface can contribute to such
development. No barrier identified in this study was found to be insurmountable. Hopefully,
neither will the transition to a sustainable energy system.
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Abstract
Sector-coupling, specifically flexibility in the interface between district energy (systems based on district
heating and/or district cooling) and electricity systems has shown to be beneficial. The question is why,
then, this flexible integration is not universally applied in district energy? By reviewing 100+ pieces of
literature, this study identifies 40 barriers (and related solutions) to flexibility in the interface between
district energy and the electricity system. Furthermore, a taxonomy is proposed for these barriers. While
expansive, the taxonomy is inherently incomplete, as more barriers are likely to exist and develop. The
primary barrier is lack of signal-providing scheme, which hinders signals of energy system needs to reach
flexible DE systems.
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Abbreviations
BPC: Business process costs
CHP: Combined heat and power/cogeneration
Cogen: Cogeneration plant
DE: District energy (generation of electricity, heating and cooling)
DE-ESI: District energy-electricity system interface
ESI: Electricity system interface
HP: Heat pump
NEITPU: Non-electricity interfaced thermal producing unit (typically a natural gas or biomass boiler for
heating or chiller for cooling). Used instead of the more commonly applied term ”heat-only boiler”, to
encompass cold as well, and to clearly exclude electric boilers.
PTH/C: Power to heat/cold
TS: Thermal storage (typically a cold/hot water heat accumulator)
(V)RE: (Variable) renewable energy

1 Introduction
The challenge of flexibility in the district energy-electricity system interface (DE-ESI) is to establish the right
balance between the molecules in the thermal grid and the electrons in the electricity grid. This study
identifies the barriers for working towards this balance.

1.1 Problem statement
IEA [1] and many others [2–5] have outlined the need for flexibility in energy systems when integrating
more variable renewable energy. Coupling of district energy (DE - local plants and distribution grids for cold
and heat) and electricity, is a measure for improving overall energy- and economic efficiency [1,6,7]. Among
the benefits can be counted the ability to use the least cost technologies to satisfy energy demands [3],
resilience [8,9] and the ability to flexibly balance and integrate the electricity production from variable
renewable energy (VRE) [10].
Despite this, DE is not necessarily fully integrated nor flexible under real-world conditions (e.g. Baltics [11],
Germany [12], UK [13]), due to identifiable and addressable barriers.
An absence of systematic identification, characterisation and categorisation of barriers to flexibility in the
DE-ESI entails a research gap. Closest to filling this gap are


IEA’s review of barriers to cogeneration and DE [10]
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IEA and NREL’s structure for flexibility of what (hardware and infrastructure), how (market, policy
and regulatory frameworks) and who (institutional roles and responsibilities) [14]
The reviews of barriers for flexibility of DE in the Nordic and Baltic countries by Skytte et al. [15]
and Sneum et al. [11,16,17]

The research gap can be closed with a taxonomy for barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI, useful for research,
policy making and at plant level.

1.2 Research questions
With the taxonomy as a useful measure to structure barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI, the question then is
how it can be defined, reviewing literature for



categories of barriers?
barriers themselves?

Additionally, what the solutions are to the identified barriers?

2 Methodology
2.1 Literature review
The study is built upon a narrative review, as defined by Sovacool et al. [18]: “to synthesize insights from a
variety of perspectives and disciplines, or areas where insufficient data exists to conduct a systematic review
or meta-analysis”.
To identify barriers and their categories, the review surveys literature in areas which include (or overlap
with) flexibility in the DE-ESI: flexibility, demand response, DH and DE, renewable heat and distributed
generation.

2.1.1 Narrative review
The narrative review produced an array of literature from internet searches, own archives, energy
institutions’ databases of literature and references in already-identified literature.
Since narrative reviews are based on the eyes that see, an inherent weakness in this methodology is in
defining which categories, barriers and solutions to include. The narrative review offers no stringent reply
to this, other than to see this study as a first contribution to a field of so far limited coverage. Thus, with
this study comes an open invitation to peers, warmly welcoming any suggestions and additions to the
taxonomy.

2.1.2 Expert review
Methodological triangulation has been applied to mitigate the shortcomings of a narrative review.
Concretely, by requesting 12 energy experts to comment on the initial review. Of these, 9 experts
responded with feedback - Table 1.
Table 1 Experts providing feedback to initial review. For names and affiliations, please see Acknowledgements. Parenthesis indicate
no response within deadline.
NAME

Aalborg
University (two

ACADEMIA

ENERGY
AUTHORITY

INDUSTRY

INTERGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANISATION

TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM
OPERATOR

UTILITY

X
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experts, one
responded)
Danish Board of
District Heating
Danish Energy
Agency (two
experts, one
responded)
Danish Energy
Association
Energinet
Green Energy
(IEA - two
experts, neither
responded)
(iEnergi)
International
District Energy
Association
Norwegian
University of
Life Sciences
(NW Natural)
Ørsted

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Expert feedback foremost included comments to the framing of the study, i.e. clarity; not content. These
comments were accommodated, e.g. elaborating that the study was not about barriers to DE, but to
flexibility of DE. Second, two ([19] and [20]) references were suggested and added to the study. The expert
feedback is neither an approval nor a kind of contribution that can hold the experts responsible for any
contents in this study; this responsibility rests fully on the author, including any mistakes that may be.

2.2 Definition of flexibility
Flexibility has many definitions. Common for many of these is that they assign an ability to an asset in the
energy system within a given time-frame [1,14,20–23], e.g. short term operational response by generation
or demand in the electricity system. Flexibility is in this study understood as the ability to respond to
external signals (sub-hourly and upwards) by technologies capable of electricity demand or generation in
the DE-ESI. This definition aligns with definitions by Nuytten et al. [24], Andersen and Østergaard [25] and
Sneum et al. [17].

2.3 Definition of a flexible district energy system
The term district energy is by some [26–29] used interchangeably with the term district heating and
cooling, i.e. systems generating and distributing heating and cooling. Adding to this definition, the
generation and use of electricity is included by others [30,31]. DE is thus in this study defined as local
energy systems based on thermal networks, with the ability to generate and consume any combination of
heating, cooling and electricity. Size of plants and scale of systems range from small-scale
industry/consumer clusters, over town-size to large-scale metropolitan systems. Common for all DE
systems are that they are geographically confined, due to the loss-induced limitations of transporting
thermal energy in pipes. This is an important difference from the electricity system’s ability to transmit
electricity across continents.
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Figure 1 illustrates a flexible DE plant, responding to signals of either renewables-share (top) and/or
electricity prices (bottom - in Denmark, both situations regularly apply simultaneously).
1. High electricity prices; low VRE share. Cogeneration supplies heat and electricity
2. Medium electricity prices; medium VRE share. TS (or other source) supplies heat
3. Low electricity prices; high VRE share. PTH consumes electricity and supplies heat
Cost drivers other than pure electricity cost play a role in the dispatch of a plant. One such is spark spread,
i.e. the gross margin between revenue from sold electricity compared to cost of fuel for generating that
electricity. This study concerns flexibility in the DE-ESI, i.e. flexibility regarding use and generation of
electricity; not flexible use or generation of fuels such as natural gas.

Figure 1 Three operational modes of the flexible DH plant. Own illustration based on [1] and [32].

2.4 Definition of barriers
In dictionary form, a barrier is “A circumstance or obstacle that keeps people or things apart or prevents
communication or progress” [33]. Within energy efficiency, Sorrell et al. [34] defined a barrier as: “a
mechanism that inhibits a decision or behaviour that appears to be both, energy efficient and economically
efficient”. Disregarding the energy efficiency perspective, the definition is useful in its brevity –
encompassing decisions and behaviour. The term mechanism is in this study expanded to the broader
framework condition. Thus, a barrier in this present study is considered a framework condition that inhibits
a function, decision or behaviour that promotes flexibility in the DE-ESI.
As exemplified by Demsetz [35], defining barriers with outset in a narrow focus on insiders and outsiders in
a market, omits other important barriers such as legal restrictions. Thus, in identifying barriers the attempt
is to balance a comprehensive scope with the limitations of a practicable taxonomy.
Just like resilience or low-cost heat can be desired attributes of DE plants, so can flexibility – on societal and
plant scale. If analysis on the societal scale indeed show that flexibility in the DE-ESI positively impacts
society, while at the same time this is not reflected at plant-level, then there are split incentives, which
should be addressed (Østergaard et al. [36] exemplifies this). The assumption in this study is that flexibility
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in the DE-ESI is a desired attribute and that barriers should be identified and possibly addressed. While
existence of DE systems is fundamental for any subsequent consideration on flexibility, this study is limited
in scope to the barriers for flexible DE; not for DE broadly.

3 Developing the taxonomy for barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI
“[T]he advantage of decomposition of a barrier into its elements is clarity on causes for presence of a
barrier.” [37]. A taxonomy of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI is developed to do exactly that. This initially
allows identification of the barrier; subsequently solutions to overcome the barrier. The taxonomy is
developed by




3.1.1: definition of characteristics applying generally to relevant barriers
3.1.2: review-based identification of barrier-categories
3.2: review-based identification of barriers and solutions for flexibility in the DE-ESI

3.1 Taxonomy structure
3.1.1 Characteristics of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI
Three common characteristics apply to all identified barriers: Type of technology affected by the barrier,
when in the project life cycle the barrier affects and the barrier’s origin.
3.1.1.1 Technology type
Different technologies can be impacted by barriers regarding flexibility in the DE-ESI. These include
cogeneration, electric chiller, heat pump (HP), electric boiler, non-electricity interfaced thermal producing
unit (NEITPU – e.g. a gas boiler) and thermal storage (TS). Aggregated into four: cogeneration, power to
heating/cooling (PTH/C), NEITPU and TS. This selection is in line with IEA [10] and Lund et al. [2]:
“combining different technologies in a CHP plant (e.g. gas engines, heat pumps, heat storage, peak-load gas
boilers, electric boiler) could increase the inherent flexibility”. Here, supplemented with the equivalent cold
side.
When Technology type includes the non-grid connected technology NEITPU, it is because this is the main
competitor to cogeneration and PTH/C. Finally, while TS is not a generation technology, it is crucial in
enabling flexibility by low cost storage [38].
3.1.1.2 Project life cycle
Project life cycle describes the phases in the life of a DE system, from the initial idea to the point where the
DE system is retired
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Requirements specification
Scoping/pre-feasibility study
Feasibility study
Tendering and construction
Operation
Decommissioning

The first four phases can be aggregated into the investment phase, determining if the technology will be
physically available. Subsequently, the operation phase explores whether the technology operates as
flexibly as desired. This definition bears elements from Rao et al.’s [28] definition of a lifecycle for
deployment of DE and IEA’s [10] for cogeneration and DE. Whereas e.g. operation will already be
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considered during the early phases, the barriers are assigned to the conceptually closest phases in the
taxonomy (section 4) – in this case Operation.
3.1.1.3 Level of origin
Cagno et al. [39] apply two overall categories of barriers: Internal and external. Expanding on this and on
Sandberg et al. [40], six levels of origin are applied
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Service and technology providers
Plant
Local
Regional
National
International

3.1.2 Categories of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI
Categories are the second dimension of the taxonomy. These are identified, by reviewing barriers and
categorisations within other fields of energy where barrier-studies have been conducted
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Operation signalling
Investment
Permitting
Ownership
DE technology conditions
Grid access
Physical environment
Bounded rationality
Commitment

3.1.2.1 Operational signalling
Flexible technologies need signals in order to respond. Barrier-impacts can be dampening/removing signals
entirely or skew the playing-field between technologies, whereby the flexible technology becomes less
attractive. Operational signals are typically provided by electricity markets [1,37,39,41–49], but also
environmental dispatch signals can be applied [40]. The level and structure of taxes on operation
[29,41,49–54] and tariffs can potentially impact the degree of level playing-field or signals [43,49,50].
3.1.2.2 Investment
Both Collier [55] and Sandberg et al. [40] define economy as one of two overall barrier categories regarding
heating (“economic/non-economic” and “economic/other”). In this study, economy is subdivided into
different categories, where this section addresses investment. Investment incentives can be impacted by
limited access to capital [29,37,39,41,44,45,47,53,54,56–58], subsidies for competing technologies [50,53],
cost of capital and risk-related issues [34,37,46,51,52,54], where subsequent requirements on pay-back
time, discount rate or internal rate of return can influence the investment decision [34,37].
3.1.2.3 Permitting
“[I]f a cost-effective measure conflicts with existing codes or standards, its implementation will be difficult
or impossible” [45]. Projects typically undergo a permitting phase, before they are installed and operated.
Permitting relates to technology bans and mandates [37,45,50], spatial planning and siting [43,49]. Another
aspect is the process of permitting itself, where the duration [47], consenting and licensing process during
the project life cycle can impact the project [51], e.g. by outdated and inadequate regulation [44,54].
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Permitting is here considered a subset of the broader term regulation (regulation as a term is addressed in
5.5).
3.1.2.4 Ownership
Whereas ownership may not be an issue in an energy system largely comprised of professional generators,
the decentralised character of smaller DE makes this subject relevant. Ownership and taxation can
influence decisions on operation and investment, since expenditures can be treated differently depending
on the applicable tax code [58].
3.1.2.5 DE technological conditions
In the investment phases, technological conditions deal with technology types, their associated costs and
maturity, while they in the operation phase relate to the technical ability to operate flexibly. Adjustability
(span between minimum and maximum generation level), ramping (the speed at which generation can be
changed) and lead time (the advance notice required to be available) is based on IEA’s [1] definition of
flexible operation. A fundamental challenge is if the technology is adequate to satisfy the desired
operational capabilities [39,48,57]. The pure/endogenous cost of procurement impacts the choice of
technology [39,52]. Desired capabilities of the technologies might come at a cost, either because the
capability is bundled with other options, or because a trade-off is necessary between flexibility and other
desirable features [59]. Different technological options can entail different costs in the daily operation
(known as business process costs, indirect costs or soft costs), e.g. “legal, accounting and other financial
costs, as well as overhead and administrative costs” [60]. The supply chain may be lacking [51] if workforce
[54,58] or suppliers are under-developed [39]. The ability to meter, control and communicate with the
technologies may be limited [58] and lack standards and procedures [44]. When technologies connected to
the grid are “not fully visible or controlled at the system level, and most have no economic incentive to
respond to either system level or more local distribution level flexibility needs” [7], they fail to bring the
potential benefits of integration in the system. Finally, water as an energy transport medium is a major
enabler for flexible DE, since water is easily stored in TS. Steam-based DE is considered 1st generation
technology, while liquid water is used in more modern generations 2 through 4 [61].
3.1.2.6 Grid access
Grid infrastructure is a necessity for grid-connected technologies. Constraints can lie within the availability
and capacity of this infrastructure [37,44,51,52,58], costs of connecting to the grid [47], and the related grid
codes determining a framework for operation [62].
3.1.2.7 Physical environment
IRENA [29] points out that resource availability is essential; access to fuels, ambient temperatures or other
energy sources needed for DE generation. Physical availability of land can be determined by impacts on the
natural environment and ownership of physical premises [41,43,56].
3.1.2.8 Bounded rationality
Organisations and individuals make decisions under bounded rationality. Awareness of optimal solutions
according the priorities of the organisation can be limited [44,54], caused by lack of information and
knowledge [34,39,46,51,52,54,57]. Capability to include unknown technologies as an alternative in new
projects can be limited [56], caused by constraints on time and ability to process information [34,46], and
by lack of trust [48,50].
3.1.2.9 Acceptance
The same actors as mentioned above (3.1.2.8) can have varying degrees of acceptance to address
conditions for flexibility in the DE-ESI. The social license to operate is thus granted by the stakeholders.
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While an actor can have the knowledge and capabilities to address an issue, the interest in doing so is
determining the further progress. In some cases, actors can even have incentives for maintaining status quo
[45]. Firstly, there must be certain degree of value [45,54,58], status [39], interest [39,54] and priority [57]
for the problem. This in turn leads to a commitment to address the problem, e.g. by addressing additional
workload [57], decision-making power [58], culture [37], inertia, customs [50] and behavioural patterns.
[45,54].

3.1.3 Taxonomy structure: Characteristics and categories combined
The overall taxonomy structure with a set of common characteristics and categories is seen in Table 2.
Table 2 Taxonomy structure indicating how barriers are characterised and categorised.

Characteristic
Category
Technology type
Operational
signalling
Investment
Permitting
Ownership
DE technology
conditions
Grid access
Physical
environment
Bounded rationality
Acceptance

Project life cycle

Level of origin

3.2 Identification of barriers for flexibility in the DE-ESI
While the previous section defined a taxonomy structure, this section identifies specific barriers to
flexibility in the DE-ESI. The scope of the study necessitates brevity within each category, which will perhaps
frustrate experts in the individual categories. Bear in mind that this study attempts exactly to be broad,
enabling an overview of the field.
Barriers are identified in literature and referenced in the text. Solutions are mostly referenced, but in some
cases, the author infers and proposes solutions without references to literature.

3.2.1 Barriers: Operational signalling
3.2.1.1 Dispatch signals
3.2.1.1.1 Absence of signal-providing scheme
Evidently, responding to signals requires the existence of a signal-providing scheme. Such scheme is
typically an electricity market, where physical and financial products are traded among actors. Such
markets can be considered absent for DE, in case they do not reward flexibility from cogeneration and DE
[10], e.g. if electricity services are covered by a vertically integrated utility (companies where transmission,
distribution and supply are bundled within the same utility, e.g. south-eastern US), in contrast to
competitive markets with multiple suppliers (e.g. north-western Europe). No large-scale deployment of
purely environmental dispatch signals has been identified (hybrid solutions exist, e.g. the EU Emissions
Trading System and European power markets).
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Solutions firstly include the establishment of a signal-providing scheme – market [10,14] or other. It can
additionally be argued that the character of an electricity generating technology should be included to
account for its reduced need for transmission and distribution, i.e. its locational value (locational-marginalpricing) [63] or ability to provide system services [14]. In regions with vertically integrated utilities,
performance-based regulation could include regulated return and incentives for the utility, depending on
the integration (and flexible operation of) non-utility DE technologies.
3.2.1.1.2 Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need (involatile prices)
Price volatility in electricity markets is necessary to incentivise a production-shift among technologies [64].
A saturated demand for flexibility (e.g. by overcapacity) can lead to limited price spreads in the market
[65,66]. Related to the lack of volatility in prices is the level of prices. A generally low electricity price can
disincentivise investment in, and flexible operation of, cogeneration [15,25,41,67]; vice versa for PTH
[25,66,68–70].
Solutions in a well-functioning market must focus on the DE-level. This includes introducing flue gas cooling
through heat exchangers and absorption HP to increase the efficiency of the cogeneration, subsequently
lowering its bidding price on the electricity market [71]. Or over-dimensioning PTH/C units (e.g. based on
winter load) to shift operation from baseload to become more price-responsive. This may come with a cost
[36], 50-100% more expensive than not over-dimensioning [70]. Solutions to an imperfect market is a
whole separate field of study. Regarding volatility, solutions include improving price-reflective signals by
higher granularity geographically or temporally (e.g. bids based on minutes instead of hours) [1].
3.2.1.1.3 Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices
Fixed electricity prices remove the ability to respond to real-time signals [72]. End-consumers, such as
industry, are typically subject to this through flat or seasonal prices [7,49,58,73]. For entities with both
generation and consumption, such as a plant with cogeneration and PTH, an additional aspect can be low
time-resolution (e.g. annual instead of hourly) net metering, which “reduces the value of flexibility as the
self-producer will not face the true value of the electricity and thus not have incentives to be flexible” [73].
Solutions include introducing signals by shifting (part of) the fixed price to become variable. Additionally,
shifting from net metering to real-time pricing is possible for DE systems.
3.2.1.1.4 Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation
Must-run operation reduces flexibility, regardless of technology. Dispatch according to physical contracts
disregards flexibility needs [1]. Similarly, dispatching according to heat-demand (e.g. due to absence of TS)
hinders DE response to signals [14,66], as seen in power plants in China [74,75] and in the Baltics through
fixed-price must-take schemes for electricity from cogeneration [11]. Take-or-pay contracts (i.e. where the
supplier and consumer agree to trade energy or pay a penalty) and maintenance contracts may lock plants
into inflexible operation or put a limit on the amount of starts and stops [14]. Finally, uninterruptable
thermal energy sources such as solar heating may limit the operation of cogeneration and PTH/C, if storage
capacity or heat demand is insufficient to accommodate both [19].
Solutions (beyond introducing TS) can be to apply more advanced control strategies that take into account
both heat demand and other signals [76]. Additionally, shifting from physical contracts to financial ones [1]
can allow response to a larger set of signals, including interruptibility contracts with grid operators where
operation can be interrupted under certain conditions [62].
3.2.1.2 Operational taxes and subsidies
3.2.1.2.1 Operational taxes on flexible DE
Taxes on the use of flexible DE technologies will reduce their competitiveness. Taxation on electricity use by
PTH has been classified as a barrier in Denmark [41,62,75,77–79], Germany [80], the Nordics [15,81],
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Norway [68], Sweden [69] and in general [29,66].
Solutions include adjusting the level of taxation to a point where the desired technologies are competitive
or by applying production tax credits [82], provided that the tax credits are tied to requirements of flexible
operation. Or even implementing dynamic electricity taxes, adjusted according to the electricity price [83].
3.2.1.2.2 Favourable operational taxes on NEITPU
Since the least-cost generation option is always chosen at economically rational plants, technologies on
such plants compete internally. If a NEITPU, e.g. a biomass boiler, supplies cheaper heating, it will be
dispatched. It can be problematic if flexible technologies are generally not competitive. This has been
identified as a case in the Baltics [16,53], Denmark [41,79] and the Nordics [15,17].
Solutions for levelling the playing-field include levelling the playing field by levelling taxes for electricity and
biomass for heating [79], e.g. by introduction of taxes on NEITPU, as suggested regarding fossil fuels vs.
renewable fuels [55]. In Denmark fuel taxation in the 1980s was used to maintain an incentive for use of
biomass, when the oil and gas prices dropped [38]. A similar approach could be taken regarding DE-ESI.
3.2.1.2.3 Inflexible operational subsidies for flexible DE
Operational subsidies can distort signals by dampening them or removing them entirely. This has been the
case for feed-in-tariffs as seen in CHPs in Denmark in the 2000s [4,42], in Chinese CHPs [75], for renewables
[2,62,84] and generation technologies broadly [73]. Subsidising through certificates, has in UK been
disconnected from short-term signals [62].
Solutions include switching to signal-providing schemes such as feed-in-premiums; providing the subsidy as
a capacity payment ensuring a certain income [40,42], directed towards renewable fuels for CHP and/or DE
as tax exemptions; or green certificates. [40]. Green certificates are perhaps the best-known type of
tradeable credits based on a desired technology. Another type of tradeable certificates is seen in Denmark,
where HP have been included in the Danish energy savings agreement, enabling sales of energy savings
credits deriving from the HP [85]. In another example, subsidies were from 1992 provided for deployment
of small-scale CHP in Denmark, supplemented with a tax reduction from 2003 [38]. These examples show a
shift in subsidies from the operational side to the investment-side, which avoid distortion of operational
signals, as also indicated by Sandberg et al [40].
3.2.1.2.4 Operational subsidies for NEITPU
Whereas no references have been identified regarding operational subsidies (apart from tax-exemption,
treated in 3.2.1.2.2) for inflexible resources, it is deducted from the notion that inflexible resources, such as
biomass boilers, can potentially be subject to subsidies that reduce variable costs. Such reduction would
decrease the relative competitiveness of flexible DE technologies.
Solutions could be to adjust or remove subsidy [86], according to social benefits and, possibly, giving equal
subsidy status to other DE technologies.
3.2.1.3 Electricity grid tariffs
Like taxes, electricity grid tariffs can make PTH/C less competitive. Issues regarding volumetric tariffs (on
MWh) have been identified for the Baltics [16], Denmark [77,78], Nordics [15,17,42,81,87], Norway [68],
Spain [62] and DE broadly [66,88]. Furthermore, capacity tariffs (on MW) can have significant impacts on
the incentive to operate PTH [16,17,87]. Utilities can charge for energy and its delivery in periods where the
DE plant’s internal production is insufficient on undesirable. This is the case with standby rates in US, which
can be a barrier if the cost of rates outweigh the benefits of cogeneration [89], e.g. if standby charges are
set according to an unlikely worst-case [90]. Finally, a case of tariff-induced unlevel playing field between
technologies acting as electricity storages in different electricity areas: When Danish wind power is
produced, it can be exported abroad or used nationally. A Danish DE must pay system- and local grid tariffs
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to consume electricity in PTH and subsequently produce electricity with cogeneration. If exporting the wind
power to Norwegian reservoir hydro, this is subject to significantly lower Norwegian grid tariffs. Exporting
the stored electricity back into Denmark is not subject to tariffs due to market rules, making the cost of
“storing” electricity lower through exports/imports than from local utilization. [91].
Solutions include time-of-use tariffs as a least-bad option, and ideally dynamic tariffs [40,83]. Capacity
tariffs could be settled annually to avoid perverse incentives from shorter term arrangements (see [17] for
further details). Finally, in cases where retail tariffs are bundled as generation, transmission and
distribution, unbundling these could enable ability for operational optimisation according to signals
provided by each tariff type [63].
3.2.1.4 Signal-related standards and procedures
“[C]onnection and then sale of generation are two different requirements and it is important to overcome
barriers to both” [82]. The two following sections (3.2.1.4.1 and 3.2.1.4.2) deal with market access, while
section 3.2.6 deals with the grid access.
3.2.1.4.1 Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes
Typically, a signal-providing scheme will be an electricity market. Discriminatory entry requirements can
impact technologies otherwise capable of offering flexibility and services [42,82], e.g. by strict regulation of
third party access [92], high fees for review and inspection [63], or limitations in ownership [14]. Such
friction can stem from unprepared market- and regulatory frameworks, as seen in some cases of renewable
heating and cooling [29], conflicts of interest in setting regulatory framework [14] and restricted market
participation of DE resources [93].
Solutions include reducing transaction costs of market access (especially relevant for small generators) and
removing third party access barriers regarding technology types and capacities [14].
3.2.1.4.2 Barriers for operation in signal-providing schemes
The potential for flexibility may be under-utilised with inadequate market design [2,94]. Either if the market
insufficiently values electricity sales from cogeneration [10] or flexibility [58], or if participation is limited
[4]. Such rules could be minimum bid sizes, high trading fees or just the sheer resources required, in order
to be continuously active on a market [62,73]; all elements which are pertinent to DE due to the sometimes
limited size in capacity and administration. Complexity of participation in markets can increase when there
is an absence of similar regulatory frameworks among markets [95], or if the regulatory framework hinders
the participation of certain actors (e.g. aggregation of flexible load) [14,65].
Solutions should follow the principle of “fair and appropriate remuneration for all assets that can provide
flexibility to the power system” [14]. This include clearer market products [1,74]; reducing the minimum bid
size as e.g. done by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for distributed energy sources [93]; or
reduction in transaction costs by introducing aggregators as a one-stop-shop for resources not able or
willing to be independently active on the market [14]. The role of aggregators can be similar to the balance
responsible parties seen in the Nordics [62,73].

3.2.2 Barriers: Investment
3.2.2.1 Investment subsidies for NEITPU
NEITPU, such as biomass boilers, can be subject to subsidies that reduce investment costs. As an example,
Beck and Martinot for renewable energy in general lists “direct budgetary transfers, tax incentives, R&D
spending, liability insurance, leases, land rights-of-way, waste disposal, and guarantees to mitigate project
financing or fuel price risks” [63]. Such subsidies would decrease the relative competitiveness of flexible
technologies.
Solutions – see 3.2.1.2.4.
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3.2.2.2 Limitations in capital for flexible DE
Large upfront investment costs are common in DE projects, making access to capital an essential issue
[10,29,55,58]. Limitations in access to debt can arise from “lack of collateral, poor creditworthiness, or
distorted capital markets” [63] (see IEA [10] for details on financing DE).
Solutions include access to low interest, long term loans, as argued for 4th generation DH [61] and
decarbonised DH [50,55]. Additionally, environmental benefits [10] and regulatory analyses could justify
subsidies [55,82], such as capacity payments for flexible technologies [7], investment tax credits and loan
guarantees [63,82], guaranteed payback of investment as seen for electric boilers in the 1980s in Sweden
[69] or any of the listed types of subsidy in Section 3.2.2.1, as long as flexibility is a prerequisite. Finally,
turnkey financing and development could be enabled through third-party ownership [60], e.g. an energy
service company [55].
3.2.2.3 High risk premium for financing flexible DE
Risk in energy projects can be divided into economic, political, social and technical [96]. Here, risk relates to
the uncertainties of future conditions for flexible DE technologies, especially the capability to deliver the
desired return on investment. Investors may assign “risks related to overall system performance, product
quality and durability, manufacturer warranty viability, long-term fuel availability, future fuel price
uncertainty, and availability of ongoing maintenance services” [60]. Additionally, risks are encountered
regarding uncertainty about future revenue, and the transferring of market risk to individual plants by
becoming subject to market prices [10,58]. Risk aversive behaviour might mean that organisations prefer to
maintain contracts of constant price for energy supply [62]. In this case, risk will only be minimised if
procured goods (e.g. gas) and sold goods (e.g. heat) are both based on fixed prices – which is rarely the
case. Conversely, if one varies according to market prices, risk is increased; if both can vary, risks are
mitigated. A type of risk aversive behaviour that hinders innovation, is the adherence to traditional
methods to maintain a safe return on investment [44]. Risk perception can be impacted by limited
experience with a technology, which can “increase required rates of return, result in less capital availability,
or place more stringent requirements on technology selection and resource assessment” [63]. An example
could be a credit rating agency, which, unfamiliar with flexible DE technologies, reduces the credit rating of
the DE investor. Electricity price uncertainty has been an issue for cogeneration participation in US demand
response markets [97], for renewable energy [63] and for Danish DH plants [25]. Conversely, Energinet.dk
[42] points out that risk among Nordic market participants to a larger degree stems from regulatory risk
than from price volatility.
Solutions regarding risk include devoting resources to make credit-assessors understand projects [98];
mitigating insufficient investment incentive from market prices by support schemes [25]; mitigating
technology-risk by subsidies for pilot projects [28,29,78,99]; and reducing regulatory risk through long-term
policy targets [10,14,28,60,86], e.g. long-term energy and decarbonisation commitments [28,99].
Furthermore, long-term planning of DE projects can provide certainty of a customer-base, in turn reducing
risk [10,100]. Finally, shifting ownership from the system host to a third-party could limit investment risk
[60], but introduce price-risk of third-party supplied energy.
3.2.2.4 Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal rate of return/discount rate requirements
Required short pay-back times can challenge investments in flexible technologies. This has been seen
within renewable heating and cooling – down to a six-month threshold [60]. Similar issues apply for
discount rate requirements that may prohibit the typically more long-term projects with flexible
technologies, as also seen for renewable energy in general [37]. Commercial operators have been
referenced to apply a 10-20% discount rate for DH projects [101,102], which may limit investment
compared to more moderate rates required under public/cooperative ownership [103] (e.g. 4% for DH in
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Denmark).
Solutions include an initial evaluation of the need for the strict hurdle rates or thresholds. Additionally,
elements which can increase certainty, e.g. public guarantees or subsidies for flexible DE projects could
reduce the need for high thresholds.
3.2.2.5 Externally imposed limitations from regulated rate of return
For regulated utilities, rate of return restrictions can disincentivise investment in flexible technologies. I.e.
by setting the allowed rate of return so low that investors are repelled – as e.g. argued against a Danish
decision on 1.4-2.9 % [104].
Solutions include allowing cost-recovery for investments in flexibility measures [14] and identifying
investors with modest rate of return-requirements.

3.2.3 Barriers: Permitting
3.2.3.1 Technology bans and mandates
Obligations to (not) use certain technologies can limit the array of options in DE [50], e.g. by providing
priority access to non-flexible technologies such as waste incineration [11]. Forced use of technology (heat
supply by cogeneration (§14) in large Danish cities), or forced use of fuel (natural gas (§22)) are examples in
Danish legislation [105], precluding PTH [78]. Third-party energy supply can also be limited, as formerly in
Denmark, where industrial PTH was kept from supplying heat to nearby DH grids [42].
Solutions include evaluating whether existing requirements provide a desirable energy system; if not, they
should be removed or exchanged with a requirement of flexibility [78]. Command and control regulation
could be applied regarding desired technologies (mandates) or undesired technologies (bans) [50,60],
targeting flexible and NEITPU technologies. Additionally, having third-party access to supplying heat from
flexible technologies [42].
3.2.3.2 Inadequate legal framework for evaluation of DE projects
The legal framework for certain technologies can be lacking or inadequate [63], e.g. complexities arising
from the “need to comply with both electricity and heat supply regulations” [106]. This barrier covers a
broad range and will be exemplified by a case. In Denmark, mandatory guidelines for the evaluation of DE
projects include socio-economic assessment of energy projects and building codes. Regarding
socioeconomic assessment, assumptions on especially electricity prices can impact the analysis. This can
impact flexible technologies utilising either low or high electricity prices, where adhering to average prices
could distort the picture regarding societal benefits of flexible DE.
Solutions include ensuring that flexibility benefits are reflected in feasibility studies [10], e.g. by
implementing the option of variability in electricity prices as seen in the 2018-revision of the Danish
guidance to socio-economic analysis of energy [107].
3.2.3.3 Friction in the permitting process
Complexity and uncertainty in permitting can dampen the desire to undertake projects. This has been
shown for electricity storage [95]; HP [78]; for a cogeneration project where the process of crossing a road
with a cable took two years and $150 000 in legal fees [98]; time and money cost regarding zoning and
inspection [60]; complex and long-duration procedures for low-voltage connection for distributed
generation [92]; spatial regulation and emission constraints [49]; unprepared regulatory frameworks [29];
unfamiliarity with the technology among authorities regarding siting and construction [63]; and
administrative complexity for flexible resources in general [1], e.g. in the form of absence of possibilities to
change permit, license or permit conditions for existing technologies.
Solutions include streamlining the permitting process [60,86], e.g. through guidelines [78] or by introducing
thresholds (e.g. MW) under which projects are subject to less stringent permitting. Improved certainty
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regarding timing of actions and decisions can help in the planning process [108]. More broadly, it is
recommended that the revisions in regulation should encompass a broad energy system perspective, rather
than e.g. the narrow smart grid perspective [61].

3.2.4 Barriers: Ownership
3.2.4.1 Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid integration
Ownership and integration in the DE-ESI can be impacted by tax regulation. As example, in a microgrid in
New York State, US, a cogeneration plant would make the microgrid subject to become a regulated utility
(hereunder to taxation), if the cogeneration plant would feed electricity to an external grid or cross a public
road with a cable [98]. Similarly, Danish electricity producers over 25kW (incl. cogeneration) are subject to
company tax [109].
Solutions include adjusting regulation to accommodate special types of generators, e.g. universities; issuing
waivers to the regulatory shift [98]; or making the new regulatory conditions sufficiently attractive by
bespoke conditions for certain types or sizes of organisations.

3.2.5 Barriers: DE technology conditions
3.2.5.1 Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time
Technical factors might limit DE flexibility. For HP, ramping and cycling can be limited to avoid wear, and
due to limitations in technical capability [69]. Flexible HP operation can also be limited by ambient
temperature and by confined use within certain periods of the year [66]. For cogeneration wear can be an
issue in ramping [66] and general changes in generation [73]. Solutions include improvement of minimum
load (China: 30% - Denmark: 15-25%) and ramping rate (China: 1%/minute - Denmark: 4%/minute) for
thermal power plants [74,75,110]. Furthermore, retrofitting cogeneration to enable shifting between
backpressure and turbine bypass operation (temporarily increasing heat, while reducing electricity output)
[38,64], by either stopping the turbine or letting minimum turbine load feed into a PTH unit.
3.2.5.2 High technological cost
While flexible DE technologies can be considered technologically mature, investment costs can still be
substantial. This matter is encountered within renewable heating and cooling [60], flexible thermal power
plants [72]; PTH [80,111]; cogeneration and DE [10]; and renewable energy in general [63,86]. Another
matter is the pace of replacement of technologies, where older, inflexible assets might have lifetime left
[1].
Solutions to address high technology costs include support for increased innovation [86,99] and subsidies
or tax rebates [86].
3.2.5.3 High business process costs
Business process costs (BPC) are associated with the fixed costs of ownership of an asset. E.g. if flexible
power plants have large amounts of personnel, in turn leading to high fixed BPC and thereby
uncompetitiveness [14]. Beyond this, BPC are not well-described within flexibility in the DE-ESI, as is also
the case within the similar field of renewable heating and cooling [60].
Solutions include providing clarity regarding the context-specific BPC among alternatives, to improve the
foundation for informed investment decisions. Digitalization can be a measure to improve asset
management, with BPC as a subset [112].
3.2.5.4 Low supply chain maturity
The DE supply chain can be subject to barriers regarding availability of trained installers [55]; local
contractor base and skills of actors [58,63], e.g. limitations in New York of skilled technicians for heating
and cooling [113]; inventory replenishment and availability [60].
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Solutions include long-term policies to allow the supply chain to grow [55], e.g. by facilitating recruitment in
relevant industries [63]. This process takes time [14]. Furthermore, support for establishing human
competencies [55,86,113] and for one-stop-shops. The long-term policy could apply push-pull mechanisms:
push for establishing flexible technologies; pull among contractors etc. to obtain sufficient competencies.
3.2.5.5 Limitations in control and visibility
Flexibility in the DE-ESI depends on the ability to monitor, control and validate performance. Barriers can
be lack of standards on the functionality and communication protocols of smart meters [62]; lack of overall
information and communication infrastructure [72]; communication standards [58]; proven control- and
communication software [48] and cost [1].
Solutions encompass a standardised and secure communication infrastructure between the signal provider
and the DE unit [7,44,58]; smart meters for flexible resources [73], requiring other efforts to estimate
operation in lieu of direct metering [93], and standardisation regarding access to data [58].
3.2.5.6 High-temperature systems
Liquid water based DE systems have a large potential for flexibility, particularly due to the ability to store
energy as sensible heat in liquid water contained in TS [114,115]. Despite this, steam-based systems are still
seen, e.g. on Manhattan in New York [61]. HP efficiency increases if the temperature increase from the
heat source to the heat demand is small. Applying high-temperature DE (>70 C) in areas where heat
sources are of significantly lower temperature (indeed, the case most places in Europe [116]) can thus limit
the efficiency of HP, and thereby the incentive for this technology [116,117].
Solutions include modernisation of networks [10], especially when old steam-based systems are due to
retire [61]. Policy priority could be directed to convert such systems to low temperature systems with TS.

3.2.6 Barriers: Grid access
3.2.6.1 High grid-connection cost
Whereas 3.2.1.4 dealt with access to the electricity market, this and the following section deals with access
to the electricity grid. High connection charges for coupling of an asset to the grid can be prohibitive for
new entrants [29,62,73,92,95,106], such as cases where DE is price-categorized on unequal terms with
otherwise comparable grid connected technologies (so-called third degree price discrimination).
Uncertainty regarding duration of processing and cost of connection add risk in the planning for wind
projects [118] and for CHP [106].
Solutions should improve non-discriminatory interconnection [63], e.g. by socialising the cost of cable
length to accommodate for different geography [119]. Interruptible grid connection agreements (nonprioritised tariffs), where the grid operator can interrupt PTH/C-load is also a way to avoid paying twice for
consumption and production connection, as seen in e.g. Denmark [120], Norway and Sweden [17].
Connection cost of DE could also be reduced if DE reduces grid costs [83], e.g. by lowering local peak
demand [121].
3.2.6.2 Limiting grid codes
Connection rules can create barriers by inconsistency and non-transparency [10]; by limitations on bidirectional power flows (consumption and generation) due to absent regulations for buy-back of electricity
fed to the grid, or by network protection rules [48]. Additionally, generators accessing the grid can face high
transaction costs of hiring legal and technical advice [63].
Solutions include policies for standardised interconnection agreements [10,63], e.g. by applying
performance-based regulation for grid operators to incentivise expedient connection [122], and by
regulatory clarification regarding bi-directional flows of electricity from DE [10]. Additionally, grid codes can
be applied as a measure to mandate minimum flexibility criteria of connected technologies, e.g. seen for
ramp rates etc. in Denmark [74].
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3.2.6.3 Limiting grid capacity
Sometimes, the grid can be a constraint, in case the capacity is insufficient in servicing the needs in the DEESI. This has been seen for distributed generation [92] and regarding RE in DE [29].
Solutions include initially considering whether smart use of grid along with flexible DE mitigates the
problem. Subsequently, mapping grid constraints and geographically placing technologies according to
these, or to create incentive for an upgraded grid with enough capacity. In addition, a right to connect can
be introduced as seen in e.g. Danish and Norwegian legislation [123,124].

3.2.7 Barriers: Physical environment
3.2.7.1 Limited access to energy sources
Flexible technologies are dependent on energy sources to operate. HPs need heat sources and
cogeneration needs fuel. Resource availability and resource-based constraints are related to the availability
and assessment of resources available [29,86], such as heat sources [117].
Solutions include mapping of resources together with existing or potential plants [29,77,86].
3.2.7.2 Land availability
The desired technologies can take up more space than alternatives [55,111], urban environments can be
constraining [29,111], and land use can generally be limited by competition with “agricultural, recreational,
scenic, or development interests” [63]. Available space for TS can be a concern [125], increasing with the
scale of the storage, where large seasonal storages may be more difficult to situate.
Solutions include integrating technologies during renovation projects [55] and in planning during new
infrastructure developments.

3.2.8 Barriers: Bounded rationality
3.2.8.1 Limitations from organisational bounded rationality
Bounded rationality is here applied as a term encompassing several sub-elements described in this section.
Absence of awareness [55,60] on the possibility for flexibility in the DE-ESI is a primary barrier. Even when
awareness is established, knowledge and experience can be limited as seen regarding e.g. TS in China [74];
in general regarding district energy [28]; regarding own potentials for offering services to the grid [58];
regarding benefits of CHP [10]; and regarding potential environmental and financial benefits [48]. Lack of
knowledge can be universal, but gaps can also be geographically distributed as e.g. argued regarding
discrepancies in knowledge on DE between US and Europe [126]. Knowledge impacts trust and confidence,
which can be lacking among stakeholders [55] due to unclear benefits or lack of recognition of benefits
[95], low credibility [58] or poor past performance [63]. Lack of trust can result in reluctance to allow third
parties to control flexible technologies [58].
Solutions include increasing awareness and knowledge through information provision [14,55,58,86,99], by
campaigns [50], financing of feasibility studies [37] or capacity building schemes [28]. The latter may be
particularly relevant in cases where the organization is constrained in size or capability, to deal with
flexibility in the DE-ESI. Additionally, experience and trust can be increased by information exchange groups
and pilot projects [78,86], certification and standards [55,63] and partnerships with experienced parties
such as cities or utilities with similar projects [29]. Finally, bounded rationality among actors can on the
operational side be bypassed technically, by automation of processes. Thereby decision-making is redelegated and the human is out of the loop [58].
3.2.8.2 Limitations from community bounded rationality
DE can be dependent on a local community, as an off-taker of the thermal energy and stakeholder in the
permitting process. For a local community, “understanding the ultimate environmental and financial
benefits of a microgrid can be very difficult” [48].
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Solutions include a well-managed process of information and dialogue, along with introduction of overall
and local targets on environment, energy and economy [28,60].
3.2.8.3 Limitations from authority bounded rationality
Absent authority recognition of system-wide benefits has been seen for energy storage [95].
Solutions include the introduction of targets on environment, energy and economy, subsequently
impacting authorities [28,60] by e.g. requirements on RE integration [50]. Furthermore, policymakers can
generally engage with stakeholders, to “strengthen technical, policy and institutional capabilities” [14],
which also applies regarding stronger inter-agency coordination [86].
3.2.8.4 Limitations from individual plant staff’s bounded rationality
Individuals can be a decisive factor regarding flexibility in the DE-ESI. As phrased by Good et al. [58]
regarding demand-response, the “[c]ognitive capacity of an individual is naturally limited, which may mean
that, even with the necessary information, they may not reach the optimal DR-related decision.”
Solutions – see 3.2.8.1.

3.2.9 Barriers: Acceptance
3.2.9.1 Limitations from organisational acceptance
Lack of acceptance and priority can arise from the perception that DE is not the core business activity, e.g.
in university microgrids or industry. Subsequently, that flexibility in the DE-ESI is also not a core business
activity, and that associated opportunity costs are too large. [127]. Culture or values of the organisation can
disregard economics of energy or environmental issues [58]. Risk is a significant part of acceptance to
flexibility in the DE-ESI (treated in section 3.2.2.3). Organisational inertia is another aspect, where
behaviour takes time to change, regardless of benefits [58]. Finally, adverse selection is relevant, e.g. if the
organisation opts out of electricity market activity, due to concerns about being less informed – and thus
likely obtain poor trades – than other actors on the market [58].
Solutions include mapping of organisational needs [86], to align information and company policies,
subsequently reducing inertia. Adverse selection can be mitigated by allowing aggregators act as the
organisation’s well-informed agent on a power market.
3.2.9.2 Limitations from community acceptance
DE systems are subject to influence from the community, both the community covered by the DE network
and outside the area. Informing about benefits and gaining the support among these actors can be
challenging [48], especially if there is direct public opposition to certain flexible technologies [1], i.e. a
lacking social license to operate.
Solutions – see 3.2.8.2.
3.2.9.3 Limitations from authority acceptance
There might be need of approval from several levels of policy makers and jurisdictions, before projects can
be initiated. Negative perceptions on DE projects regarding monopoly supply or reputation can reduce the
acceptance among authorities [28].
Solutions – see 3.2.8.3.
3.2.9.4 Limitations from incumbent acceptance
Flexibility in the DE-ESI introduces new actors and entails a shift in business models and structures [61],
potentially as a direct competitor to the existing electricity supply industry [128]. This structural shift can be
hampered by the asymmetry in access to capital and knowledge between incumbents and new entrants
[61]. Barriers posed by incumbent utilities might be unintentional regulatory artefacts from earlier times, or
deliberate obstruction tactics “e.g. transmission or distribution system operators may claim a lack of
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capacity, charge excessive transport fees, delay access by long negotiations, litigation, and manipulation of
price” [92]. Examples include limitation in US authorities’ ability to plan for DE, due to the limited access to
data from utilities [126]; limitations in use of the utility’s installations for export of electricity (instead of
just import); and the compensation paid for stranded technologies to utilities [98]. Utility cost recovery
mechanisms can mean that their economic incentives are misaligned with the priority for access of new
generators [52]. This is seen for especially regulated utilities [7,73]. Similar split incentives (i.e. where the
benefits of the action do not fall on the stakeholder performing the action), are seen within demand
response [58,65] and renewable heating [55].
Solutions include levelling the playing-field regarding knowledge among incumbents and new entrants, by
facilitating organisation, consultancy and education [61]. Furthermore, regulation, can help reduce the
issues related to split incentives. Especially by unbundling utilities and introducing aggregators [7] and by
enabling third-party access to grids and markets [92]. Where unbundling, deregulation or third-party access
is not desired, an intermediate solution is to introduce quotas or mandates similar to the US renewable
portfolio standards [60,82], obliging utilities to integrate a certain share of capacity across the DE-ESI.
Furthermore, introducing performance-based standards measuring the utilities on e.g. satisfaction among
distributed energy resources as seen in New York, or measuring the quantities of providers and energy
integrated [122].
3.2.9.5 Limitations from individual plant staff’s acceptance
Individual acceptance can be hampered by absence of power bestowed on the individual charged with – or
informed about – the shift away from the current situation [36]. An example can be that operational staff
has identified potential savings, while high-level management is unwilling to support the project [60].
Solutions include empowerment of the individual decision-maker [58], restructuring organisational
hierarchies and organisational targets on environment, energy and economy which facilitate the desired
change [60]. Operator-preferences can be influenced by introduction of new norms or regulation [58].

4 Taxonomy of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI
Synthesising the taxonomy structure identified in section 3.1, and the barriers and their solutions identified
in section 3.2, provides the taxonomy - Table 3. Within the project life cycle, all but phase 6
(Decommissioning) are represented.
Table 3 Taxonomy of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI. Project life cycle: 1 (Requirements specification), 2 (Scoping), 3 (Feasibility
study), 4 (Tendering, construction and permitting), 5 (Operation). Level of origin: 1 (Service and technology providers), 2 (Plant), 3
(Local), 4 (Regional), 5 (National), 6 (International).
Category
Operational
signalling

Sub-category

Barrier name

Dispatch signals

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Operational taxes and
subsidies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Electricity grid tariffs

#

Absence of signal-providing scheme
Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need
(involatile prices)

1

Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices

3

Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation

4

Operational taxes on flexible DE

5

Favourable operational taxes on NEITPU

6

Inflexible operational subsidies for flexible DE

7

Operational subsidies for NEITPU

8

Electricity grid tariffs

9

2

Tech.
type
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C

Project life
cycle

Level of
origin

5

4-6

5

4-6

cogen
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C

5

4+5

5

3-5

5

4+5

NEITPU
cogen +
PTH/C

5

4+5

5

4+5

NEITPU
cogen +
PTH/C

5

4+5

5

3-5
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Investment
-

Signal-related standards and
procedures
-

Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes

10

Barriers for operation in signal-providing schemes

11

Investment subsidies for NEITPU

12

Limitations in capital for flexible DE

13

High risk premium for financing flexible DE
Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal
rate of return/discount rate requirements
Externally imposed limitations from regulated rate
of return

14

Technology bans and mandates
Inadequate legal framework for evaluation of DE
projects

17

Friction in the permitting process
Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid
integration

19

Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time

21

High technological cost

22

High business process costs

23

Low supply chain maturity

24

Limitations in control and visibility

25

High-temperature systems

26

High grid-connection cost

27

Limiting grid codes

28

Limiting grid capacity

29

Limited access to energy sources

30

Land availability

31

Limitations from organisational bounded rationality

32

Limitations from community bounded rationality

33

Limitations from authority bounded rationality
Limitations from individual plant staff's bounded
rationality

34

Limitations from organisational acceptance

36

Limitations from community acceptance

37

Limitations from authority acceptance

38

Limitations from incumbent acceptance

39

Limitations from individual plant staff's acceptance

40

-

15
16

Permitting
-

-

Ownership
DE
technology
conditions
-

18

-

20

-

Grid access

Physical
environment

-

Bounded
rationality

-

-

-

35

Acceptance
-

NEITPU
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C

5

4+5

5

4+5

2+3

4+5

2+3

2

2+3

2

2+3

2

2+3

5

2+3

3-5

2+3

3-5

4

3-5

5

5

5

2

2+3

1

2+3

2

2-5

1

5

1, 4-6

5

2

2+3

3-5

5

4-6

2+3

3

2+3

3

2+3

3

1, 2, 3+5

2

3+4

3

2-5

4+5

1, 2, 3+5

2

2-5

2

3+4

3

2-5

4+5

2-5

3-5

1, 2, 3+5

2

-

-

cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C

-

cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
PTH/C
+ TS
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
+ TS
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
cogen +
PTH/C
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5 Discussion
5.1 Primary barrier: Signal-providing scheme
Barriers can be primary and ancillary [129]. The former is in itself a barrier, whereas the latter reinforces
other barriers. DE systems and their framework conditions are inherently context specific (context specific
impacts can be explored through past performance under the constraint of the barrier [130]). This means
that an insignificant ancillary barrier in one DE system, may constitute a serious primary barrier elsewhere
(e.g. electricity taxes affecting PTH/C). What unifies all barriers of this study, is the presumption that they
hinder the flexibility of a DE system. Flexibility necessitates signals, which leads to the primary barrier:
Absence of signal-providing scheme.

5.2 Internal and external competition
Flexibility in the DE-ESI must show better performance on lifecycle cost than the alternatives; a competition
that is addressed in this section.

5.2.1 Internal competition: Cannibalisation
The ability to internally shift between generation technologies makes DE flexible, but can lead to
cannibalisation among a plant’s technologies, or “discrepancy between substitutable goods” [58]. Internal
competitiveness is determined by marginal cost, and is in addition to the barriers described in 3.2,
impacted by fuel prices [16,55,81]. This has been seen for NEITPU displacing HP [36], cogeneration
displacing HP [69] and EB [29] and vice versa [87]. Cannibalisation is not a barrier per se, merely a
consequence of commodity prices and ancillary barriers.

5.2.2 External competition: Electricity
External competition regarding electricity can be perceived as respectively structural and strategic barriers
(discussed by West [130]). A structural barrier exists where even liquid and competitive markets have
limited flexibility-need from DE. Either due to limited price volatility or to generally high/low price ranges. It
can be explained by cost advantages of the incumbents [130], who can offer services to the market at a
lower cost than the DE plant. Strategic barriers are raised by incumbents to limit access of new entrants to
a market. Structural and strategic barriers can have similar impacts, but require different solutions.

5.3 Signals from many sources
While absence of signals is the primary barrier, the opposite situation also deserves mentioning. Signals
existing simultaneously (e.g. market, grid tariffs and taxes), can distort, amplify or interact with each other.

5.4 Some barriers are also drivers for investment
Fixed electricity prices (3.2.1.1.3), must-run operation schemes (3.2.1.1.4) and inflexible operational
subsidies for flexible resources (3.2.1.2.3) are drivers for investment in flexible technologies – and barriers
for flexible operation. Whereas such drivers might be considered relevant in the very early phases of
deployment, other measures that encompass flexibility should be applied instead.

5.5 Regulation: Dissecting an umbrella-category
Throughout the reviewed literature, regulation is a recurring category [29,37,39,44–49,51,52,54,57,58]. In
this study it proved relevant to subdivide regulation into separate issues to increase detail in the taxonomy.

5.6 Common solutions
Many of the barriers identified can be perceived as policy and regulatory risks. Especially barriers related to
investment, but also bounded rationality and acceptance. Long-term policies and targets can mitigate those
risks. In addition to the solutions in 3.2, is research and development [7,29,86]. Another option is direct
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regulation applying command and control solutions by government fiat. E.g. in the case of Denmark, where
DE must prove a >1 500 DKK/year/consumer saving, to be allowed to choose a biomass boiler over PTH
[131]. Common for all solutions are that they should correspond to the overall externalities and costs the
barriers induce in the long term – i.e. levelling the playing field for DE to offer the right amount of flexibility
in the ESI.

5.7 Further work
While this study has shed light on the subject on flexibility in the DE-ESI, further work within this field could
shed light on areas outside the western world (literature mainly addresses western DE); consequences of
implementing proposed solutions; expansion across energy sectors and quantification of barrier impact.

6 Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to define a taxonomy for barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI: The structure
(barrier characteristics and -categories) and the barriers themselves. Additionally, how these barriers can
be addressed.
In the taxonomy, three main characteristics are assigned to each barrier: Technology type, project life cycle
and level of origin. Each of the 40 barriers are placed within one of nine main categories. Concrete
applications of the taxonomy will show, if there is redundancy among the barriers. Further, it is unlikely
that all barriers will apply in a single project. This follows naturally of this study’s catch-all approach.
Although the list of barriers is expansive, as the title of this study modestly suggests, the taxonomy is
inherently incomplete, as more barriers are likely to exist and develop over time.
The study built on review of literature, providing inputs to the categories, barriers and solutions. A common
approach in the reviewed literature is a division into categories of regulation and/or economy. Whereas
these categories certainly are relevant, this study applies a more detailed sub-division of categories.
The primary barrier is Absence of signal-providing scheme to induce flexible operation. Since DE projects
are highly context-specific, the impact of barriers may vary. In all cases apply that if transaction costs are
(perceived to be) too large, the threshold may be too large to engage with flexibility in the DE-ESI. That
said, none of the barriers appear insurmountable.
Among the emerging patterns are the issue of competition: A flexible, integrated DE system is in
competition – not only on the typical power market – but also through internal cannibalisation on the plant
if e.g. a biomass boiler can supply heat at a lower cost than a HP.
As noted in the introduction of this study, striking the right balance between molecules and electrons in the
flexibility of energy sectors is essential. The concretely applicable toolbox provided by this study,
concretises the efforts to striking that balance.
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Abstract
U.S. state targets on clean energy has accelerated in amounts and ambitions within the last few years. This
is expected to bring increased amounts of variable renewable energy into the U.S. energy system,
subsequently leading to a need for flexible assets in the electricity grid. District energy systems have a
proven ability to contribute to renewable energy integration and is thus a relevant sector include the energy
system transition. District energy systems are often deployed at university campuses, which increasingly also
demonstrate ambitious targets regarding energy and climate. Since flexibility in the interface between district
energy and the electricity system can be hindered, I explore the barriers to such flexibility using a taxonomy
developed for the purpose. The results show that the taxonomy is useful for identifying barriers, among
which limitation in generating to the electric grid is among the most prominent. Flexibility in consumption is
more widely applied.

Abbreviations
DE: District energy
DE-ESI: district energy-electricity system interface
ESCO: Energy service company
GHG: Greenhouse gas
NEITG: Non-electricity interfaced thermal generator (typically a natural gas/biomass boiler for heating or
chiller for cooling). The term is used to encompass cooling and to exclude electric boilers.
NYISO: New York ISO
PtH/C: power-to-heat/cooling
TS: Thermal storage
U.S.: United States
USD: U.S. dollars
U-: University
VRE: Variable renewable energy
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1. Introduction
Despite, or possibly because of, the federal reduction in ambitions on climate change action, including the
withdrawal from the Paris Agreement [1], the United States (U.S.) has seen an increase [2,3] in state targets
on clean energy within recent years (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Clean energy commitments in U.S. states. Illustration and data by World Resources Institute [3].
Meeting such targets can lead to increased deployment of variable renewable energy (VRE) and a
subsequent need for more coupling among energy sectors, such as electricity, heating and cooling [4], and
increased need for flexibility [5] – in summary: smart energy systems [6].
The thermal sector, heating and cooling, is relevant in achieving such integration among energy sectors
[7,8]. In the thermal sector, district energy (DE) systems supply local demands of heating, cooling and
possibly electricity [9]. DE systems with electricity generation are supplied by combined heat and power
plants (CHP). The U.S. Department of Energy’s Combined Heat and Power Installation Database [10] counts
4 571 U.S. CHP systems as of January 2020 1 - see Figure 2.

1

Some have been verified decades ago. 3 524 plants have been verified 2005 or later.

Figure 2 Overview of registered U.S. CHP plants. Own illustration, based on data from U.S. Department of
Energy [10].
Compared to Europe (2 EJ district heating in 2014 [11]), U.S. district heating and cooling deployment (0.6 EJ
[12] in 2012) is comparatively small, but not insignificant. The US has no policies for renewable heat at the
federal level, while there are examples on state level [13].
Research by both Rocky Mountain Institute [14] and The Regulatory Assistance Project [15] has shown that
residential electrification of heating in U.S. is economically attractive, reduces fossil fuel use and enables
better electric grid management, but no studies have been identified regarding the electrification of U.S. DE
systems more broadly, although the expected benefits are similar. Pensini et al. [16] analysed various DE
configurations in a U.S. case, and found that a heat pump-based system was most efficient on cost and
natural gas consumption. Konidena et al. [17] explored the interrelation between microgrids (including DE
systems) and the surrounding electric grid and found that such systems can offer services to the surrounding
grid – and vice versa. Sneum [9] (under review as of April 2020) proposed a taxonomy for barriers to
flexibility in the interface between DE and the electricity system, but did not apply this against real-world
systems. This study does exactly that, whereby existing research is expanded on two fronts. First, the
applicability of Sneum’s taxonomy is tested. Second, the cases analysed provides insight into barriers to
flexibility faced by U.S. DE systems.

1.1 Problem formulation and research question
While the theoretical foundation for identifying barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface (DEESI) has been demonstrated by Sneum [9], the method has not been applied in practice on concrete cases.
The academically based research question therefor is
Is Sneum’s taxonomy on barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI applicable as a tool for identifying
barriers in real-world cases?
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The cases chosen to answer the first research question is motivated by Dragoon and Papaefthymiou [18]
stating that ‘District heating and cooling systems with thermal storage such as the ones existing in […]
university campuses represent largely untapped sources of demand side energy storage in many areas of
the world.’ In U.S. 280 college and university systems are registered with a total capacity of 2 582 MW EL
(0.2% of U.S. total capacity – total U.S. CHP capacity: 7.4%) [10]. This CHP capacity is part of DE systems
which have supplied university campuses with energy for decades, even a century in e.g. the old Ivy League
universities. As exemplified in Figure 3 and noted by Malskær [19], several U.S. universities have set
ambitious goals on renewable energy or climate.

Figure 3 Selection of U.S. university clean energy and climate commitments. The selection is not equivalent
to the universities in this study. Own illustration.
Using Sneum’s [9] taxonomy for exploring barriers to flexibility in the district energy-electricity system
interface (DE-ESI), framework conditions are studied in 10 university campus DE systems in 72 states. Such
systems are comparable regarding energy needs and services provided, but are operating under different
framework conditions, such as regulatory regimes.
As seen in Figure 4, the share of VRE in the studied and selected neighbouring states is mixed, with the
major penetrations in Maine and Vermont. Increased penetration of VRE has for the system operator New
York ISO (NYISO) and other areas in U.S., been projected to result in increased price variability and
increase in the amount of hours where prices are lower than $5/MWh (NYISO: 2-11% of hours, depending
on scenario) [20]. At the same time, the system operator ISO-New England explores ways to maintain
dispatchable capacity during winter periods [21]. Batteries are planned for virtual power plants in New
Hampshire [22]. Along with the state- and university goals, these and similar needs may benefit from flexible
DE.

2

Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Vermont

Figure 4 Solar and wind penetration measured as shares of total state electricity generation. Based on data
from Berkeley Lab [23,24].
Therefore, the case-specific research question is
Which barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI can be identified in U.S. DE systems, and what are
the implications of these barriers?
The analysis is relevant for plant managers and authorities (concrete experiences among the surveyed DE
systems and measures to address barriers) as well as academia (the application and usefulness of the
taxonomy).

2. Methodology
2.1 Taxonomy of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI
The definition of flexibility in the DE-ESI applied in this study, adheres to the description given by Sneum et
al. [25]: DE with thermal storage (TS) can respond flexibly to electricity price or other signals, by shifting
between generating technologies. E.g. PtH/C can utilise low prices by consuming electricity; CHP can utilise
high prices by producing electricity; and TS and a non-electricity interfaced thermal generator (NEITG –
typically a boiler) can fill the gaps in the remaining periods. Barriers are defined as framework conditions that
hinder this way of operation. Sneum [9] provides a detailed description of barriers.
As a way to gain insight into the framework conditions for flexibility in the DE-ESI, Sneum [9] developed the
taxonomy shown below (Table 1 – hereafter ‘the taxonomy’). The taxonomy is based in a review of literature,
while the present study marks the first application of the taxonomy in a concrete context.
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With nine categories and 40 barriers (see Sneum [9] for a detailed description), the taxonomy is intended to
encompass a broad range of issues in different contexts. The intention with applying the taxonomy in this
study is not to identify the full set of 40 barriers, but rather to identify ‘hotspots’ – areas that in the specific
case of U.S. campus DE systems can be addressed to improve flexibility in the DE-ESI.
The column ‘Tech. type’ describes which technologies that are affected by the barrier. ‘Proj. life cycle’
describes where in the life cycle of a DE project the barrier has its primary impact (it may additionally have
impact in several other parts). ‘Level of origin’ describes wherefrom the barrier arises. All are described in the
caption text of Table 1. The term ‘electricity grid tariffs’ applied here is equivalent to ‘rates’, which is more
frequently applied in U.S. terminology.
Table 1 Sneum’s [9] taxonomy of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI. Project life cycle: 1 (Requirements
specification), 2 (Scoping), 3 (Feasibility study), 4 (Tendering, construction and permitting), 5 (Operation).
Level of origin: 1 (Service and technology providers), 2 (Plant), 3 (Local), 4 (Regional), 5 (National), 6
(International).
Category

Sub-category

Barrier name

Operational

Dispatch

Absence of signal-providing scheme

signalling

signals

Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need

#

Tech. type

Proj.

Level

life

of

cycle

origin

1

cogen + PtH/C

5

4-6

(involatile prices)

2

cogen + PtH/C

5

4-6

Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices

3

cogen

5

4+5

Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation

4

cogen + PtH/C

5

3-5

Operational

Operational taxes on flexible DE

5

cogen + PtH/C

5

4+5

taxes and

Favourable operational taxes on NEITG

6

NEITG

5

4+5

subsidies

Inflexible operational subsidies for flexible DE

7

cogen + PtH/C

5

4+5

Operational subsidies for NEITG

8

NEITG

5

4+5

9

cogen + PtH/C

5

3-5

10

cogen + PtH/C

5

4+5

11

cogen + PtH/C

5

4+5

Investment subsidies for NEITG

12

NEITG

2+3

4+5

Limitations in capital for flexible DE

13

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

2

High risk premium for financing flexible DE

14

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

2

15

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

2

return

16

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

5

Technology bans and mandates

17

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

3-5

projects

18

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

3-5

Friction in the permitting process

19

cogen + PtH/C

4

3-5

integration

20

cogen + PtH/C

5

5

Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time

21

cogen + PtH/C

5

2

High technological cost

22

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

1

Electricity grid

Electricity grid tariffs

tariffs
Signal related

Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes

standards and

Barriers for operation in signal-providing schemes

procedures

Investment

Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal
rate of return/discount rate requirements
Externally imposed limitations from regulated rate of

Permitting

Inadequate legal framework for evaluation of DE

Ownership

DE technology conditions

Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid

Grid access

Physical environment

High business process costs

23

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

2

Low supply chain maturity

24

cogen + PtH/C

2-5

1

Limitations in control and visibility

25

cogen + PtH/C

5

1, 4-6

High-temperature systems

26

PtH/C + TS

5

2

High grid-connection cost

27

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

3-5

Limiting grid codes

28

cogen + PtH/C

5

4-6

Limiting grid capacity

29

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

3

Limited access to energy sources

30

cogen + PtH/C

2+3

3

2+3

3

Land availability

Bounded rationality

cogen + PtH/C +
31

TS

32

cogen + PtH/C

3+5

2

Limitations from community bounded rationality

33

cogen + PtH/C

3+4

3

Limitations from authority bounded rationality

34

cogen + PtH/C

2-5

4+5

rationality

35

cogen + PtH/C

3+5

2

Limitations from organisational acceptance

36

cogen + PtH/C

2-5

2

Limitations from community acceptance

37

cogen + PtH/C

3+4

3

Limitations from authority acceptance

38

cogen + PtH/C

2-5

4+5

Limitations from incumbent acceptance

39

cogen + PtH/C

2-5

3-5

Limitations from organisational bounded rationality

1, 2,

Limitations from individual plant staff's bounded

Acceptance

1, 2,

Limitations from individual plant staff's acceptance

1, 2,
40

cogen + PtH/C

3+5

2

2.2 Plant manager interviews and verification of results
This study is based in semi-structured interviews, conducted with plant managers of ten different university
campus DE systems in the spring of 2018. Nine interviews were conducted in person; one by phone. The
simple interview guideline is seen in the appendix (Section 8), based on work by Sneum et al. [26] and
Sandberg et al. [27]. As the attentive reader will notice, the guideline has common traits with the taxonomy,
but is simpler. The reason is that the interviews were conducted before the taxonomy was finalised. To
provide what Creswell [28] calls member checking, responses were subsequently filled into the structure of
the taxonomy and disseminated to the respondents in December 2019 and January 2020 for verification of
the findings. Several plant managers have requested anonymity, which has been granted to all respondents
in this working paper. The list of universities in the study is seen in Table 2.
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Table 2 University profiles, including DE technologies and energy/climate targets. University names have all
been anonymised and solely indicate the state in which the university is placed.
#

NAME

1

U-Connecticut

2

U-Massachusetts 1

3

U-Massachusetts 2

4

U-Massachusetts 3

5

U-New Hampshire

6

U-New Jersey

7
8
9
10

U-New York
U-Pennsylvania 1
U-Pennsylvania 2
U-Vermont

Cogeneration
(main fuel)
X
(gas)
X
(gas)
X
(gas)
X
(gas)
X
(No6 fuel oil)
X
(gas)
-

Steam
chillers

Electric
chillers

Steam
boiler

PtH

Energy/climate
target

X

X

X

-

X

-

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

-

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

-

X
X
X
X

It is important to note that the findings from these interviews are the interviewees’ perceptions of the barriers.
In other words, the perceived – not necessarily factual – existence of barriers. Whereas determining whether
the barrier is actually present (e.g. by techno-economic analyses), perception is initially important since plant
managers make decisions on investments and operational procedures, which affects flexibility in the DE-ESI.
The issue of perception is discussed by Sovacool et al. [29] and applied in a similar fashion as here by
Golove et al. [30]. Numbers in the headlines indicate barrier numbers in the taxonomy.

3. Results
This section presents the findings regarding the campus DE plant managers’ perceived barriers to flexibility
in the DE-ESI. Identified barriers are briefly described, while broader interpretation is conducted in the
discussion, section 4.

3.1 Operational signalling
1 - Absence of signal-providing scheme
Nine of the surveyed plants (Vermont is the exception) are present in real-time power markets. None face
signals for CO2-content, but three are looking into that (U-Connecticut, U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts
1). One (U-New Jersey) is generating into the grid, while five others optimises behind-the-meter with no
export (U-Massachusetts 1, U-Massachusetts 2, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Connecticut).
Signals are received directly from the system operator or through an intermediary who does optimization of
dispatch. Four (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-Connecticut, U-Pennsylvania 1) offers or are
considering to offer capacity to the electricity market through an aggregator.
2 - Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need (involatile prices)
U-Pennsylvania 2 (with no CHP capacity) finds that prices are consistently too low to drive shifts in dispatch,
while this was the case before deregulation and full customer retail choice was introduced in 2000.
Conversely, the U-Connecticut generates most consumed electricity on its natural gas CHP with little
incentive to shift. This is explained by natural gas-driven New England power prices and the co-optimisation
of thermal and electricity demand against internal energy supply.

3 - Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices
U-New Hampshire faces fixed tariffs, while the U-Vermont faces time of use tariffs. The U-Connecticut faces
take-or-pay contracts on electricity, incentivising use of electric chillers and thereby distorting the electricity
price signal.
4 - Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation
Thermal load following is the prevalent form (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-Massachusetts 3, UPennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Vermont). All systems apply a mix of technologies and energy sources,
steam and electricity, to provide flexible dispatch according to economic signals and supply-security. Some
(U-Massachusetts 3 + U-Massachusetts 2 + U-Connecticut) are growing into their capacities at peak days
and thus need to expand existing capacity to have backup and flexibility. University electricity demand is
perceived as too sensitive (e.g. supply for laboratories) to perform flexible response. Flexible response must
thus be based in the DE plants. Some (U-New Jersey and U-Pennsylvania 2) apply thermal setback in
buildings, i.e. ‘charging’ these in periods with excess capacity (typically night) and thereby minimise need for
later production, e.g. during peaks. Such thermal inertia enables shifting of load in a few hours, but not for
longer durations throughout the day.
6 - Favourable operational taxes on NEITG
Absence of taxation on biomass in all cases. Despite this, no biomass-based capacity is deployed (see 0).
9 - Electricity grid tariffs
Nine (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-New Jersey, U-New York, U-Massachusetts 2, UMassachusetts 3, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Connecticut) face annually set capacity charge
(also called (ratcheted) demand charge or standby charge - $/kW), charged by the system operator. The
charge is based on university demand, when the system grid demand peaks. Similarly, the local utility
applies capacity charges (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, UVermont). As example from U-New Hampshire, the local utility applies capacity charges of 10$15/kW/month), charged based upon U-New Hampshire’s monthly peak demand with an 11 month ratchet
clause. The ratchet clause defines the monthly tariff level that the university must pay, based on the highest
measured demand within the last year. In both cases, the universities attempt to anticipate the grid peak and
adjust consumption and production of electricity behind the meter. In one case (U-Massachusetts 1), the
local utility applies a monthly set capacity charge in 15-minute windows in periods from 9 am to 8 pm. This
induces a need to spread out the electricity demand – and a hesitance to introduce PtH/C, to avoid
increased electricity load.
10 - Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes
U-Massachusetts 2 stated that current interconnection agreement did not allow for export, but that a later
revision will need to, due to deployment of new electric generation capacity. This was more perceived as an
administrative necessity, than a barrier.

3.2 Investment
12 - Investment subsidies for NEITG
Several plants are enrolled in capacity payment schemes (as described in 0), remunerating the electric
capacity. Additionally, state schemes include Alternative Energy Portfolio and thermal credits, in both cases
tradeable certificates in Massachusetts; energy efficiency subsidies and utility subsidies in Vermont; and
tradeable thermal renewable energy certificates in in New Hampshire. These can provide a source of
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revenue. If these certificates are sold, the university will not be able to claim their contribution to e.g.
university renewables-targets.
13 - Limitations in capital for flexible DE
The U-Vermont has limited access to capital for large investments. U-Massachusetts 3 is eligible to low-cost
state loans, which do not count as debt on the balance sheet. U-New Hampshire is currently evaluating
on/off balance sheet financing of new investments. In U-Massachusetts 1, U-Pennsylvania 2 and UConnecticut, DE systems are structured as internal retail suppliers. This enables financing on balance sheets
through internal rates paid to local campus-utility responsible for the DE system. Access to capital is subject
to the approval of the local customers – the individual schools at the university. U-Connecticut points out that
the split in access to financing is not necessarily between public and private universities, but rather, between
tuition driven versus endowment driven. The former may have less access to cash, and may therefore prefer
cash flow-based financing, i.e. letting a third party finance, own and operate utility infrastructure. The model
is known as an energy service company (ESCO), and not applied by any of the reviewed universities.
14 - High risk premium for financing flexible DE
U-Massachusetts 3 has some scepticism regarding ESCO models, since the subsequent performance of the
contracted services, e.g. regarding savings, could become a dispute among the buyer and supplier. This
uncertainty can be factored into the price of new projects, making them expensive. The university prefers the
current alternative in Massachusetts: that investments are subject to standardised state agency audit of
performance regarding reduced cost of projects. This reduce supplier risk and thereby cost.
15 - Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal rate of return/discount rate requirements
U-Pennsylvania 2 described that projects should usually pay back in less than 10 years, while this
requirement be extended to approximately 20 years, if carbon reductions are shown as part of the project.

3.3 Permitting
17 - Technology bans and mandates
U-Pennsylvania 2 noted that approvals for new infrastructure in densely populated areas can be problematic
regarding visual- and emissions impacts. U-Vermont noted that electric heat is not allowed.
19 - Friction in the permitting process
U-Connecticut noted that friction can occur with utilities, since these have high experience in the area, have
nearly unlimited time and are experts on the field; characteristics that the DE systems do not share. Further,
it was noted that streamlined processes are not always present, especially for smaller utilities.

3.4 Ownership
20 - Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid integration
Generating to the grid and subsequently becoming a taxable entity is undesirable for U-Massachusetts 2, UMassachusetts 3, U-Pennsylvania 1 and U-Connecticut. U-New Hampshire has analysed the option and has
decided against it. U-New Jersey is the only exemption.

3.5 DE technology conditions
21 - Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time
Optimisation behind the meter is conducted with all available technologies at U-New Hampshire, UMassachusetts 2, U-New Jersey. U-Pennsylvania 2 and U-Connecticut. This is applied in daily operation, but
especially relevant during electricity peak periods, where switching to steam-chillers and, if possible,
increased local electricity generation helps reduce electricity demand from the grid. Reliability and resilience
of supply is a recurring motivation for the ability to switch between technologies, among all universities.
Interruptible gas contracts at U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts 2 also induces ability to switch between
gas and oil combustion. In relation to this, the grid is highly utilised for imports by all, but not necessarily
trusted to deliver stable supply. The U-Pennsylvania 1 and U-Vermont are the exceptions, since these are
fully reliant on electricity import. The U-Connecticut perceives HPs as impractical due to low efficiency during
low temperatures. Regarding CHP, U-Massachusetts 3 notes that gas turbine cycling might be an issue due
to wear and tear. At the university in Connecticut, a previous CHP plant was less efficient. This made it more
relevant to operate it flexibly than the current CHP, since grid imports more often made economic sense.
22 - High technological cost
U-Pennsylvania 2 is supplied by industrial excess heat at a lower cost than a potential self-owned CHP plant.
This makes it the only one which owns the network, but not main generation assets. Conversion from steam
to lower temperature systems are generally considered very costly (discussed further in High-temperature
systems below).
24 - Low supply chain maturity
Regarding dispatch optimisation, experiences range from manual production estimates (U-Vermont) over inhouse developed software (U-Massachusetts 3), to external consultants and energy traders (UMassachusetts 2, U-New Jersey, U-New York). To estimate peak hours setting the rate for standby charges,
curtailment service providers are used by U-New Hampshire, U-New Jersey, U-Massachusetts 1, U-New
York, U-Massachusetts 2, U-Massachusetts 3, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1 and U-Connecticut. The
availability of consultancy services appears to be well-developed. U-Connecticut argues that the American
consulting and engineering workforce has a shortage of electrical engineers, making it hard to find qualified
staff for utilities and DE systems. This lack of engineers can result in friction in the interconnection process,
due to lacking qualifications on both sides.
25 - Limitations in control and visibility
U-New Jersey is the sole DE system, which allows third party control of generation equipment (their energy
trader), due to response to short term signals in ancillary services markets. Other types of communication
between the DE systems and outside stakeholders such as demand-response schemes or system
operators, involve phone calls, e-mail or text messages (U-New York, U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts
2 and U-Pennsylvania 1). U-Vermont was enrolled in a demand-response scheme, but found it problematic
that signals were given outside business hours where staff was not present to accommodate the requested
change in electricity demand. With hundreds of individual electric accounts, city-integrated campuses like the
U-Vermont can suffer from limited overview of internal consumption, hindering general visibility and control.
26 - High-temperature systems
All campuses have steam-based systems. All show a general interest in hot water conversion, and a
conversion process has been initiated by three (U-New Hampshire, U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts 3).
U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Vermont and U-Connecticut estimates a transition to be too expensive. In the case for
Connecticut, because the current system is not at its end of technical life.
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3.6 Grid access
29 - Limiting grid capacity
U-New Hampshire and U-Massachusetts 2 mention that systems are not set up for export, but it is not
considered a major issue.

3.7 Physical environment
30 - Limited access to energy sources
Natural gas supply is not available at U-New Hampshire, but otherwise this is not considered an issue.
31 - Land availability
Constrained land availability for TS is a recurring issue, noted by U-Massachusetts 1, U-Massachusetts 2, UPennsylvania 1, U-Vermont and U-Connecticut. Regarding CHP, U-New Hampshire and U-Pennsylvania 2
describes land constraints. In the former case, there may be opportunity for alternative placement away from
the current DE system premises.

3.8 Bounded rationality
32 - Limitations from organisational bounded rationality
U-Connecticut, U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts 1 explore future options regarding environmental
dispatch, thereby broadening their awareness and basis for decision. U-Pennsylvania 2 noted that the
everyday logic of operation can be difficult to convey to top-level management. U-Pennsylvania 1 noted that
the first priority is to minimise consumption, then perhaps to be flexible. This priority would require an insight
into the risks and benefits. U-Connecticut made the point that under current conditions, the internal CHP
capacity would already operate on full capacity during grid peaks. Thereby, there is no underutilised capacity
at campus energy systems. Further, the economic incentive for exporting electricity has not been analysed,
but is assumed to be limited.
35 - Limitations from individual plant staff's bounded rationality
There is a desire to build internal buy-in and knowledge regarding flexible operation responding to larger
degree of signals, in U-Massachusetts 3 by developing own dispatch software; in U-Vermont by practising
dispatch with fixed rates before entering more advanced operation. At U-Pennsylvania 2, lack of trust in the
DE system’s optimization tools has resulted in occasional manual override, at one point resulting in damaged
equipment.

3.9 Acceptance
36 - Limitations from organisational acceptance
To maintain credit rating U-New Hampshire has earlier prioritised avoiding own financing of large
investments in infrastructure. This lead to priority for external financing and operation. This position has been
revised. The U-New York saw PPAs to be preferred in a case, where local gas-based generation was
emitting more than the grid. The same is seen for the future at U-Massachusetts 1, opening for PtH/C.
Conversely, priority for on-campus actions have resulted in less desire for PPA and similar arrangements at
U-Massachusetts 3. At U-New Jersey, environmental dispatch has been proposed to top management, so
far without success. At U-Vermont, it is argued that the grid supply already renewables-based (biomass and
hydro), leading to little incentive for flexible operation to integrate RE. Generally, among the DE systems
structured as local retailers, buy-in for new investments must be ensured from the consumers. Resilience
and reliability is a key parameter among U-New Hampshire, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Massachusetts 3, UPennsylvania 1 and U-New Jersey.

37 - Limitations from community acceptance
Barriers to social license to operate has been experienced at U-Massachusetts 3, where local community
opposed the construction of new biomass capacity due to opposition against cutting down local trees. A
similar opposition to biomass use has been voiced regarding biomass-based generation at U-New
Hampshire.
39 - Limitations from incumbent acceptance
While they may previously have been obstructing entities, utilities are now met with understanding (UMassachusetts 3, U-New Jersey, U-Connecticut). In some cases even as proponents of DE (UMassachusetts 3). U-New Jersey points out that the utilities may need new incentive structures to enable
increased DE participation. U-Connecticut made the point that deregulation in the north-eastern U.S. and
phasing out of utility-owned generation helps. That said, there may still be utility staff opposing DE out of old
habit.

4. Discussion
Out of a potential 40 barriers, 18 were identified in the study of U.S. campus DE plants (summarised in
Appendix, section 8.2). In this section, I discuss the results regarding the identified barriers and their
potential solutions.

4.1 Receiving signals
Apart from Vermont, all states have electricity markets, in which the DE systems could potentially be
participating. All reviewed DE systems to some degree optimise behind the meter, i.e. manage electricity
load and local generation to minimise import from the grid. The main motivation for doing so is to reduce
system and local capacity charges, by managing local import of electricity during peak periods. Second, to
participate in demand-response schemes, where local load management is rewarded. Third, because own
generation is less costly than the rates charged for imports from the grid.

4.2 Flexible electricity export and import
A main finding, is that only one DE system was actively generating into the electricity grid. Under the current
conditions, DE CHP is already running at full load when the grid is peaking. This means that there is limited
opportunity for peak-period exports in DE systems with electricity generation capacity dimensioned for local
electricity demand. University demand may not always peak simultaneously with the grid, which could open
for electricity exports. Additionally, there may be value in flexible DE supply to local grids. Such local grids
may benefit from DE generation capacity, and may not peak at the same time as the larger electricity
system. Furthermore, ancillary services and periods outside peak may be relevant, provided that there is DE
electricity capacity in excess of university demand. Since the infrastructure and experience is already in
place, it may be relevant to install electric capacity exceeding the university demand, to enable a new
revenue stream from the electricity market (as in U-New Jersey). This would have to be analysed on a caseby-case basis. Whereas the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act previously required utilities to purchase
CHP-based electricity at avoided cost, this was revised in 2005 for market-based electricity systems
including ISO-New England, NYISO and PJM [31]. The CHPs are thus solely incentivised by market prices,
except in the cases where they earn certificates (e.g. Massachusetts) for generation.
On the demand side, two cases showed lack of incentive for non-peak shifting between respectively
demand-sources and CHP and its alternatives. While this can be indicate a flexibility-saturated system, the
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local conditions (low-cost industrial excess heat and gas-based plant in gas-based electricity system) are the
explanations. In the latter case, having a gas-based CHP in an electricity market dominated by gasgenerators results in correlation between gas and electricity prices. In turn, this means that the revenue of
the DE CHP selling into the market is always less than cost paid for buying the same amount of electricity to
satisfy local demand. This will be the case as long as retail rates are higher than market prices. If retail tariffs
are fixed, market prices will sometimes be higher. In those (rare) cases, there is incentive to generate to the
grid. Alternately, CHPs could be forced to operate on the market (optimisation behind the meter is
prohibited). This would lead to a split into local thermal optimisation and electricity traded on the market,
similar to the Nordics. This would increase overall costs for the university, but make the whole market more
liquid and the system more efficient.
Overall, electricity markets, if perceived as contestable markets, can be subject to hit and run entry (i.e.
where entering and exiting the market is free), as discussed by Baumol [32]. Campus CHP capacity has
exactly this characteristic, since this technology in many cases is already built. For that to happen,
subsequent studies will need to clarify the details on New Jersey’s framework which allows feeding into grid.
Such a design may then be expanded other states, to address the issue of becoming subject to utility
regulation (and thereby taxation), which is undesirable for the non-profit and tax-exempt universities.

4.3 Tariffs: barrier to PtH or just big post in the budget?
Electricity grid tariffs were a recurring issue among the DE systems. These can make up considerable part of
the budget and it is a natural focus, also beyond the scope of flexibility in the DE-ESI. In one case, hesitance
to PtH was mentioned as this would add increasing electric local load. While capacity charges may be high
and seen as a barrier to PtH/C, they appear not to be a practical problem since several plants already apply
PtC in periods where peak capacity charges do not apply. Similar flexible operation of DE has been
demonstrated regarding tariffs by elsewhere ([33] and [34]). Demand charges as faced by many DE systems,
should acknowledge DE systems’ actual cost for the grid by reviewing their past track-record e.g. on outages
and reliability [35].

4.4 Money not a problem in steam systems; it is for hot water transition
Whereas only few barriers were identified regarding investment, the issue surfaced regarding a potential
conversion to hot water from steam. This indicates that the investment-questions were perceived under the
assumption of existing plans and ambitions; not radically different technological setups. Conversion to hot
water systems is a common desire among the plant managers. All perceive the significant cost as a barrier,
some even dismiss it due to cost. This is thus a significant barrier to enabling use of hot water TS, HP and
increased energy efficiency.
Especially at end-of-life of existing steam networks, transition to hot water becomes relevant. To address the
large up-front costs, efficiency- or emission-focused public subsidies can be justified [9]. Alternately, a
stepwise approach, as applied in one of the universities’ hot water conversion, can be justified. Such smaller
pilot projects can provide experience for DE systems as well as contractors.
Pagliarini and Rainieri [36] have shown the economic and environmental benefit of campus-based DE
system with TS, but further case specific studies would be needed to demonstrate feasibility of hot water
conversion. Experience with TS already exists, since some of the DE systems apply thermal setback, which
is essentially a thermal building inertia-based TS. So the concept of TS is well-known, whereas TSdeployment is limited.

4.5 Limited in space, not in resources or grid access
Space for a potential TS is an issue brought up among universities in dense urban settings. A few mentioned
the opportunity for ice storages, which is feasible through the medium of existing district cooling systems.

Cold storage has also received some media attention, more broadly [37,38]. Space requirement is a known
issue regarding storage [39]. Regarding availability of energy sources, a notable absence is the focus on
heat sources for HP. This may indicate a lack of focus on HP, since managers otherwise would be aware of
the related challenges (Lund and Persson [40] have treated these).
Notable among identified barriers was the almost complete absence of issues regarding grid access. While
the interconnection process may include some friction, the only points brought up were the need for changes
in local grid infrastructure, to enable export of electricity.
Solutions: Integrate TS into new infrastructure projects. Improved overview of resources for HP can be
gained by a mapping [9].

4.6 Local control = Invisible DE system and invisible business process cost?
Whereas no high business process costs were identified as barriers to flexibility, there appear to be
considerable costs associated with local management of the DE dispatch. As indicated by a Danish balance
responsible party, a single person manages the dispatch of 150 plants [41]. Concluding that the operation of
the surveyed DE plants is inefficient would miss an important point: The focus on resilience and the priority
for local control is very high among the plants. At the same time, it means that there is limited visibility and
possibility for external control: only U-New Jersey allows its aggregator external control due to operation in
ancillary services, where humans cannot be in the loop, due to very short timeframes. Other approaches
include operators monitoring electricity prices and consultant-provided local servers optimizing operation, but
with actual dispatch decided by operators.
This priority for local control is understandable, when considering the high priority for resilience. The question
is, if solutions exists that could satisfy both priorities. Techno-economic analyses of the individual cases
could shed further light on this question.
There is a fundamental difference between the 150 Danish plants mentioned above, and the U.S. DE
systems. In Denmark, the plants optimize solely according to thermal demand, whereas the electricity is
traded on the spot market. Conversely, the U.S. DE systems serve a thermal as well as electric load locally,
whereby the optimization covers both needs. In complete and efficient markets, buyers and sellers exchange
their goods leading to efficient allocation of goods. Since thermal generation and needs are by their physical
nature local, these should be served locally. Conversely, electricity can be transported across long distances
and could thereby be traded in the larger system. This is thus an argument for removing barriers to export of
electricity, while still maintaining the possibility to serve local needs in the least cost (or least emissions) way
of operation.

4.7 Bounded rationality and acceptance: Resilience trumps flexibility
There were few overall findings in these categories, except that resilience has high importance. A primary
explanation of the absence of focus on flexibility is that it is a measure to achieve a target, rather than a
target in itself. This is how it should be, since flexibility of flexibility’s sake risks leading to sub-optimisation. A
secondary explanation is that any discussion of flexibility in the DE-ESI is likely to start at the plant managerlevel, since it relates to subjects on this decision-level: investment and operation. If it is not prioritised at plant
manager level, it is unlikely that other parts of university management or the surrounding society will have
priorities or knowledge on this subject. This focus on reliability in local supply is also reported by a CHP
vendor, motivated by ‘cybersecurity, weather related reasons, or even grid congestion’ [42].
As argued by IEA [6] and IEA and NREL [47], flexibility is a subset of – or way to obtain – resilience and lowcarbon energy supply. Since both resilience and some variation of a low-carbon energy supply is prioritised
at universities and their DE systems, flexibility is a relevant measure. Again, context-specific technoeconomic analyses could help expand the bounded rationality. And if relevant, also make it an acceptable
solution among the stakeholders.
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4.8 Methodology and responses
Answers provided (e.g. regarding financing) may apply to DE projects in general, rather than flexible DE
specifically, since this was the frame of reference for the managers. They did not necessarily distinguish
between flexible and inflexible technologies. Similarly, barriers may not have been identified due to lack of
awareness of these among plant managers (e.g. due to lack of experience with flexible DE-projects). This
appears to be the case regarding the general perception of ‘unproblematic funding, except for a hot water
conversion’. Despite bounded rationality being a part of the taxonomy and the interview, the meta-problem
arises that interviewees are themselves subject to bounded rationality.
This indicates a shortcoming in the methodology of a semi-structured interview. Instead, a more inquisitive
‘what if-approach’ could have defined concrete technological setups of flexible DE-ESI systems, including
specific regulatory conditions, and asked plant managers to reflect specifically on these. Alternately, to
approach the question from other angles through other stakeholders with different perspectives.

5. Conclusion
In this working paper, I have treated two questions through case studies of U.S. DE systems. First, whether a
taxonomy on barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI is applicable in real-world cases: Out of the taxonomy’s 40
barriers, 18 were identified among U.S. DE systems. Methodologically, the taxonomy was applied almost
unchanged to survey responses from interviewees. This approach has two major shortcomings. First, the
frame of reference among interviewees was DE, not flexible DE. Since flexible DE had not necessarily been
explored by interviewees, and barriers therefore not experienced or thought about, this bounded rationality
may potentially have omitted identification of barriers. Bounded rationality is one of the categories of the
taxonomy. To mitigate this, additional stakeholders (consultants, policy-makers, industry experts) could be
relevant supplements. Techno-economic analyses could further help identify discrepancies between
perceived barriers and actual barriers. In summary, Sneum’s taxonomy is applicable, and will benefit from
methods beyond surveying plant manager perceptions.
The second research question addressed the concrete barriers and implications of these in U.S. DE
systems. Access to a signal providing scheme in form of a market does generally not appear to be a
hindrance. Even in Vermont without an electricity market, demand response schemes are present. The
motivation for participating in a market is, on the other hand, limited to U-New Jersey. DE electric generation
capacity is generally not dimensioned to allow export. On the consumption-side, there is broad experience
with shifting according to prices, especially electricity grid tariffs. Regarding tariffs, these have considerable
attention across the surveyed DE systems. Provided that these tariffs accommodate for the flexibility of DE
systems, these are not necessarily a hindrance for especially PtH. Capital for investments is generally
perceived to be available. The perception on availability of capital became more conservative, when
conversion from steam to hot water was discussed. Such an investment was perceived to be in the scale of
hundreds of millions USD with expected long payback. The findings indicate that DE systems are an
underutilised flexibility-asset in the US energy system.
A common solution is to bring perceptions from being estimates to informed choice. In practice by
conducting techno-economic analyses of alternative scenarios in a manner, which take into account the
benefits and costs of increased flexibility. Either for generic, but representative DE systems, or for an array of
representative real DE systems.
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8. Appendix
8.1 Interview template
Name

Other

Institution

Planning

Financing

Construction

Operation

Technical limitations

Stability of

Contractor's

Marginal production

investment climate

competence

costs (taxes, tariffs,
subsidies)

Management

Grid connection

Operator's

competence

competences

Advisor's

Advisor's

competences

competences

Communication with

Investment

decision-makers

incentives

Grid codes

Market rules

Clear goals to invest

Technological (heat

from

storage, limits in
tech)

Commodity prices

8.2 Identified barriers
Category

Sub-category

Barrier name

#

Barrier found

Operational
signalling

Dispatch signals

Absence of signal-providing scheme

1

U-Vermont

Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need (involatile
prices)
Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices

2

Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation

4

Operational taxes on flexible DE

5

U-Pennsylvania 2 UConnecticut
U-New Hampshire UVermont
U-Connecticut
U-New Hampshire UMassachusetts 2 UMassachusetts 3
U-Pennsylvania 1
U-Pennsylvania 2 UVermont
-

Favourable operational taxes on NEITG

6

All

Operational taxes
and subsidies

3
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Inflexible operational subsidies for flexible DE

7

-

Operational subsidies for NEITG

8

-

Electricity grid tariffs

9

U-Massachusetts 1

Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes

10

-

Barriers for operation in signal-providing schemes

11

-

Investment subsidies for NEITG

12

Limitations in capital for flexible DE

13

U-Massachusetts 1
U-Massachusetts 2
U-Massachusetts 3
U-Vermont
-

High risk premium for financing flexible DE

14

-

Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal rate
of return/discount rate requirements
Externally imposed limitations from regulated rate of
return
Technology bans and mandates

15

-

16

-

17

U-Pennsylvania 2

Inadequate legal framework for evaluation of DE projects

18

-

Friction in the permitting process

19

-

Ownership

Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid
integration

20

DE technology conditions

Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time

21

U-Massachusetts 2
U-Massachusetts 3
U-Pennsylvania 1
U-Connecticut
-

High technological cost

22

U-Pennsylvania 2

High business process costs

23

-

Low supply chain maturity

24

-

Limitations in control and visibility

25

All

High-temperature systems

26

All

High grid-connection cost

27

-

Limiting grid codes

28

-

Limiting grid capacity

29

-

Limited access to energy sources

30

U-New Hampshire

Land availability

31

Limitations from organisational bounded rationality

32

U-Connecticut
U-Massachusetts 2
U-Massachusetts 3
U-Pennsylvania 1
U-Vermont
U-Pennsylvania 2
U-Pennsylvania 2

Limitations from community bounded rationality

33

-

Limitations from authority bounded rationality

34

-

Limitations from individual plant staff's bounded
rationality
Limitations from organisational acceptance

35

U-Pennsylvania 2

36

Limitations from community acceptance

37

U-New Jersey
U-Vermont
U-Massachusetts 3

Limitations from authority acceptance

38

-

Limitations from incumbent acceptance

39

-

Limitations from individual plant staff's acceptance

40

-

Electricity grid
tariffs
Signal-related
standards and
procedures
Investment

Permitting

Grid access

Physical environment

Bounded rationality

Acceptance
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ABSTRACT
The Scandinavian countries Denmark, Norway and Sweden currently deploy large
amounts of variable renewable energy (VRE) sources, especially wind power. This
calls for additional flexibility in the power market. The right coupling to the underlying national and local district heating (DH) markets can generate large amounts of
flexibility. However, regulatory barriers and different energy market designs may hinder the potential benefits from system integration, and lower the potential that can be
realized. The Scandinavian countries have a large extension of DH with a good potential for providing flexibility services to the electricity market. We survey and discuss
regulatory barriers and drivers for exploiting this potential for flexibility. Combined
heat and power (CHP) is widely integrated in the power market, but it is threatened
by low electricity prices due to the increasing amounts of wind power. Power-to-heat
technologies, electric boilers and heat pumps are blocked by high tariffs and taxes.
A calculation of the heat costs of different DH technologies demonstrates that, under
the present price and tax conditions in Denmark and Sweden, CHP and power-to-heat
are unable to compete with heat-only boilers that use tax-free biomass.
Keywords: variable renewable energy; regulation; combined heat and power (CHP); power-to-heat;
energy taxes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To reach the ambitious energy and climate goals of carbon-neutral energy systems,
the three Scandinavian countries deploy a large proportion of variable renewable
energy (VRE) sources, especially wind power, in addition to storable renewable
energy sources, such as biomass and hydropower. By nature, the temporal supply
of VRE is highly variable because
 it is determined by weather conditions,
 it is uncertain due to forecasting errors (Ravn and Skytte 2000), and
 it is location specific, as the primary energy carrier cannot be stored or
transported like coal or biomass (Borenstein 2012; Hirth et al 2015).
Such properties imply major integration and interfacing challenges for VRE with the
energy system. At high VRE penetration rates, the overall integration costs could be
substantial (International Energy Agency 2014; Ueckerdt 2013); consequently, costeffective integration of VRE has become a pressing challenge. The energy system
requires much additional flexibility to minimize integration costs while ensuring balance in supply and consumption, security of supply and capacity adequacy and an
increase in the economic value of domestic VRE (International Energy Agency 2013,
2014).
Integrating markets may expand the potential for flexibility at a low cost and thus
contribute to an increase in the economic value of VRE. Thus far, the creation of
the Nordic and internal European Union (EU) electricity markets has concentrated
on central generation and harmonization of support schemes. Less has been done to
create common regulatory frameworks for a supply of flexibility from other energy
sectors, although flexibility is needed for further VRE deployment (Ropenus and
Skytte 2007; Skytte 1999a). Until now, the Nordic power market has been able to
handle the fluctuations of VRE (Skytte and Grohnheit 2017); however, when the
amount of VRE surpasses a certain level, it can no longer be ignored in the planning
and operation of the electricity supply system (Skytte and Ropenus 2006, 2007).
Hydropower from dams in Norway and Sweden accounts for a large percentage
of the electricity supply, which today provides flexibility in the Nordic electricity
market. However, hydropower resources are limited and strongly depend on variations
in precipitation.
A flexible resource of considerable magnitude is district heating (DH), which is
widely used in Scandinavian countries. With the right coupling of the Nordic power
market to the underlying national and local DH markets, a considerable potential for
flexibility can be generated cost effectively, and thus a larger amount of VRE can be
embraced (Lund et al 2015).
Journal of Energy Markets
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Barriers for DH as a source of flexibility

Unlike the electricity market, DH has not been oriented toward liberalization
(Sneum et al 2016). It is not economically feasible to transport hot water over longer
distances and thus integrate the supply nationally or internationally. Therefore, DH
is organized by local monopolies and regulated within a national framework, which
can differ greatly even between historically and politically similar countries such as
those in Scandinavia. However, as there are large interdependencies between electricity and DH, changed conditions or barriers on one side create new conditions on
the other (Skytte 1999a; Sneum et al 2016). Therefore, improvements in the regulatory frameworks of the DH sector that can supply flexibility must occur alongside
growth in VRE in the electricity supply in order to develop coherent energy markets.
This strategy will require well-thought-out market designs and framework conditions,
implemented in a timely fashion. Otherwise, the diverging framework conditions (eg,
heat versus electricity) may prevent the transition to integrated energy systems and
increased flexibility. Without additional flexibility, even the well-functioning Nordic
power market mechanism could come under pressure.
In this paper, we investigate the barriers to including DH as a flexible resource for
the electricity market in the Scandinavian countries Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
Denmark has the largest share of wind energy in the world and thus has the most
immediate need for flexible resources. Denmark is also already deploying DH as
an important source of flexibility. The problem today is smaller for the two other
countries, but it will increase with the present and future rapid growth of wind power.
However, there are several barriers to continuing and extending the use of DH for this
purpose. Market development threatens the extended utilization of combined heat
and power (CHP) as a flexible resource, and important barriers to the introduction of
large-scale electric heating exist.
This paper starts with a short presentation of the Nordic power market and its
present solutions for balancing the system. Then, DH in our three selected countries
is introduced, and the barriers to supplying flexibility to their electricity systems are
identified and discussed. Of particular interest are those barriers within the framework
conditions for CHP and power-to-heat technologies, such as electric boilers and large
heat pumps. The use of flexible DH technologies to balance markets is analyzed with
a numerical example. Our findings are discussed in the concluding section of the
paper.

2 THE NORDIC POWER MARKET
The common Nordic power market, Nord Pool, has a long tradition of coordinating
supply and exchanging flexibility services (Olsen and Skytte 2003). The market dates
to 1971 and was originally designed to balance variations in precipitation and water
inflow to hydropower stations. Later, the market was further developed to exploit
www.risk.net/journal
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beneficial interaction among and within the Nordic countries between hydropower
and large thermal plants (conventional coal power and nuclear power plants). This
development was very effective. In wet precipitation years, production in flexible
conventional power plants in Denmark and Finland decreased, and excess generation
by Norwegian and Swedish hydropower plants was exported to Denmark and Finland
(and later to other countries in Northern Europe). In dry precipitation years, Norway
and Sweden imported electricity from conventional power plants in other countries
(Førsund 2011).
This beneficial exchange between the countries is facilitated by the considerable
capacity of the interconnectors that connect the national transmission grids. New
interconnector lines are being constructed to neighboring countries, such as Germany
and the Netherlands, which are expected to contribute positively to balancing Nordic
power systems.
In line with the transition to a fossil-free energy system in the Nordic countries,
flexible conventional fossil fuel power plants are being phased out, and VRE (especially wind energy) is being deployed instead. This development is challenging the
stability of the Nordic power market. It was first seen in Denmark, which has made
a dramatic change from centralized coal-fired power plants to a large percentage of
wind energy.
In 1990, Denmark’s wind turbines contributed 2% of its total power generation,
while large coal-fired plants contributed 94%. In 2014, the share of these two technologies was of a similar magnitude (41% and 45%, respectively), and this trend is
expected to continue in future. By 2020, the political goal is for 50% of the annual
electricity generation to come from wind energy.
The power supply in Norway is entirely dominated by hydropower; in Sweden,
hydropower and nuclear power each account for about 40% of the supply. Both
countries now have ambitious plans to extend new, renewable energy. Sweden created
a market for green certificates in 2003 that Norway has now joined. During the last
ten years, the deployment of wind energy has increased rapidly in Sweden and now
accounts for about 10% of the total supply.
The increasing need for flexibility in the energy system also comes from neighboring countries such as Germany, which is deploying a significant amount of wind
energy just south of Denmark. This restricts the possibility of using the transmission
lines to send Danish surplus electricity to Germany. In fact, bottlenecks in the German
transmission lines may even increase the need for additional flexibility in Denmark.

3 DISTRICT HEATING AS A SOURCE OF FLEXIBILITY
Flexibility can be defined as a measure to maintain a balance between the generation
and consumption of electricity, since the variability in generation and consumption
Journal of Energy Markets
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is to be balanced in flexible supply and flexible demand. The term “variable” can be
defined as fluctuating variations that cannot be controlled, whereas the term “flexible” is used when it is possible to regulate the increase or decrease of generation or
consumption. These definitions are not only technical (a gas turbine can follow the
load, whereas a wind turbine cannot), but also behavioral (does the gas turbine have
an incentive?) and regulatory (do public rules, taxes, etc, create barriers to acting flexibly?). Similar considerations can be applied to the demand side. A DH plant coupled
with the electricity system is usually dispatchable; the question is whether there are
incentives for or barriers to exploiting this potential.
DH is coupled to the electricity system either by CHP, which sells the electricity
at the power market, or by power-to-heat plants (eg, electric boilers and heat pumps),
which convert electricity bought at the power market to heat. Such plants can be
dispatched and therefore are potential providers of flexibility services.
Today, flexibility in the Scandinavian system is mainly provided by CHP combined
with heat storage (water tanks) that can shift the generation to hours when electricity
prices are high. Water tanks are widely installed and used in Denmark and Sweden.
This flexibility potential is very important in Denmark due to its large share of wind
energy and lack of hydropower.
CHP plants prefer to operate when power prices are high. If this happens at times
with low heat demand, the surplus heat is stored in the water tank. When electricity
prices are low, the plant is closed, and heat is extracted from storage. Smaller CHP
plants apply back-pressure technology with a fixed proportion between power and
heat. Large condensing-extraction CHP plants offer additional flexibility by varying
the steam outlet for heat (some even have the option to let all steam bypass the turbine),
and because very fast ramping rates have been developed, especially in the Danish
CHP plants that use this technology.
Power-to-heat technologies, such as electric boilers and large heat pumps, can
provide additional flexibility and are being tested in some DH systems. Power-toheat will provide the option of using surplus electricity for heat generation when
electricity prices are low, which occurs more often with large capacities of wind
power (Ravn and Skytte 1999). At present, hydropower is used as a flexible resource
when there is surplus electricity. Thus, the pressure on hydropower from the increasing
flexibility demand can be eased by power-to-heat. However, there are several barriers
to exploiting these technologies in an optimal way, such as taxation and the design
of the grid tariffs. In contrast, the design of the different markets (spot, intraday and
ancillary services) does not provide obstacles to the use of power-to-heat as a flexible
resource.
In the following, we investigate the economics and framework conditions for
electric boilers and large heat pumps in the DH system.
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TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics regarding district heating in the three Scandinavian
countries (Sneum et al 2016).
‚
Percentage of
heat supply
Denmark
Norway
Sweden

50%
<5%
32%

District heating
…„
CHP percentage
CHP percentage
of electricity
of DH
supply
69%
<1%
50%

65%
<1%
9%

ƒ
Power-to-heat
percentage
of DH
<1%
22%
9%

4 DISTRICT HEATING IN THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES
The Scandinavian countries have a long heating season, which makes DH an economic
option. DH networks were constructed a long time ago and now account for 50%
and 32% of the total heat supply in Denmark and Sweden, respectively. However,
they account for less than 5% in Norway, where individual electric heating has long
dominated the heat supply (see Table 1). The share of DH in the heat supply is even
higher for residential homes (63% in Denmark), where heat is used not only for space
heating but also for domestic hot water.
In Denmark, DH is supplied by central power plants (extraction-condensing, 40%),
local DH plants (back-pressure, 40%), waste incineration plants and surplus heat from
the manufacturing industry (20%). A total of 69% of the DH supply is produced by
CHP plants. These plants contributed a significant percentage of electricity generation
(65%). A very small but increasing share of DH in Denmark is from electric boilers,
large heat pumps and large solar panels.
In Sweden, DH is supplied by CHP (50%), heat-only boilers (41%) and heat pumps
and boilers (9%). The percentage of electricity generation is much lower than in
Denmark (9%). In Norway, DH is marginal for the heat and electricity markets (<1%).
Waste is an important fuel in Sweden as well as the other two countries.
Denmark has a long tradition of regulating the heat supply (Münster et al 2012).
Thermal energy planning in Denmark was implemented in the early 1980s and focused
on developing least-cost zones for a collective natural gas supply, DH based on heatonly boilers and CHP, and individual heat supply (mostly oil boilers). In areas dedicated to DH, connections to the DH grid were mandatory, which ensured the fast and
dense penetration of DH.
Traditionally, Denmark has given preferential status to CHP. Central power plants
were transformed into CHP, and, in the 1990s, DH plants with heat-only boilers were
forced to substitute them with gas-fired CHP. Landfills were banned and substituted
Journal of Energy Markets
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with waste incineration, which were later forced to transform into CHP. As most CHP
plants have thermal storage (water tanks), they provide a very flexible electricity
supply.
The authorities in the other two Scandinavian countries also favored DH and CHP,
but less so than in Denmark. No heat plans dedicate certain areas to DH to protect the
local DH monopoly from competition from other heat sources. This means that utility
companies developed DH according to private economic incentives. Tax exemptions
favor CHP when biomass is used as a fuel. In Norway and Sweden, CHP plants that
use biomass (including waste) are subsidized by green certificates.
Today, the flexibility provided by CHP is threatened from several directions. Gasfired CHP in Denmark receives a small subsidy; however, the prolongation of this
support scheme beyond 2018 is an object of political discussion and therefore uncertain. In addition, the high share of VRE in the power market has decreased the price of
electricity, which has resulted in fewer and fewer hours of economic generation by the
CHP plants. This lack of economic operating hours threatens large central CHP plants
in particular. In Sweden, many biomass-fired CHP plants were constructed after green
certificates were introduced in 2003. Recently, the percentage of this technology in
the power-generation mix has decreased significantly, as the right to obtain green
certificates has expired for many older plants. Low electricity prices that are expected
to continue, in combination with high investment costs for small CHP plants that use
biomass, make it more economical for DH utility companies to invest in heat-only
boilers that use tax-free biomass.
In Denmark, a counter-tendency is represented by municipalities in large cities
taking control of central power plants to secure the future heat supply. The remaining
CHP, waste incineration, is not very flexible, as the primary task of a waste incineration
plant is to manage waste. Therefore, these plants have to run all day and are mainly
used as the base load.

5 OPTIMAL USE OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR DH
In a DH system with several heat-generation technologies, heat should be generated
according to a merit order, with the technologies ranked according to (short-term)
marginal heat-generation cost. The merit order for the technologies considered here
depends on the price of electricity, but in different ways. The impact of the price of
electricity on different DH technologies is illustrated in Figure 1.
CHP plants generate heat and electricity. As CHP plants sell electricity at market
prices, the heat cost of CHP has a negative dependency on electricity prices: the higher
the price for the electricity produced, the lower the price for the heat produced. This
is illustrated by the negative slope of the CHP line in Figure 1.
www.risk.net/journal
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FIGURE 1 Choice of heat supply technologies with different electricity prices.

Heat
price
Electric boilers

Heat pumps
Heat-only boilers

Optimal
technology choice

CHP

Electricity price

Electric boilers convert electricity to heat with an efficiency close to 100%, which
means that an increase in electricity price of €1 increases the heat cost by €1. Thus,
the line in Figure 1 representing electric boilers has a slope of 1.
Heat pumps also use electricity to generate heat, but with much higher efficiency
than electric boilers. Depending on the temperature of the heat source, heat pumps’
coefficient of performance (COP) values vary between 2.5 and 6. Therefore, the
relationship between electricity and heat prices is positive but less than 1; this is
represented in Figure 1 by the line for heat pumps having a less steep slope than that for
electric boilers. Finally, heat-only (HO) boilers (ie, natural gas or biomass combustion)
do not use or produce electricity and therefore generate heat independently of the
electricity price.
The level of the lines in Figure 1 depends on the fuel choice and prices, grid tariffs
and energy taxes. Figure 2 shows how an energy tax on electricity used to generate
heat increases the marginal cost of electric boilers, leading to these technologies being
the optimal dispatch choice only at very low electricity prices. As a result, heat-only
boilers will be used more. The problem derives from the present system of energy
taxation, in which electricity is taxed at the consumer. For heat production, the fuel
consumed is taxed. Furthermore, the structure of the grid cost plays an important
role in the competitiveness of power-to-heat technologies. Grid costs usually consist
of a capacity charge (euros per MW) and an energy charge (euros per MWh), and
while the former does not affect short-term marginal costs, the latter does. Shifting
the weight of the tariff from capacity to energy increases the short-term marginal
Journal of Energy Markets
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FIGURE 2 Effect of taxes on heat costs with different electricity prices.
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cost and reduces the possibility that power-to-heat technologies will be the optimal
dispatch choice.

6 CAN POWER-TO-HEAT COMPETE?
Power-to-heat technologies, such as electric boilers and large heat pumps, are interesting options for future integration between DH and the electricity system. In this
section, we compare the framework conditions for these technologies and the resulting
production costs in our three Scandinavian countries. Electric boilers are an interesting provider of flexibility for the power system, as they have low investment costs and
therefore require relatively few hours of operation to cover these costs. Heat pumps
have larger investments costs, which require more hours of operation to cover, and
higher start-up costs, which make the pumps less flexible.
Large heat pumps and electric boilers in DH have to a larger extent than in Denmark
been deployed in Norway and Sweden. However, DH is marginal in Norway, and the
introduction of new capacity has stagnated for a long time in Sweden. In Denmark,
there has been much discussion about these technologies, but thus far, little has been
realized. There are cases of such plants being installed and operated by Danish DH
utilities for peak loads or balancing power to Germany (see below), but they are very
few.
The high costs of power-to-heat technologies create an important barrier to their
increased deployment in the DH system. The short-term marginal cost (from here on,
www.risk.net/journal
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FIGURE 3 Marginal cost of DH from electric boilers in Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
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marginal costs) of heat is determined not only by the electricity prices but also by
other variable costs, such as grid tariffs and taxes. In Figures 3 and 4, the different
components of the marginal costs of electric boilers and large heat pumps (with
COP 2.8) in Denmark, Norway and Sweden are presented. The figures demonstrate
how differences in national taxation policy and variable grid tariffs lead to significant
differences in the marginal cost of heat among the three countries. The present tariffs
and taxes on the use of electricity for heat generation increase the marginal heat costs
in Denmark and Sweden for electric boilers and large heat pumps by more than 100%,
under the assumption of the average spot electricity price in 2014–15 for each country.
Electric boilers and heat pumps are usually installed in a DH system in which other
generation technologies exist. The marginal costs determine the optimal dispatch of
the technologies, and therefore the competitiveness of each technology. As demonstrated in the figures, the marginal costs of power-to-heat installations in the Scandinavian countries depend heavily on the taxes and tariffs on electricity consumption.
They change the merit order between the heat-generating technologies completely.
In Figures 5–7, the marginal heat costs of electric boilers and large heat pumps are
compared with those of the competing technologies for a range of electricity prices
in Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
The alternatives considered are wood chip-fired or natural gas CHP and heat-only
boilers. The technical data, including efficiencies and emissions, is taken from the
Journal of Energy Markets
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FIGURE 4 Marginal cost of heat from heat pumps with COP 2.8 in Denmark, Sweden
and Norway.
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Danish Energy Agency’s (2016) technology catalog. Together with national taxation
laws and grid cost statistics, the technical data provides the foundation for calculating
the marginal cost. Rosenlund Soysal et al (2016) provide a detailed account of the
calculation.
Natural gas boilers and CHP are not available in Norway. The COP for heat
pumps in Figure 4 is assumed to be 2.8. When the marginal costs of electric boilers and heat pumps are compared with those of competing technologies, the lack of
competitiveness in Denmark and Sweden becomes evident.
The dark blue line in Figure 5 indicates the cost of electric boilers, while the light
blue line represents the cost of heat pumps. The electricity prices at which the marginal
heat cost of electric boilers is equal to that of natural gas HO and CHP are marked by
the intercept between the dark blue line and the orange and red lines, respectively. As
can be seen in Figure 5, under the present cost structure, biomass is always cheaper
than electric boilers and heat pumps. Electric boilers can compete with natural gas
boilers for prices lower than €10.1 per MWh, and with natural gas CHP at prices
lower than €22.5 per MWh. Heat pumps can compete with natural gas CHP and HO
at electricity prices below €44.2 per MWh and €69.3 per MWh, respectively.
In Norway (Figure 6), it is possible for electric boilers to compete with biomass HO
at electricity prices below €10.5 per MWh, and with biomass CHP at prices lower
www.risk.net/journal
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FIGURE 5 Denmark: marginal cost of heat as a function of the price of electricity (NG =
natural gas).
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FIGURE 6 Norway: marginal cost of heat as a function of the price of electricity.
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FIGURE 7 Sweden: marginal cost of heat as a function of the price of electricity (NG =
natural gas).
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than €14.4 per MWh. Heat pumps are a very competitive alternative to biomass CHP
and HO, and they are the optimal dispatch options for prices below €35.5 per MWh
and €51.2 per MWh, respectively.
The situation in Sweden (Figure 7) is similar to that in Denmark. Electric boilers
cannot compete with biomass but they can compete with natural gas HO up to an
electricity price of €26.4 per MWh, and with natural gas CHP up to a price of
€29.4 per MWh. Heat pumps have lower marginal costs than biomass CHP and
HO at electricity prices below €35.5 per MWh and €14.7 per MWh, respectively.
Furthermore, heat pumps are always cheaper to run than natural gas plants. However,
in Sweden, natural gas is available only in a limited area in the southeastern region.

6.1 Hours of operation
This numerical analysis gives rise to an additional question: how often will the spot
market price make it possible for electric boilers and heat pumps to compete with the
other technologies? We calculated the number of hours the spot prices in 2014–15
were below break-even prices, given by the intercept between the lines representing
electric boilers, heat pumps and the competing technologies. The numbers of hours
www.risk.net/journal
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TABLE 2 The percentage of hours in which electric boilers are the optimal dispatch choice
compared with the competing technologies.
Electric boilers (% hours of operation)
…„
ƒ
‚
Biomass CHP Biomass HO Natural gas CHP Natural gas HO
Denmark
Norway
Sweden

0.1%
14.4%
0.0%

0.0%
7.1%
0.0%

25.8%
—
46.0%

6.6%
—
61.4%

The percentages are calculated as a country average based on historical hourly price observations at Nord Pool in
2014 and 2015.

of feasible operation are presented in Tables 2 and 3 as a percentage of the total hours
in these two years.
As can be seen in Table 2, the number of hours of electric boilers is close to
zero when competing with biomass technologies in Denmark and Sweden; however,
in Norway, for 7–14% of the hours the prices are low enough for electric boilers
to compete. The number of hours is significant when electric boilers compete with
natural gas technologies in Sweden, but the availability of natural gas is very limited
in Sweden. In Denmark, with a significant share of natural gas CHP, the number of
hours is about one-fourth. To pay the investment costs of a boiler, the price should be
significantly lower than the break-even price in a considerable number of hours. In a
similar fashion, Table 3 presents the number of hours in which heat pumps have lower
marginal costs than competing technologies. The numbers indicate that heat pumps
have far lower marginal costs than natural gas CHP plants; however, only in Norway
are heat pumps competitive with biomass plants the majority of the time. However,
these figures depend on the assumption of the COP: a higher COP value can increase
the competitiveness of the heat pump significantly.
Based on the number of hours in which electric boilers and heat pumps are the
optimal dispatch choice, the total cost of heat produced by the two technologies can
be calculated. To give an example of this calculation, we consider a DH plant in eastern
Denmark with an existing natural gas CHP plant. Electric boilers would be the optimal
dispatch choice in 23% of the hours of the year, while a heat pump would be optimal
94% of the time. If investing in either a heat pump or an electric boiler, the resulting
levelized cost of heat (LCOH) of the respective technologies is €69.74 per MWh and
€63.92 per MWh. For heat pumps, the investment cost contributes significantly to
the LCOH, while the LCOH of electric boilers is mainly driven by taxation and grid
costs. Figure 8 shows the cost distribution of the two technologies.
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TABLE 3 The percentage of hours in which heat pumps are the optimal dispatch choice
compared with the competing technologies.
‚
Biomass CHP
Denmark
Norway
Sweden

Heat pumps (% hours of operation)
…„
ƒ
Biomass HO Natural gas CHP Natural gas HO

0.2%
95.8%
14.2%

0.0%
99.6%
12.5%

93.3%
—
99.6%

99.8%
—
100.0%

The percentages are calculated as a country average based on historical hourly price observations in 2014 and
2015.

FIGURE 8 Levelized cost of heat (LCOH) for electric boilers and heat pumps in eastern
Denmark, when competing with natural gas CHP.
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The calculations are based on operations 23% and 94% of the time, respectively. Despite the increased hours of
operation, the investment cost of heat pumps significantly affects the LCOH.

6.2 Can the balancing market be an alternative?
Are there other opportunities for power-to-heat technologies in the present circumstances? As well as in the spot market, electricity can be bought as down-regulation
services in balancing markets, which are operated by the transmission system operators. In Denmark, there are two such markets: the regulating power market and a
market for special regulation. The former is a balancing market close to real time,
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with marginal cost pricing. It was organized cooperatively by Denmark, Sweden,
Norway and Finland (Skytte 1999b; Skytte 2000). The market for special regulation
is a pay-as-bid market, used in situations when transmission grid constraints limit the
applicability of the common regulating power market. That is, the system operator
Energinet.dk can handpick the bids with respect to bottlenecks in the transmission
grid and without disturbing the marginal price setting in the regulating power market. The special regulating market is mostly used to handle surplus electricity from
German wind farms where grid constraints exist in Germany.
In western Denmark, a total of 157 GWh of down-regulation were traded in 2015 in
the common regulating power market. At the same time, 401 GWh of special downregulation were supplied. In December 2015 alone, more than 160 GWh were traded
as special regulation, which is more than the total annual down-regulation demanded
in the regulating power market.
The prices in these markets are lower than those in the spot market (Skytte 1999b;
Skytte 2000), and even negative in hours with large electricity surplus; this provides
a good business case for power-to-heat technologies. In particular, electric boilers,
which are very flexible, can improve profitability by supplying down-regulation services. Electric boilers also have a low investment cost (see Figure 8), which means
they do not need as many hours of operation to pay this cost. The balancing market
therefore has the potential as a driver to introduce more electricity boilers into the
system.
Large heat pumps are not very active in the balancing markets. Due to the large
investment costs associated with large heat pumps, they are mainly used as the base
load. In addition, they have a lead time from cold start until the optimal efficiency
is reached. This implies that it is not cost-effective to use heat pumps for short-term
flexibility in the balancing markets between hours with short start–stop intervals.

7 DISCUSSION AND MAIN FINDINGS
The rapid increase in electricity generated by intermittent renewable energy technologies, such as wind power, will either increase balancing costs dramatically or
require an increased use of flexible resources that can help to balance the system.
In cold countries such as those in Scandinavia, extended use of DH integrated with
the electricity system can provide an important flexible resource. CHP plants with
water storage already provide such services. Power-to-heat technologies, such as
heat pumps and electric boilers, can serve as an important flexible resource through
demand response, especially when there is an electricity surplus with very low or
even negative electricity prices.
This paper reveals that the choice of technologies for generating heat is mainly
driven by outdated policies and regulatory framework conditions that raise barriers
Journal of Energy Markets
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to additional flexibility in the overall energy system. Although, unlike the electricity
market, DH has not been oriented toward liberalization, the heavy interdependencies
between the two sides implies that changed framework conditions on one side create
new conditions on the other.
Denmark, Norway and Sweden have very different electricity supply systems,
which is also reflected in their respective heat supplies. Denmark and Sweden have
a large share of DH, but this is marginal in Norway, which has long relied on individual electric heating. Norway and Sweden have large amounts of hydropower that
provide abundant resources for balancing the electricity system. Denmark boasts the
largest wind energy contribution to electricity generation. Thus far, (coal- and gasfired) CHP has provided the electricity system with important flexible services. On a
smaller scale, Sweden has developed a certain amount of biomass-fired CHP. However, CHP technologies are being threatened by the development of the market and,
in some cases, are being substituted by tax-free heat-only boilers; this implies an
increase in decoupling of DH from the electricity system. While some developments
are unavoidable (eg, thermal power plants becoming less economically feasible due
to increasing wind production causing many hours with low spot market prices), some
can be avoided by political action that adapts the energy tax system to present-day
realities.
The barriers created to increasing the integration of DH with the electricity system
by current energy taxes become even more evident when we switch our focus to powerto-heat technologies, such as large heat pumps and electric boilers. They should benefit
from many hours with low spot market prices for electricity. However, heavy taxation
of electricity combined with tax exemption for biomass makes it almost impossible for
these technologies to compete, even when electricity prices are very low. Grid tariffs
also constitute a significant barrier, as they are not adapted to market conditions.
Adapting the system of energy taxes to the current conditions and political priorities
is mandatory to enhance the flexibility potential offered by DH, but, politically, it is
very hard to achieve.
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This study analyzes the impacts of taxes, subsidies, and electricity transmission and distribution tariﬀs and heat
storage on the operation and economic feasibility of district heating plants with diﬀerent ﬂexibility potentials in
the Baltic countries. Under 2016 conditions, the lowest levelized cost of heat is achieved by a combination of
wood chip boilers, electric boilers, and heat storage. Heat storage enables a higher utilization of least-cost
technologies, resulting in greater cost eﬃciency for all considered scenarios. Current taxes and subsidies are
found to have limited impact on the operation of combined heat and power plants and electric boilers.

1. Introduction
The renewable shares of 2014 total ﬁnal energy consumption in
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were 25, 40 and 28%, respectively. These
shares have increased steadily since the dissolution of the Soviet Union
in 1991, when they were 3, 18, and 3% (The World Bank, 2017). The
renewable share in Baltic district heating (DH1) systems is already
signiﬁcant: In 2015, biofuels represented 43, 37, and 59% of DH in
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, respectively, most of which was solid
biomass (IEA, 2017). Heat-only boilers and combined heat and power
(CHP) options, which use biomass as their only fuel source, are,
therefore, currently common in the Baltic countries. In addition to
biomass, the main fuels used in DH are natural gas and waste (Sneum
et al., 2016). In 2015, the three Baltic countries managed a combined
net export of more than four million tons of fuelwood (Eurostat, 2017),
indicating strong potential for regional biomass development. The renewable share in the Baltic energy systems is expected to increase
further, as energy and climate policy indicate a general future increase
in renewable energy across the EU member states to achieve compliance with national action plans for the 20-20-20 targets (e.g., the
Latvian Guidelines of Energy Development for 2016–2020 (Likumi,
2016)), and the proposed EU 2030 targets (European Commission,
2014). Assuming that a proportion of this increased share of renewable
energy will stem from variable renewable energy (VRE) sources, such as

wind power and solar photovoltaics, there may arise an increased need
for a well-integrated and ﬂexible energy system. The matter of security
of supply and energy imports adds to this picture. The Baltic countries
are largely dependent on imported fossil fuels (Roos et al., 2012). The
Ignalina nuclear power plant in Lithuania accounted for 70% of the
country's electricity production before it was shut down in 2009 (IEA,
2014a), and Lithuania's dependence on imported energy resources has
increased remarkably since the closure, growing from 50 to 62% to
approximately 80–82%, exceeding the EU average of 53–54% (Gaigalis
et al., 2016). To decrease its dependency on imports, Lithuania has
been prioritizing an increase in the renewable energy share (Lund et al.,
2005).
Due to the increase in renewables and the possible following need
for an integrated, ﬂexible energy system, this study asks the following
research question:
How do policies, in the form of taxes and subsidies, incentivize investment in technologies which ﬂexibly couple the DH and the
electricity systems in the Baltic countries?
DH facilitates the interaction between electricity and heat production. In the Baltic context, this has been illustrated by Kuhi-Thalfeldt
and Valtin (2009), who describe how VRE can be balanced by local
small-scale CHP plants in Estonia. In Latvia, Bazbauers and Cimdina
(2011) shows that it is possible to increase the share of renewable
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The present energy policies of the Baltic countries in terms of taxes
and subsidies are not favorable for exploiting this potential. Feed-inpremiums promote CHP for the sake of security of supply and the use of
domestic fuels. The electricity used for DH production is subject to the
same tax rates as any other electricity consumption, reducing incentives
for P2H deployment. The decision to invest in heat storage is entirely
determined by market incentives (Sneum et al., 2016).
The objective of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of ﬂexible
DH technologies in a future electricity system comprised of a large
share of VRE in the three Baltic countries, which assumes a greater need
for ﬂexibility options. We accomplish this by modelling diﬀerent
compositions of a DH system under current policies in terms of taxes
and subsidies to ﬁnd the resulting heat production costs. Furthermore,
the impacts of electricity T&D tariﬀs and heat storage are explored. This
approach shows if combinations of DH technologies and current policies produce both low heat costs and an opportunity for coupling DH
with the electricity system.
Section 2 describes the methodology of the study, and Section 3
presents the results of the analyses. Section 4 concludes the study.

energy sources by combining the surplus electricity produced by wind
power in heat pumps with heat storage. Mathiesen et al. (2015) termed
such ﬂexible coupling in the energy system smart energy systems. Other
studies demonstrate that CHP and power-to-heat (P2H) technologies,
such as electric boilers (EB), may support ﬂexibility in smart energy
systems (Blarke, 2012; IEA, 2014b; Lund, 2003; Lund et al., 2015). An
important enabler of such system integration is heat storage, which
allows a partial decoupling of heat production and heat demand; e.g.,
by allowing a CHP to generate electricity whenever the electricity price
is high and store the excess produced heat (Colmenar-Santos et al.,
2016). This coupling of heat generation and electricity is already
practiced in CHPs in the Baltic countries. Storage capacity and P2H
technologies, however, are currently virtually nonexistent in Baltic DH
(Sneum et al., 2016).
DH constitutes more than 50% of households' energy demand for
heating, and the CHP share is above 50% of the DH production in Latvia
and Lithuania, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The potential to deploy DH as a
ﬂexibility provider in the Baltics is, thus, considerable.

2. Methodology
This study analyzes the impacts of taxes and subsidies on investment
incentives. Using the analysis tool energyPRO (EMD International A/S,
2018), we developed a model for DH plants with diﬀerent degrees of
coupling to the electricity system and, thus, diﬀerent potentials for
providing ﬂexibility. The inputs and policies for the model plants are
derived from the policy schemes for the diﬀerent Baltic countries. By
applying current economic conditions to the model plants, we test
whether it is economically feasible to invest in ﬂexible technologies in
the Baltic countries. Earlier studies have addressed and modelled alternative policies for the operation of (Skytte et al., 2017) and investment in DH plants by taxation (Olsen and Munksgaard, 1998), using the
capacity factor as a measure (Athawale and Felder, 2014). This study
extends these methods by including storage, hourly variations, and
long-term changes in fuel and electricity prices. The focus is on heat
production costs, measured as the levelized cost of heat (LCOH).

Fig. 1. Share of residential energy consumption for heating in the Baltic countries in 2013
(Euroheat and Power, 2015).

Fig. 2. Key ﬁgures in Baltic district heating shares in 2013 (Euroheat and Power, 2015).
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2.1. Deﬁnition of ﬂexibility

In the Baltic countries, transmission and distribution system operators charge for services provided by the grid infrastructure according
to electricity tariﬀs. Like taxes, tariﬀ structures diﬀer in design and
levels. Larger or smaller cost-shares of electricity consumption can be
allocated to ﬁxed and variable (marginal) costs, respectively (Soysal
et al., 2016), and tariﬀs can be levied on the utilization of either capacity (EUR/MW) or energy (EUR/MWh).
Heat storage has been shown to have a signiﬁcant impact on the
operation and feasibility of DH plants, both in academic research
(Streckiene et al., 2009) and in practice in Denmark (EMD International
A/S, 2017). Through heat storage, operations can be optimized to utilize least-cost technologies, such as P2H during periods with low electricity prices and CHP during periods with high electricity prices. Research by Sneum et al. (2016) indicated a limited use of heat storage in
the Baltic countries. The present study examines this technology to
determine its potential impact.
Public policies can impact investment in and operation of ﬂexible
technologies and thus their economic feasibility. This study analyzes all
existing (2016) taxes, subsidies, and electricity T&D tariﬀs in the Baltic
region in order to determine their collective impact on plant operation
and, subsequently, to measure their eﬀect on the economic feasibility
for the given DH technologies.

The operation of DH technologies facilitated by policies is an important part of this study, whereas an analysis of ﬂexible operation falls
outside the study's scope. Nonetheless, ﬂexibility is a key element of the
study, since it is a characteristic assigned to some of the analyzed
technologies.
This study deﬁnes ﬂexibility as the ability of a DH technology to
frequently and quickly increase or decrease its consumption or production of electricity in response to system signals and needs.
Conversely, an inﬂexible DH technology is one that does not possess
these attributes. This deﬁnition is in line with the more electricity-oriented deﬁnition applied by Lannoye et al. (2015), the grid interfaceoriented deﬁnition proposed by Salpakari et al. (2016), and the energy
system-oriented deﬁnitions applied by Lund et al. (2005) and
Mathiesen et al. (2015). One proxy for ﬂexibility need is the forecast
price of electricity on the spot market. Low spot prices indicate an
oversupply, which can be mitigated by a decrease in electricity production or an increase in electricity consumption (and vice versa for
high electricity prices).
The ability of DH to respond to the needs of the electricity system
depends on the technology of the installed plant and on the incentives
for operating it. Investment incentives for ﬂexibility should favor
technologies capable of interacting with the electricity system, and
operational incentives should not blur the signals created by the electricity spot market. This study addresses both the investment and operational incentives aﬀecting the economic feasibility of ﬂexible technologies.

2.3.1. Operation analyses in the energyPRO simulation software
EnergyPRO is an industry operation optimization software used for
techno-economic studies of DH plants (Connolly et al., 2010). The
software has been used in earlier research on CHP plants with heat
storage (Streckiene et al., 2009; Trømborg et al., 2017) and P2H in DH
(Østergaard and Andersen, 2015). Energy demands, costs, temperatures, technologies, and other factors are incorporated as input data,
and operational optimization is performed on an hourly basis, considering such constraints as storage content. Heat demand can be covered by diﬀerent technologies, depending on marginal production costs
deﬁned by inputs such as fuel costs, taxes, and so on. Fig. 3 illustrates
the marginal heat production cost as a dependent of the electricity cost:
For P2H, low electricity prices mean low heat production costs (and
vice versa for CHP). Exceptions are the marginal costs of fuel-based
heat-only boilers (e.g., wood chip boilers), which are unaﬀected by
electricity costs. Each technology serves as the preferred unit for dispatch depending on the price of electricity and subject to heat demand
and the availability of heat storage capacity. Finally, the P2H technology case illustrates the implementation of levies, with the dotted
line indicating an increase in marginal cost associated with, for example, the introduction of an electricity tax.

2.2. What does the literature say about Baltic DH and ﬂexibility?
A review of the literature on policy alternatives for Baltic DH reveals
that extant research has focused primarily on increasing the share of
renewables. From the Soviet era, Baltic DH inherited old, over-capacitated, and ineﬃcient DH plants dependent on imported fuels (Lauka
et al., 2015; Lund et al., 1999; Roos et al., 2012). Researchers have
discussed ways for the Baltic energy sector to adapt to a market
economy. CHP is frequently mentioned, as it is considered a means to
utilize domestic fuels (Lund et al., 2005) and increase energy eﬃciency
(Ziemele et al., 2016) and the renewable share in Baltic DH
(Konstantinaviciute et al., 2013; Perednis et al., 2012). EBs are not
mentioned. A few studies mention heat pumps in combination with
heat storage (Bazbauers and Cimdina, 2011; Colmenar-Santos et al.,
2016; Lauka et al., 2015). With respect to the Baltic energy sectors, the
focus is on energy eﬃciency and increasing the share of domestic fuels
in order to decrease DH prices (Kveselis et al., 2017; Ziemele et al.,
2016) and reduce import dependency (Lund et al., 1999; Miskinis et al.,
2006). The choice of renewable fuels for domestic fuels stems from
environmental concerns. Within this body of work, ﬂexibility is rarely
mentioned, though it could be considered in the planning of long-term
energy investments, concerns related to climate gas emissions and the
adoption of fourth-generation DH (Ziemele et al., 2016). Flexibility is
given greater attention in more recent work (Bergaentzle et al., 2017;
Kuhi-Thalfeldt and Valtin, 2009).
2.3. Operation and investment analysis
The adoption of DH technologies may be aﬀected by taxation and
subsidization. Energy taxes within DH can be used to address negative
externalities associated with production as well as for ﬁscal purposes
(Olsen and Munksgaard, 1998). Subsidies can be used to address policy
priorities, such as promoting the use of certain fuels.

Fig. 3. Marginal heat production cost and preferred unit for dispatch in a district heating
plant with a heat-only boiler, P2H, and CHP.
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• t is the given period
• r is the discount rate
• TC is the total cost in period t
• q is the heat production in period t

The energyPRO software optimizes operation under perfect foresight, minimizing heat production costs based on day-ahead electricity
spot prices. Perfect foresight describes that the model includes future
energy prices and heat demand in its optimization. In the real-world,
operators would have a similar foresight due to weather- and price
forecasts, but with some added uncertainty. This is how DH plants are
commonly operated in the Nordic and Baltic countries. In this study,
operational optimization is conducted hourly across a 20-year timescale
(2016–2035). The perfect foresight utilized in the optimization could
potentially lead to too-perfect operation. To address this issue, the P2H
and CHP units are only allowed to operate in a full-load manner (i.e., no
partial load), which is a typical bidding strategy for the decentralized
back-pressure DH plant operating on the electricity spot market.
Dispatch optimization in energyPRO is conducted by assigning
priorities to the heat-producing technologies each hour based on the
variables that aﬀect the marginal heat production cost (e.g., electricity
prices). The units with the highest priority (i.e., least marginal heat
production cost) are committed ﬁrst, and the dispatch calculation is
subsequently repeated for the remaining technologies until the heat
demand is fully served (EMD International A/S, 2016). Operational
optimization in energyPRO has been described in further detail by Lund
and Andersen (2005).
Like other types of energy storage, heat storage enables an optimized use of resources. In this study, as is the case for similar-size plants
in Denmark, Finland, and Sweden, heat storage is water-based and dimensioned according to one to three days of heat demand, corresponding to 2000 m3.

t

t

TCt is further speciﬁed below, since the variable costs are a signiﬁcant part of this study.
TCt = It + FOMt + VOMt + Ft + Et + Tt + TFt + TVt − Et − St
Where.

• I is the investment cost in period t
• FOM is the ﬁxed operation and maintenance cost in period t
• VOM is the variable operation and maintenance cost in period t
• F is the fuel cost in period t
• E is the spot electricity cost in period t
• T is the tax (CO , energy, and public service obligations) in period t
• TF is the ﬁxed charge under the electricity tariﬀ in period t
• TV is the variable charge under the electricity tariﬀ in period t
• E is the revenue from electricity sales in period t
• S is the subsidy in period t
t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

Revenue from heat production is not part of the equation, while
electricity spot market sales are, because the purpose of calculating the
LCOH is to determine the level at which heat must be priced for the
project to be feasible at the break-even point.
While a plant's owner, developer, and operator might, in practice,
be diﬀerent companies, we treat them as a single aggregate entity.
Athawale and Felder (2014) take a similar approach in their study of
CHP plants.

2.3.2. Feasibility study of investment incentives
A fundamental prerequisite for the ﬂexible operation of DH technologies is that ﬂexible technologies are present. This, in turn, requires
investment in such technologies. As noted by Olsen and Munksgaard
(1998), in the case of DH, a proﬁt-maximizing investor will select the production technology having the lowest long run production costs taking into
consideration the present tax regime including subsidies. In this study, this
long-run production cost, and its subsequent role as an indicator for investment incentives, is termed LCOH. LCOH is similar to the more
commonly applied levelized cost of energy and represents the economic
lifetime cost of heat generated. The LCOH calculation follows the standard approach of calculating the levelized cost of energy, as seen below.
n

LCOH =

∑t = 0
n

∑t = 0

2

t

2.4. Technologies, policies, and their variations
Table 1 details four diﬀerent analyzed technological combinations
for DH plants. These represent DH technologies with characteristics
that range from ﬂexible production and consumption (CHP and EB) to
no ﬂexibility at all (wood chip boiler). For each combination, an oil
boiler is present for back-up and peak load. While DH can be produced
by a multitude of technologies, we chose those that represent potential
future setups in which CHP capacity is fossil-free and P2H is capable of
utilizing the increased amounts of VRE in the energy system. This approach is in line with the general Baltic policy of increasing the share of
domestic fuels and the eﬃciency of DH plants (Ziemele et al., 2016),
the Latvian policy of increasing energy eﬃciency by increasing the CHP
share and the share of renewable energy (ABB, 2012; Klavs and
Kudrenickis, 2016), and the Lithuanian policy of enhancing energy efﬁciency and increase the renewable share, particularly by replacing
natural gas with biomass in DH (Macevičius, 2015; Sekmokas, 2012).

TCt
(1 + r )t
qt
(1 + r )t

Where.

• LCOH is the levelized cost of heat
• n is the number of years

Table 1
Technological combinations considered. The model plant load compositions are based on Norsk Energi and Thema Consulting Group (2014).
Technological combination

Potential ﬂexibility:
Production

Base load

Mid-load

Peak load

5.4 MWTH
45% of peak load, low
fuel price

6.6 MWTH
55% of peak
load

12 MWTH
100% of peak load, low
investment cost

A

Wood chip CHP

Oil boiler

X

B
C

Wood chip CHP
Wood chip boiler (12
MWTH)
Wood chip boiler

Wood chip
boiler
EB
–

Oil boiler
Oil boiler

X

EB

Oil boiler

D

Potential ﬂexibility:
Consumption

X

X
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Table 2
Policy conditions considered. *Condition 4 is included for discussion purposes only, due to the limited impact found for electricity capacity tariﬀs. It is addressed in Section 3.5.
Policy condition #

Policy condition

Purpose

1
2

With taxes and subsidies, no heat storage
With taxes and subsidies, with heat storage

3
4

No taxes and subsidies, with heat storage
With taxes and subsidies, with heat storage, no electricity
capacity tariﬀs*

Together with 2, determines the
Together with 1, determines the
impact of taxes and subsidies.
Together with 2, determines the
Compared against 2, determines
tariﬀs.

To ensure that the results reﬂect diﬀerences in policy, not in fuel
prices, we assumed the prices of oil and wood chips to be uniform for all
countries. The wood chip price is an average of 2015 and 2016 prices, and
the oil price is an average of 2016 prices. For each country, we used hourly
Nord Pool Spot prices for electricity, since Nord Pool serves the Baltic
countries and the Northern European countries due to physical trade,
based on interconnections. Table 4 presents the 2016 fuel prices. Fuel and
electricity prices were adjusted according to annual averages in the Nordic
Energy Technology Perspectives (NETP) 2016 (IEA, 2016). This approach
reﬂects that electricity is traded based on hourly values, while fuel is
purchased in bulk via long-term contracts. The NETP 2016 analyzes
transition to a carbon-neutral energy system by 2050 and, thus, provide a
macro-economic framework that is thematically aligned with our study's
micro-economic perspective of local transitions to renewable energy.
System-scale impacts on, for example, the electricity and fuel prices of
transitions to certain DH fuels or technologies are assumed to be factored
in through the values drawn from the NETP 2016.
Table 4
Fuel prices applied in the modelling. Based on the European
Commission (2017) and Baltpool (2017).

Table 3
Overview of technological combinations and policy conditions applied in the analyzed
scenarios. *Variations in the electricity capacity tariﬀs is reviewed in the discussion
section.
Storage

Taxes and
subsidies

Electricity
capacity tariﬀs

Scenario

Wood chip CHP + EB

–
Yes

Wood chip CHP + wood
chip boiler

–
Yes

Wood chip boiler + EB

–
Yes

Wood chip boiler

–
Yes

Yes
Yes
–
Yes
Yes
Yes
–
Yes
Yes
Yes
–
Yes
Yes
Yes
–
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
*
Yes
Yes
Yes
*
Yes
Yes
Yes
*
Yes
Yes
Yes
*

A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
C3
C4
D1
D2
D3
D4

impact of taxes and subsidies.
whether investment incentives are impacted by capacity

2.5. Data and assumptions

All four technological combinations are subject to four policy conditions that aﬀect DH investment incentives, as explained in Table 2.
Our approach to policy follows the work of Hvelplund and Lund (1998),
who describe how regulations can make economically rational, proﬁtmaximizing actors in the energy system act in accordance with societal
goals. For this study, societal goals are assumed to be some version of
ﬂexible, low-carbon DH supply. Policy conditions 1 and 2 enable an
analysis of the impact of heat storage. To explore whether the policies
force the DH plant to act in accordance with societal priorities, we include Policy condition 3, which enables analyses of how taxation impacts operation. The load demand tariﬀ/capacity tariﬀ is a charge on
the maximum load demand for 1 h over the course of a year. Depending
on their design, such grid tariﬀs can be either barriers to or drivers for
P2H. Thus, we include Policy condition 4 to determine the degree of
impact of capacity tariﬀs on LCOH.
In summary, the technological combinations have been ordered
using letters A through D, the policy conditions have been ordered
using numbers 1 through 4, and the scenarios have been named using a
combination of the letters and numbers. This scheme produces a total of
16 scenarios for each country and 48 in total, as summarized in Table 3.

Technology

impact of having storage.
impact of having storage. Together with 3, determines the

Fuel

2016 PRICE – EUR/MWh

Oil
Wood chips

28.1
11.5

Hourly values (heat demand, electricity spot prices) and annual values
(fuel prices) are adjusted annually according to indices drawn from the
NETP 2016. This accommodates expected development over time of e.g.
reduction in heat demand due to gradually increased energy eﬃciency.
Table 5 displays the taxes, subsidies, and electricity T&D tariﬀs
applied in the present study. Electricity grid tariﬀs normally reﬂect a
ﬁxed customer charge, a capacity (or power) charge, and an energy
charge; the annual or monthly capacity charge is based on the maximum electric capacity drawn from the grid and the energy charge is
based on the amount of MWh consumed.
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Table 5
2016 levels of taxes, subsidies, and electricity T&D tariﬀs in each of the Baltic countries. All numbers in EUR/MWh unless otherwise stated.
Country

Electricity tax

PSO tariﬀ

CO2 tax

Energy tax
- oil

Subsidy on bio
CHP elec. prod.

DSO energy charge
[Time and seasonal
variation]

DSO capacity charge
[EUR/MW/month based
on yearly max.]

TSO energy charge

TSO capacity
charge [EUR/MW
/month based on
yearly max.]

EE

–

9.6

0.57

5.22

53.70

2.9–5.1

3600

–

LV
LT

–
0.52

26.79
16.42

1.00
–

6.08
1.36

–
70.00

17.7–31.2
15–24

1630
580

Time and seasonal
variation 8.2–16.4
4.2
1.1

Current CHP subsidies in Estonia were introduced in 2007 to incentivize increased CHP eﬃciency, to displace boiler-based DH production, and to increase the use of renewable fuels in CHP (Euroheat
and Power, 2015). Estonia's 12-year subsidy is provided as a feed-in
premium that supplements the electricity spot price (Riigi Teataja,
2014). For Lithuania, the subsidy is a 12-year feed-in tariﬀ (National
Commission for Energy Control and Prices, 2016). Here, additional
aspects of energy security play an important role in incentivizing the
use of biomass in the heat sector (Kveselis et al., 2017). While Latvia
also subsidizes CHP plants, this support is directed toward existing
plants (Likumi, 2017) and, thus, is not included in this study.
Table 6 displays capital costs, which are divided into labor and
hardware costs. This division is necessary to adjust for the diﬀerences in
labor costs from the reference used (Norwegian Water Resources and
Energy Directorate (2015)). Thus, hardware costs are assumed to be
ﬁxed, while labor costs are adjusted according to Baltic GDP levels
using World Bank data (The World Bank, 2017). Later capital investments and all operation and maintenance (O&M) costs are subject to
inﬂation. The annual inﬂation rate (1.5–2.3%) is based on the Danish
Energy Agency (2016a). The capital cost does not include any ﬁnancing. A 4% nominal discount rate is applied to the combined capital and
O&M costs for the economic life of the plant.

Table 7
Eﬃciencies and minimum loads for DH technologies (Danish Energy Agency, 2015; Norsk
Energi and Thema Consulting Group, 2014). Lifetimes from The Norwegian Water
Resources and Energy Directorate (2015).

Labor costs

Hardware costs

Total capital costs

EUR per MW

EUR per MW

EUR per MW

Technology

Heat
eﬃciency

Electric
eﬃciency

Minimum load

Technical
lifetime (years)

Wood chip
CHP
EB
Wood chip
boiler
Oil boiler

77%

28%

100%

25

98%
89%

–
–

100%
25%

20
15

92%

–

0%

20

3. Results
This section presents the results for each technological combination
and its scenarios based on the policy conditions aﬀecting incentives for
investment in DH technologies. The LCOH for each scenario indicates
the investment incentive, detailed by the individual cost components.
Insight into the operational incentives underlying the given framework
conditions is drawn from the distribution of heat production. Slight
deviations from the 40 GWh heat demand occur when the model adjusts
in response to local temperatures. The contents in each section refer to
that section's respective ﬁgure(s).

Table 6
Capital costs divided into labor and hardware costs. The CHP capital cost is based on
electricity output capacity, while the capital costs for the remaining technologies are
based on heat output capacity.
Technology

792.8
–

3.1. Combination A: wood chip CHP and wood chip boiler
Wood chip boiler
Oil boiler
EB
Wood chip CHP
Heat storagea

866
2143
2273
352 907
EUR for a 2000 m3
88 768

602 151
55 645
62 903
3 239 785
heat storage
–

603 017
57 788
65 176
3592 692

In all scenarios, heat storage enables a signiﬁcantly better utilization of the biomass CHP capacity and, thereby, a lower LCOH than
scenarios without storage. While cost parameters are similar, income
varies. CHP production deviates only slightly among the countries, and
the diﬀerences are attributable to the Estonian and Lithuanian subsidies
on electricity production. In all cases, taxes and subsidies have almost
no operational impact. Furthermore, in all scenarios, the wood chip
CHP and EB can only operate at full capacity, meaning that periods
with a lower heat demand than heat output must be supplied either by
the fuel-based boilers or through a simultaneous loading or unloading
of the heat storage (if present). This explains the diﬀerences in production for scenarios with and without heat storage. The same eﬀect
applies to combinations A through D (see Figs. 4 and 5).

88 768

a
Capital cost is allocated on labor, since split between labor and hardware cost is
unknown. Cost data are from The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
(2015) and the Danish Energy Agency (2016b). Danish and Norwegian labor costs have
been adjusted to Baltic labor costs.

Table 7 presents the technological assumptions. Reinvestment is necessary for the wood chip boiler, since its technical lifetime is lower than the
plant's 20-year economic lifetime in our analysis. The remaining lifetimes of
the technologies are included in the analysis as linear scrap values.
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Fig. 4. Levelized cost of heat for Combination A (CHP + wood chip boiler) divided into main cost components.

Fig. 5. Fuel distribution for Combination A (CHP + wood chip boiler).

Lithuania, are at such a level that EB operation is economically infeasible. Taxes and subsidies have an impact in Estonia due to its relatively lower electricity price, making the EB feasible to operate in a
no-tax scenario (see Figs. 6 and 7).

3.2. Combination B: wood chip CHP and EB
As seen in 3.1, the heat storage induces a higher cost eﬃciency in
the operation of the CHP unit. However, the heat storage has little or no
eﬀect on the operation of the EB, due to the competitiveness of the oil
boiler. This competitiveness is present even in the no-tax scenario, indicating that electricity prices and grid tariﬀs, particularly in Latvia and

Fig. 6. Levelized cost of heat for Combination B (CHP + EB) divided into main cost components.
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Fig. 7. Fuel distribution of Combination B (CHP + EB).

higher costs of using oil in the no-storage scenarios. Changes in taxation
have no impact on operation, indicating that biomass is competitive
with oil regardless of taxes. Although the costs are roughly the same,
heat storage oﬀers small environmental and national economic beneﬁts
by facilitating a reduction in CO2, a reduction in imported fuels, and
increased use of domestic fuels (see Figs. 8 and 9).

3.3. Combination C: wood chip boiler
The heat storage enables a nearly full utilization of the wood chip
boiler, but the LCOHs for the diﬀerent scenarios are the same regardless
of storage. The increased O&M costs induced by the increased operation
of the wood chip boiler in the heat storage variations displace the

Fig. 8. Levelized cost of heat for Combination C (wood chip boiler) divided into main cost components.

Fig. 9. Fuel distribution in Combination C (wood chip boiler).
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and heat storage yields the lowest LCOH. By a small margin, Lithuania
deviates towards CHP with an EB. It can be argued that since the investment costs are signiﬁcantly higher for the combination of CHP and
EB (19.9 MEUR vs. 3.8 MEUR), and since this combination is solely
dependent on electricity prices, the small margin to the wood chip
boiler and EB combination might incentivize an investor to prefer this
solution. In this case, the inﬂexible supply/ﬂexible demand solution
appears attractive, which might contrast with the Baltic priorities for

3.4. Combination D: wood chip boiler + EB
Unlike CHP, the wood chip boiler is allowed to produce at a partial
load. Thus, the impact of storage is not as signiﬁcant as in the previous
scenarios. This is also reﬂected in the LCOH, which is almost unchanged
between the cases with and without storage. As in the scenario reported
in section 3.2, an absence of taxes leads to increased production on EBs
in Estonia (see Figs. 10 and 11).

Fig. 10. Levelized cost of heat for Combination D (wood chip boiler + EB) divided into main cost components.

Fig. 11. Fuel distribution in Combination D (biomass boiler + EB).

CHP-based DH. The large diﬀerences in economy and operation between scenarios with and without storage indicate that, internally,
plants can utilize their technologies ﬂexibly in the presence of heat
storage. This internal ﬂexibility supports a better utilization of leastcost production technologies, which is reﬂected in the lower LCOH of
these scenarios.
The power charge components in the grid tariﬀs paid for utilizing
the EB have disproportionally high costs compared to the amount of
heat produced by the EB. For example, in the case of Estonia, this cost is
600 EUR/MWh heat, in addition to variable costs. This issue is not new
in the context of DH. An earlier study showed how such charges could
result in higher payments for longer durations, even when utility services are
used only for a limited period of time (Athawale and Felder, 2014). A
normal capacity tariﬀ is similar to an investment cost, meaning that the
more it is used, the smaller the cost per unit. Whereas removing capacity grid tariﬀs reduces the LCOH, it does not shift the relative LCOH
suﬃciently to incentivize a diﬀerent technology choice, as seen in
Table 9.

3.5. Discussion of results
Table 8 indicates incentives to invest in ﬂexible technologies, represented by LCOH. Here, the LCOHs of the scenarios with and without
heat storage show that the combination of the wood chip boiler, the EB,
Table 8
Levelised costs of heat for all scenarios with tax. The color scale is read vertically and
indicates the LCOH for each country, where green is low and red is high.

Technological combinaƟon
A - CHP + wood chip boiler
A - CHP + wood chip boiler
B - CHP + EB
B - CHP + EB
C - large wood chip boiler
C - large wood chip boiler
D - wood chip boiler + EB

Heat storage
Storage
No storage
Storage
No storage
Storage
No storage
Storage

D - wood chip boiler + EB

No storage

EE
-62
-78
-54
-82
-66
-66
-53
-54

LV
-75
-85
-62
-81
-66
-66
-48
-48

LT
-67
-80
-41
-69
-66
-66
-45
-46
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corresponds to the ﬁndings of Kirkerud et al. (2016). Fig. 12 shows the
baseload-like operation of the CHP plant.
Though this operational pattern of CHP and EB is the best solution
in private economic terms, it contradicts the initial assumption for the
system scale, that is, an increased need for ﬂexible production and
consumption to integrate VRE. The Baltic and Nordic power systems
already handle signiﬁcant shares of VRE, and these shares are expected
to increase in Europe according to 2030 targets (European Commission,
2014). In combinations A and B (with storage and CHP), CHP runs as a
baseload that is almost unchanged until 2035, even in variations
without taxes and subsidies. Without storage, CHP operation is limited
and displaced by other technologies. This, together with the low EB
operation, indicates that the electricity market requires ﬂexibility, not
in the form of electricity consumption or reduced CHP production, but,
rather, in the form of increased CHP production under the given conditions.

Table 9
Levelised costs of heat for all scenarios with tax and without capacity grid tariﬀs.

Technological combinaƟon
A - CHP + wood chip boiler
A - CHP + wood chip boiler
B - CHP + EB
B - CHP + EB
C - large wood chip boiler
C - large wood chip boiler
D - wood chip boiler + EB

Heat storage
Storage
No storage
Storage
No storage
Storage
No storage
Storage

D - wood chip boiler + EB

No storage

EE
-62
-78
-45
-73
-66
-66
-44
-45

LV
-75
-85
-57
-77
-66
-66
-44
-44

LT
-67
-80
-39
-67
-66
-66
-44
-44

The results also illustrate the large share of heat production covered
by the CHP. The CHP has a lower marginal heat production cost, resulting in the electricity production being close to baseload (ranging
from 6527 to 6569 full-load hours in 2016) in all CHP scenarios with
storage and only slightly less without taxes and subsidies. In this
technology setup, the subsidies Estonia and Lithuania provide for CHP
have a negligible impact on operations, though they do serve as signiﬁcant investment incentives. Whereas the operational impact of
subsidies and taxes is small, the CHP subsidies dampen market-based
signals for ﬂexibility because they provide out-of-market incentives for
operation. Blumberga et al. (2014) shows that a similar phenomenon
occurs in Latvia (see Fig. 11).
Regarding the EB, the limited or non-existent operation (75 full-load
hours in Combination B with tax in Estonia and less or none in Latvia
and Lithuania and in other scenarios) illustrates the absent need for EB
operation under current conditions. EB operation improves to varying
degrees in the absence of taxes in all countries. An excerpt from the
operation in scenario A1 (CHP + EB with tax and storage) in Estonia
shows that the EB can operate ﬂexibly, as seen in Fig. 12. Low DSO and
TSO electricity tariﬀs during the night, combined with low electricity
spot prices, allow the EB to operate across two periods. This result

3.6. Sensitivity to O&M and investment costs
The similarity of the LCOH for combinations B (CHP + EB) and D
(wood chip boiler + EB) brings into question whether the results would
be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent in the event of small changes in costs. The
investment cost of CHP is explored because investment is a more signiﬁcant share (24–29%) of the LCOH in the CHP scenarios with storage
than it is in the wood chip boiler scenarios (9–14%). Likewise, O&M
costs are signiﬁcant in the scenarios with the wood chip boiler. O&M is
sub-divided into variable (EUR/MWh) as well as ﬁxed (EUR/year)
costs, where the ﬁxed part is analyzed here. Fig. 13 displays the results
of the sensitivity analyses, in which the two combinations (B and D with
storage) are compared, such that the values represented by each line
describe the diﬀerences between the combinations. This illustrates
whether each combination is robust against its closest alternative. The
ﬁgure shows that the Estonian combinations are sensitive to changes in
both categories, while Lithuania experiences only a minor shift in response to an increased CHP investment cost.

Fig. 12. Optimized operation for the ﬁrst three days of January 2016 in Estonia.
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Fig. 13. Sensitivity analyses for the ﬁxed O&M costs for the
wood chip boiler and the investment costs for the CHP.
Vertical scale depicts the diﬀerence of alternatives from the
base case (at 100%). For example, the solid green line depicts the diﬀerence between Combination D and the base
value of Combination B. Negative values indicate a lower
LCOH than the other scenario. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

4. Conclusion

generation on CHP and wood chip boiler, while the electricity price
combined with electricity T&D tariﬀs make EB operation uncompetitive. Under these conditions, the importance of EB as a
ﬂexible DH technology is likely to be for shorter peaks, and possibly
on the ancillary services markets instead of the electricity spot
market.

By analyzing scenarios based on technological combinations and
policy conditions, this study explored how current policies on taxes and
subsidies aﬀect incentives for investment in ﬂexible technologies, focusing on the coupling of the DH and electricity systems the Baltic
countries. Additionally, impacts of electricity T&D tariﬀs and heat
storages were explored.
Investment incentives were evaluated using the proxy of the LCOH,
integrating investment and O&M costs over the economic life of the DH
plant. Operations were analyzed in terms of the share of heat production from ﬂexible and non-ﬂexible technologies.
On investment can be concluded.

4.1. Future work
The extant research has not yet divided O&M costs into labor and
other components. However, O&M is a signiﬁcant reason for the electric- and wood chip boiler combination being the least costly. Thus, an
increased focus on O&M is necessary to determine whether this factor
could prompt a shift toward other technologies.
Though the impact of taxes on operations has been analyzed, the
speciﬁc impact of electricity tariﬀs has not yet been examined. Future
studies could reveal whether changes to tariﬀs impact the operation of
electric boilers.
The Latvian exemption of EB from the electricity tax ended January
1, 2017. Further analyses could examine the changes brought by this
shift in policy.
Estonia's electricity tariﬀs changed signiﬁcantly in July 2017 and
might lead to diﬀerent results.
While the present study prioritized the running of a large array of
scenarios, we did not conduct sensitivity analyses on electricity and
wood chip prices.
The plant-scale analysis pursued by the present study provides insight into local consequences. This perspective could be broadened in
scale by using a system model. Extending the analysis in this manner
would provide additional insight into the roles and beneﬁts of both
ﬂexible and inﬂexible technologies in the energy system.

• Current policies in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are not directed at
•

•
•

increased ﬂexibility from the coupling of DH and electricity systems.
While investment incentives are oﬀered for CHP, direct ﬂexibility
incentives beyond electricity market signals are absent for CHP and
P2H.
Current policies incentivize investment in technology combinations
with inﬂexible production and ﬂexible consumption. The combination of the wood chip boiler, the EB, and heat storage has the lowest
LCOH and, thus, the highest investment incentive in Estonia and
Latvia. In Lithuania, the CHP–EB combination has a marginally
better LCOH. Despite this lower cost, the preferred technology
combination in Lithuania is likely to be the second-most attractive
alternative (the wood chip boiler and the EB) due to CHP being
capital-intensive and sensitive to power prices.
Heat storage is a no-regrets technology in that heat storage generally
improves LCOH for all technological setups and enables plants to
respond ﬂexibly to external signals, such as electricity spot market
prices.
Charges under tariﬀs based on the maximum yearly capacity drawn
from the grid are not prohibitive to the use of EBs, but represent a
considerable additional cost, particularly when compared to the
very low or absent cost of EB production.
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On operation can be concluded.

• Current taxes and subsidies only marginally impact the operation of
•

EB and CHP. Instead, energy prices and electricity T&D tariﬀs impact operation of these technologies.
Operation of EB is marginal compared to the CHP and wood chip
boiler. The relatively low biomass prices encourage near-baseload
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ABSTRACT

Keywords:

By analysing four types of district heating plants, ranging from fully integrated with an
electricity system (combined heat and power and electric boiler) to no integration with an
electricity system (wood chip boiler), operation and investment incentives for flexible district
heating plants under current Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish framework conditions
have been investigated. Hourly-based operation optimisation over 20 years using the modelling
software energyPRO showed that the largest investment incentive in Finland, Norway and
Sweden was for combined heat and power with an electric boiler. This is largely driven by
subsidies. Conversely, the less-subsidised Danish case incentivised investment in wood chip
boilers. Untaxed biomass is the major energy source in all scenarios, while electricity use is
limited. Capacity component-based tariffs can eliminate operation of electric boilers, while less
costly energy component-based tariffs can increase the operation of electric boilers. Heat storage
was found to be a no-regrets solution for optimising operation and lowering costs in all cases.

District heating;
Flexibility;
Thermal storage;
Energy taxation;
Electricity grid tariffs;

1. Introduction
The energy share from renewable sources of the total
primary energy supply in the Nordic countries Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden was 27–43% in 2014.
Present EU-wide policy targets include an increase in the
EU 2014 15% gross share of renewable energy in energy
consumption to at least 27% by 2030 [1], and
decarbonisation goals for 2050 [2] are likely to further
increase the share of renewable energy in the Nordic
region. If a significant portion of this additional renewable
energy stems from variable renewable electricity (VRE)
production, such as solar photovoltaics and wind power,
there could be an increased future need for flexibility in

1
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energy systems (flexibility is defined in Section 2.1). As of
2015, Denmark had the largest penetration of VRE among
the Nordic countries, where wind power corresponded to
50% of Danish net electricity generation.
Increased coupling among the energy sectors is
emphasised as a pertinent challenge for policy makers
by IEA [3] and can lead to energy systems that are
flexible and able to integrate VRE [4], summarized
under the term smart energy systems [5]. Smart energy
systems by definition span several sectors and flexibility
can thus be offered by a multitude of technological
options. A comprehensive overview of such flexibility
options has been provided by Lund et al. [6], where
examples include hydropower capacity, electric vehicles,
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LCOH: Levelised cost of heat
NETP: Nordic Energy Technology Perspectives
2016
NO:
Norway
O&M: Operation and maintenance
OB:
Oil boiler
P2H: Power-to-heat
PUD: Preferred unit for dispatch
SE:
Sweden
T&D: transmission and distribution
VRE: Variable renewable energy
WCB: wood chip boiler

Abbreviations
CHP:
CT:
DH:
DK:
DSO:
EB:
ET:
FI:
HS:

Combined heat and power
Capacity component-based electricity
transmission and distribution grid tariff
District heating
Denmark
Distribution system operator
Electric boiler
Energy component-based electricity
transmission and distribution grid tariff
Finland
Heat storage

individual consumers, hydrogen and synthetic fuels
production, and heating and cooling. Coupling and
smart energy systems are therefore considered enablers
for renewable-based, less expensive and resourceefficient energy systems [7,8].
Several studies have indicated that the interface
between the electricity system and the district heating
(DH) system is an important aspect of energy system
integration [7–9]. Furthermore, the potential of flexible
DH technologies for sector coupling has been
demonstrated in both real-world deployment in the
Nordic countries and in the literature [4,6,10].
Combined heat and power (CHP) and power-to-heat
technologies (P2H), i.e. heat pumps and electric boilers
(EB), are relevant flexibility providers for DH systems
[4,6,10–13]. As an example of the impact of
introducing increased electricity demand flexibility
(e.g. from P2H), Tveten et al. [14] have demonstrated

a 7.2 TWh/year increased integration of VRE in
Northern Europe by 2030. Connolly and Mathiesen
define such introduction of CHP and P2H as two of the
key stages in a transition to a 100% renewable energy
system [15]. In addition, studies have shown that the
deployment and use of heat storage (HS) is an
important enabler of the flexible operation of both
CHP and P2H [16–19]. Increased flexible coupling of
heat to an electricity system would thus be one step
towards a smart energy system, where the integration
of VRE can be facilitated by the flexible operation of
DH plants.
Energy consumption in Nordic countries in 2013
amounted to 115 TWh DH and 345 TWh electricity [20].
Figure 1 presents the share of CHP for national electricity
production, of P2H for DH-production, of CHP for DHproduction and of DH for total heat demand in each of the
Nordic countries [21]. Norway is an exception because

CHP share of inland electricity production
P2H share of DH production
CHP share of DH production
DH share of heat supply
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Figure 1: Characteristics of district heating for Nordic energy systems in 2014. Data based on Euroheat & Power [21] and national statistics.
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the DH sector is relatively small, compared to the other
Nordic countries. The share of heat production from heat
pumps and EB for DH is insignificant in all countries
except Norway and Sweden, where heat pumps comprise
the largest share of P2H production. HS are generally
applied in all countries except Norway, where the
operational practice is that generation follows heat
demand rather than utilising HS [22].
While earlier framework conditions have generally
accommodated a large deployment of DH in Denmark,
Finland and Sweden, incentives for further investment
in flexible DH technologies are less clear for the
Nordic countries. As indicated by Difs [23] and
Jacobsen and Zvingilaite [24], national regulation can
be unconducive for flexible Nordic energy systems.
Therefore, national regulation in Nordic countries
encompassing taxes, subsidies and electricity tariffs
was explored during this study. Specifically,
investment incentives in flexible DH technologies
were identified and investigated for new DH plants.
Sandberg et al. compared framework conditions for
DH in the Nordic countries in general [25]. Skytte et al.
[26] explored the impact of DH technologies on
marginal operation costs in Denmark, Norway and
Sweden; Sneum et al. examined policy impacts on
operation and investment incentives of DH in the
Baltics [27]; and Trømborg et al. [28] analysed the
impact of framework conditions for generic heat-only
DH plants on operation and profitability. Munksgaard
and Olsen [29] evaluated the impact of taxation on
investment, and Kirkerud et al. [30] investigated the
impact of electricity tariffs in Nordic countries. The
novelty of this study is to extend existing knowledge
by providing a holistic picture of the investment and
operational conditions for new DH capacity in the
Nordic countries. We do so by analysing how current
policy and regulation align with assumed societal
needs for increased flexible DH capacity in the energy
system. In summary, the study answers the question:
How do HS, current electricity transmission and
distribution grid tariffs, taxes and subsidies incentivise
investment in and operation of flexible DH technologies
in the Nordic countries?
The methodology is described in Section 2, followed
by the results of the analyses in Section 3. Results are
discussed in Section 4. The conclusions are presented in
Section 5. The acknowledgement is given in Section 6,
the references are listed in Section 7 and the appendix is
provided in Section 8.

2. Methodology
Taxes, subsidies and electricity transmission and
distribution (T&D) grid tariffs were analysed in
aggregate along with HS to determine their impacts on
operation and investment incentives. Models for four
types of DH plants were developed using the analysis
tool energyPRO. Each type of plant had a different
degree of coupling to the electricity system, representing
different options for potentially flexible interactions in
the DH-electricity interface. Furthermore, for each
country, the model was subjected to the current (2016)
levies and subsidies applicable for each Nordic country.
The outcomes of these feasibility studies indicate
whether the current economic framework conditions
incentivise investment in flexible DH plants of the
chosen type and to what degree HS impacts economic
feasibility.
2.1. Definition of flexibility
During this study, incentives for investment in
potentially flexible DH technologies were analysed.
While an analysis of flexibility in itself is outside the
scope of this study, it is important to define flexibility
because it is a characteristic assigned to the technologies
addressed in this study.
In recent years, flexibility in energy systems has
received comprehensive coverage in both grey literature
and academic literature, such as IEA [4], Denholm and
Hand [31], Holttinen et al. [32] and Lund et al. [6]. In
this study, flexibility is characterised by the ability of a
DH-technology to provide frequent increases or
decreases in its consumption or production of electricity
according to signals from the electricity system, such as
the use of P2H during hours when electricity prices are
low, CHP electricity production during hours when
electricity prices are high and the use of HS to supply
heat when demanded. This electricity-oriented definition
is in line with the DH-electricity focus applied by
Salpakari et al. [33] as well as with the definitions
applied by Lund [6] and Mathiesen [5] from a broader
energy system perspective.
Thus, to accommodate flexibility in the energy
system, investment incentives for DH technologies
should favour those technologies which enable
interactions in the DH-electricity interface. Furthermore,
the flexibility of these technologies should not be
impeded by operational barriers. The operational focus
in this study is thus not to determine the flexibility of a
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2.2. Operation and investment analysis
By analysing the economic framework conditions and
the presence of HS, the operational patterns, and
subsequently the investment incentives, were explored
for flexible and inflexible configurations of DH plants in
Nordic countries. This section introduces each of the
three concepts.
Electricity T&D grid tariffs are set by grid companies—
transmission and distribution system operators—to cover
the cost of using the grid. Electricity T&D grid tariffs vary
in terms of design and magnitude among countries and
regions but are typically constructed as grid tariff = fixed
component + energy component + capacity component.
Variations in structure and volume can be explained by
factors such as customer types and connection level and
can induce different operational patterns in P2H
technologies because they impact the marginal cost of
operation. In turn, operational patterns can be decisive for
the economic feasibility of the technology or plant. This
study focused on local distribution grid tariffs for business
customers with an installed capacity of 10 MW and a high
voltage connection of 10-20 kV (DH plants), and the costs
embedded in those. For the electricity T&D grid tariffs
included in this study, Finland, Norway and Sweden all
apply capacity components, which are set by the highest
electricity consumption in MW per month and a reduced
energy component per MWh electricity consumed.
Denmark applies only energy components. In Norway and
Sweden, some grid companies allow so-called nonprioritised tariffs for devices interruptible on short notice
such as P2H. Non-prioritised tariffs can be structured as a
reduced or removed capacity component and an energy
component, which is the same or higher than under the
capacity component-based tariff scheme. To explore the
impact of capacity component-based electricity grid tariffs
(CT) as well as energy component-based electricity grid
tariffs (ET), it was assumed that all countries provide both
tariff options.
In contrast to electricity T&D grid tariffs, taxes and
subsidies do not necessarily reflect the costs of using a
product but can be applied to address externalities or for
fiscal purposes [29]. Like electricity T&D grid tariffs,
taxes and subsidies impact the marginal operation costs
and thereby the operation. This impact was explored by
subjecting the scenarios to a removal of all taxes and
subsidies, whereby it was determined how taxes and
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subsidies impacted the operation of the DH plants
analysed.
HS can allow improved utilisation of least-cost
technologies by enabling a decoupling between heat
demand and electricity prices. For CHP and P2H
technologies, this means that they can operate when
electricity prices are respectively high or low regardless
of the correlation with heat demand.
2.2.1. Operation analyses using energyPRO simulation
software
The quantitative analyses were conducted as technoeconomic studies of four different types of DH plants for
each of the Nordic countries. This allowed for a
comparison of the impacts of taxes and subsidies and the
use of HS. Operation optimisation was conducted using
the DH simulation software energyPRO because this is
a proven tool that has been applied in industries and
academia (e.g. [34,35]) for performing techno-economic
feasibility studies, scenario analyses and simulations of
operations for DH plants [28,36]. energyPRO optimises
operation on an hourly level with deterministic results to
obtain the lowest heat production cost, and it also
considers the availability of HS capacity.
Inputs for the model include temperatures, energy
demands, technologies and costs, some of which impact
the marginal heat production cost. As illustrated in
Figure 2, operation depends on the marginal heat
production cost in relation to the electricity price, here
termed preferred unit for dispatch (PUD). In the
example provided in Figure 2, the inclining lines
represent P2H, which is PUD in periods with low

H
P2

s
vie
h le
g
i
-h
H
P2

Heat production cost

given plant but rather to clarify the impact of operation
on the economic feasibility of flexible DH technologies.

Heat only
CH
P

Preferred unit for dispatch

Electricity price

Figure 2: PUD and marginal heat production costs in a DH plant
with heat-only boilers, P2H and CHP
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electricity prices. Whereas electricity spot prices define
the general tendency of an inclination/declination in
costs, electricity T&D grid tariffs, taxes and subsidies
determine the internal relations between each unit. This
is exemplified by the dotted line, where due to high
levies, P2H has relatively higher marginal heat
production costs than P2H without levies (solid line),
and therefore it is only PUD in periods with very low
electricity prices.
The analyses conducted using energyPRO were
based on a perfect foresight regarding electricity prices,
which means that the models were optimised using
known future electricity prices. This could potentially
lead to unrealistically perfect hour-by-hour loadfollowing in the DH production of CHP and EB. To
address this issue, CHP and EB were only allowed to
operate in full load. This operation, which is based on
power market bids for full loads, is seen in real Danish
CHP plants. The day-ahead electricity spot market
prices are applied in the modelling. For further details
on additional power markets, Sorknæs et. al [37] have
provided insights on the ability of CHP to integrate
VRE through the ancillary services markets. Further
details on the optimisation using energyPRO can be
found in [38].
2.2.2. Feasibility study of investment incentives
For a DH plant to offer flexibility, it must exist in an
energy system. To exist, there must be an investment.
Thus, in addition to operational aspects, investments in
flexible DH technologies are important for securing the
availability of flexible technology options.
Combining the operational costs and revenues from
the energyPRO simulations with investments allows for
microeconomic feasibility studies of the technologies
applied in the scenarios. In turn, this provides a means of
comparison between scenarios, indicating the most
profitable/least costly projects. In practice, comparisons
were done on the levelised cost of heat (LCOH), i.e. the
discounted sum of expenses, income and energy
calculated over the lifetime of the project. Discounting
was performed at a nominal rate of 4%, reflecting the
current low cost of capital and low risk for such longterm projects in the Nordic countries. All income and
expenditures were subject to inflation (1.5 to 2.3%
varying over years) based on projections by the Danish
Energy Agency [39]. Investment costs were based on
The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
[40]. The project period spans from 2015 (investment

year) and 2016 (first year of operation) to 2035 (final
year of operation), where components with a remaining
lifetime were decommissioned at a linear scrap value for
hardware costs. Revenue from sales of heat was not
included in the study because this is represented by the
LCOH. LCOH thus indicates the cost of supplying heat,
where lower is better because it is assumed that the
economically rational profit-maximizing investor will
select the production technology having the lowest long
run production costs taking into consideration the
present tax regime including subsidies [29]. LCOH
calculation followed the normal approach for the
levelised cost of energy, as seen in Eq. (1).
TCt
n

∑ t =0

LCOH =

∑

n
t =0

(1 + r )t
qt

(1)

(1 + r )t

Where
•
LCOH: levelised cost of heat
•
n: number of years
•
t: given period
•
r: discount rate
•
TCt: total cost in period t
•
qt: heat production in period t
TCt is specified in Eq. (2) because taxes and other
variable costs were a significant part of this study. The
energyPRO operational optimisation included the
parameters marked in italics.
TCt = It ISt + FOMt + VOMt + Ft + Et + Tt
+ TFt + TVt – Et – St
(2)
Where
•
It: investment cost in period t
•
ISt: investment subsidy in period t
•
FOMt: fixed operation and maintenance cost in
period t
•
VOMt: variable operation and maintenance cost
in period t
•
Ft: fuel cost in period t
•
Et: spot electricity cost in period t
•
Tt: tax (CO2, energy and public service
obligations) in period t
•
TFt: capacity component-based electricity T&D
grid tariff in period t
•
TVt: energy component-based electricity T&D
grid tariff in period t
•
Et: revenue from electricity sales in period t
•
St: energy dependent subsidy in period t
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2.3. Technologies, framework conditions and their
combined variations
For this study, four different combinations of DH
technologies were chosen to reflect potential investment
options under policies for the increased use of renewable
energy in the DH system. Each of these technology
combinations described DH plants in varying degrees of
potential flexibility in the DH-electricity interface. Thus,
the combinations ranged from inflexible (large wood
chip boiler [WCB]) to flexible production and
consumption (backpressure wood chip CHP and EB).
All technology combinations were required to satisfy the
same heat demand of 40 GWh (2016) and were
supplemented with an oil boiler (OB) as a fall-back
option, providing capacity for backup and peak load.
Each technology combination, ordered from A through
D, is detailed in Table 1. The terms baseload, mid-load
and peak load indicate a level of operation (load)
according to the design assumption for a typical plant. A
water-based 2000 m3 storage was included in scenarios
with HS. This volume corresponds to one to three days
of heat demand in similar sized DH plants in Denmark.
The technological combinations were subjected to
three overall conditions to determine impacts on
investment incentive and operation. Specifically, we
evaluated the operational impact of taxes and subsidies,
and the impact on investment incentive and operation of
HS and electricity T&D grid tariffs.
Together, the technological combinations and
conditions provided a set of scenarios, which are shown
in Figure 3. Analysing each scenario for each of the four
countries under study yielded 96 different operation
analyses, whereof the economic feasibility (LCOH) was
analysed for the 48 studies with tax.
2.4. Data and assumptions
The impact of electricity T&D grid tariffs, taxes, subsidies
and HS on incentives for operation and investment were

the focal points of this study. To analyse taxes, subsidies
and electricity T&D grid tariffs, it was necessary to
conduct extensive reviews of their levels and designs for
each country. The regulations for heat and electricity
production vary among the countries, e.g. depending on
the categorisation under the European Emissions Trading
System or to which customers the DH is supplied. This
review combined desk research, dialogue with national
authorities and dialogue with national partners in energy
academia (Technical University of Denmark, Aalto
University in Finland, Norwegian University of Life
Science and the Swedish Royal Institute of Technology) to
ensure validation. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the data are thus comprehensive for electricity T&D grid
tariffs, taxes and subsidies as of 2016.
Changes in heat demand and price levels of wood
chips, electricity and oil followed the projections from
the dataset of the Carbon Neutral Scenario in the Nordic
Energy Technology Perspectives (NETP) [42], which
for this purpose was considered the most comprehensive
and valid source of data considering the geographical
region and time period. The projected increases in wind
power (2014: 7%, 2040: 24%) and electricity prices are
illustrated in Figure 4.
Heat demand (40 GWh) is dependent on outdoor
temperatures, which have been adjusted to the area of
the capital of each of the four countries.
Levies on NOx and SO2 emissions are not included,
as these are negligible in all countries in comparison to
the levies included in this review. Electricity T&D grid
tariff design and magnitude can vary greatly within
countries and was thus selected from the capital areas of
each country. Financial regulations (e.g. corporate tax
regulation, depreciation rules), reactive power charge
and trade on the ancillary services markets are outside
the scope of this study.
Table 2 presents the wood chip and oil prices. The oil
price is set at an average common price. Electricity prices

Table 1: Technological combinations considered. Capacities and load shares are based on Norsk Energi and
Thema Consulting Group [41]

Technological combination
A
B
C
D
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Baseload

Mid-load

Peak load

5.4 MWTH
45% of peak
load, low fuel
price

6.6 MWTH
55% of
peak load

12 MWTH
100% of peak
load, low
investment cost

Wood chip CHP
Wood chip CHP
WCB (12 MWTH)
WCB

EB
WCB
—
EB

OB
OB
OB
OB

Flexible
technology:
Production

Flexible
technology:
Consumption

X
X

X

X
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STORAGE
STORAGE

COUNTRY

TAXES
AND
SUBSIDIES
(TAX)

T&D TARIFFS

SCENARIO

CT

1 – DK – TAX – A – STORAGE – CT

ET

TECHNOLOGIES

2– DK – TAX – A – STORAGE – ET

CT

NO STORAGE

3 – DK – TAX – A – NO STORAGE – CT

ET
A
CHP + EB

4 – DK – TAX – A – NO STORAGE – ET

STORAGE

5 – DK – TAX – B – STORAGE
NO STORAGE

B
CHP + WCB

6 – DK – TAX – B – NO STORAGE
7 – DK – TAX – C – STORAGE

STORAGE

8 – DK – TAX – C – NO STORAGE

TAX
C
WCB

NO STORAGE
STORAGE

D
WCB + EB

DK

9 – DK – TAX – D – STORAGE – CT

ET

10 – DK – TAX – D – STORAGE – ET
11 – DK – TAX – D – NO STORAGE – CT

CT
NO STORAGE

12 – DK – TAX – D – NO STORAGE – ET

ET
CT

STORAGE

A
CHP + EB

13 – DK – NO TAX – A – STORAGE – CT

ET
NO STORAGE

NO TAX

CT

B
CHP + WCB

14 – DK – NO TAX – A – STORAGE – ET

CT

15 – DK – NO TAX – A – NO STORAGE – CT

ET

16 – DK – NO TAX – A – NO STORAGE – ET

STORAGE

17 – DK – NO TAX – B – STORAGE
NO STORAGE

C
WCB

18 – DK – NO TAX – B – NO STORAGE
19 – DK – NO TAX – C – STORAGE

STORAGE

20– DK – NO TAX – C – NO STORAGE

D
WCB + EB

NO STORAGE

21 – DK – NO TAX – D – STORAGE – CT

CT

22 – DK – NO TAX – D – STORAGE – ET

ET

STORAGE
NO STORAGE

CT

23 – DK – NO TAX – D – NO STORAGE – CT

ET

24 – DK – NO TAX – D – NO STORAGE – ET
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Figure 3: Structure of scenarios with Denmark as example. Analyses were conducted respectively with and without tax and subsidies, and
storage, on the technological combinations. Furthermore, the technological combinations with EB were subjected to electricity T&D grid
tariffs, leading to a total of 24 scenarios for each country. Shaded scenarios include taxes and subsidies, and formed the economic analysis
resulting in values on LCOH. ‘TAX’ defines both taxes and subsidies in the figure

Figure 4: Projected development in the Nordic countries: electricity generation mix (left axis), electricity prices (right axis) [42]
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are based on hourly variations for each country from the
Nordic electricity exchange Nord Pool Spot. All prices
are from 2016 and were projected for the future using the
annual averages of the NETP 2016 [43]. NETP is
exploring a transition to a carbon neutral energy system
in 2050. Thus, the NETP energy prices were assumed to
provide a framework suitable for the micro-economic
perspective of the present study, especially due to the
assumption that a Nordic energy system will become
increasingly reliant on renewable energy.
Table 3 displays the taxes, subsidies and electricity
T&D grid tariffs applied in this study. The origins of the
taxes and subsidies that dictate taxation have been
reviewed by Sneum et al. [22]: Tax exemption for
biomass is motivated by its characteristic as a locally
available and secure fuel, a renewable and CO2-neutral
fuel and—perhaps most importantly—a fuel that is
difficult to tax due to its availability in many forms.
Subsidies for CHP are not directly motivated by
increasing a flexible operation but rather by security of
supply and priority for energy efficiency. All countries
are applying levies for EB operation. In countries where
electricity production traditionally has been based on
fossil fuel and thermal technology, these levies tend to
be higher because taxation has been applied to prevent
the use of electricity for heating.
Table 2: Fuel prices in 2016 based on national statistics and the
European Commission [44]
Fuel price – EUR/MWh

DK

FI

NO

SE

Oil
Wood chips

28.1
22.8

28.1
21.3

28.1
19.0

28.1
19.9

Capacity components in electricity T&D grid tariffs
vary in design and volume among and within countries.
For this study, we applied capacity components with the
following characteristics: Denmark has none, Finland a
constant, Norway a seasonal and Sweden a seasonal
component, which is also dependent on time of day. The
seasonal variations shown in Figure 5 indicate high
prices during cold periods.
Investment costs, which are subdivided into
hardware components and labour costs, are displayed in
Table 4. The labour cost shares of investments have
been adjusted according to the relative labour costs in
each country, while the hardware costs remain fixed for
all countries. Financing was not included in the capital
cost. The considerable additional cost of the wood chip
CHP is explained by the additional costs that electricity
generation entails. Those include the steam turbine
itself, generator and high-pressure boiler [40]. Similar
cost ranges and differences among technologies are
found in The Danish Energy Agency’s technology
overview [45]. Fixed operation and maintenance are the
same for all countries under each scenario.
Table 5 presents the technological assumptions. The
project period (20-year economic lifetime) is longer than
the technical lifetime of the WCB. Hence, reinvestment
is necessary. Remaining lifetimes of technologies are
included as linearly reduced scrap values.

3. Results
In this section, results from the operational and LCOH
analyses are presented based on how heat production is
distributed among technologies and based on the

Table 3: 2016 levels of taxes, electricity T&D grid tariffs and subsidies. All numbers in EUR/MWh unless otherwise stated. *DK
CHP subsidy active until 2019. For NO and SE, the subsidy is in the form of green certificates. c Under capacity component-based
tariff. e Under energy component-based tariff. Energy and capacity tariffs can vary according to time of day and seasonal variation.
** Maximum subsidy granted in the scheme. 50% subsidy is assumed for this study.

Electricity
tax

CO2
tax

Energy
tax – oil

Subsidy
on bio
CHP elec.
prod.*

DK
FI

28.9
22.5

30.3
10.4

26.5
8.5

20.1
–

–
20.0

–
–

NO
SE

0.5
30.8

8.9
30.4

15.7
17.3

137.9
137.9

–
–

50%**
–

Country

34

Subsidy
on bio
CHP heat
production

Subsidy
on
investment

DSO energy
component
[EUR/
MWh]
7.8-30.7ce
6.1-11.4c
8.7-21.4e
1.6-2.7ce
3.0c
5.1e

DSO capacity
component
[EUR/MW/
month based
on monthly
max.]
0
2 900
860-11 828
6 759
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components that comprise the LCOH. The former
indicates whether and how technologies are operated;
the latter provides insight into the most economically
attractive solution. Both contribute to understanding the
incentive to invest in flexible DH for different scenario
variations, and are conducted for HS and electricity
T&D grid tariffs. Analyses of scenarios with and
14,000

EUR/MW/month

12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000

0

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2,000

DK [no charge]

Fl

NO

SE [ time of use]

Figure 5: Seasonal variations of capacity component-based tariffs.
DK has none. For SE, it applies during certain hours of a day

without taxes and subsidies provide insight on
operational impacts, whereas analyses of LCOH without
taxes and subsidies are irrelevant in this business
economic perspective. Thus, only the operational side is
analysed for taxes and subsidies.
3.1. Operational and economic impacts of HS
The distribution of heat production for the scenarios used
to determine the operational impact of HS is shown in
Figure 6. Without exception, HS allows for improved
utilisation of least-cost technologies. Therefore, baseload
technology displaced mid- and peak load technologies,
and mid-load technology displaced peak load technology
(except in the Norwegian WCB + EB scenario, where EB
displaces WCB due to low electricity cost).
While the CHP, EB and WCB can supply heat during
periods with peak demand, their minimum load
constraints do not permit operation during periods with
a low demand. The absence of HS eliminates the
opportunity to save excess production for periods with a
low demand, which instead must be supplied by
technologies without these constraints. At medium load
levels, the WCB can operate, while only the OB can
operate during low load levels.
Cost components and LCOH for scenarios with and
without HS are presented in Figure 7. The trend is
similarly clear to that of heat production: in scenarios

Table 4: Investment costs divided into labour and hardware costs. Cost of CHP is based on electricity output. *No references found
for the labour-hardware distribution of costs for HS. Cost data are from the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
[40] and the Danish Energy Agency [45], while labour cost weights are based on Eurostat statistics

Technology
WCB
OB
EB
Wood chip CHP
EUR for a 2000 m3 HS*

Labour costs [EUR per MW]
___________________________________________________________________
DK
FI
NO
SE
3 054
7 558
8 016
1 244 409

2 538
6 281
6 661
1 034 086

4 301
10 645
11 290
1 752 688

3 226
7 984
8 468
1 314 516

313 011

260 108

440 860

330 645

Hardware costs
[EUR per MW]
_______________
602 151
55 645
62 903
3 239 785

Table 5: Lifetimes, efficiencies and minimum loads for DH technologies [40,41,45].
Flue gas condensation assumed for the CHP, leading to the high total efficiency.
Technology
Wood chip CHP
EB
WCB
OB

Heat efficiency

Electric efficiency

Minimum load

Technical lifetime (years)

77%
98%
89%
92%

28%
–
–
–

100%
100%
25%
0%

25
20
15
20
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with HS, the improved utilisation of the least-cost
technologies is reflected by lower costs than without
HS. The cost difference is most pronounced in scenarios
with CHP in Finland, Norway and Sweden. This is
explained by the improved ability to utilise the CHP and
HS in combination and thereby to enhance the revenue
from electricity sales and subsidies. Finally, the
Norwegian 50% investment support visibly impacts the
investment cost for all Norwegian scenarios.

T&D grid tariff is shown in Figure 8. Because Denmark
only has energy component-based tariffs, the values are
the same regardless of the type of electricity T&D grid
tariff. Differences can be observed between CT and ET
in Finland and Norway, where scenarios with ET
display a higher production for EB than scenarios with
CT. For both countries, operating the EB under CT for
relatively few hours with low electricity prices per month,
would entail a considerable monthly capacity charge
that outweighs the money saved on EB production.
Cost components and LCOH for scenarios with CT
and ET are presented in Figure 9. The operational results
for Finland and Norway, where OB under CT is replaced
by EB under ET, are mirrored in the reduced LCOH. In

3.2. Operational and economic impacts of electricity
T&D grid tariffs
The distribution of heat production for the scenarios
used to determine the operational impact of electricity

100%
90%
80%
70%
Share of heat production

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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CHP &

CHP &
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WCB &
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CHP &
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WCB
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WCB

WCB &
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CHP &

CHP &
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WCB

Finland

Bio CHP

WCB

WCB &
EB

CHP &

CHP &

EB

WCB

Norway

Wood chip boiler

WCB

WCB &
EB

Sweden

Electric boiler

Oil boiler

Figure 6: Shares of heat production in scenarios with and without HS, all with tax and ET
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Figure 7: LCOH divided by cost components in scenarios with and without HS, all with tax and ET
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Finland only to a limited degree, due to the electricity
and ET costs almost outweigh the oil costs. In Norway
to a larger degree, since electricity and ET costs are
relatively lower.

Share of heat production

3.3. Operational impacts of energy taxes and subsidies
The distribution of heat production for the scenarios used
to determine the operational impact of taxes and
subsidies is shown in Figure 10. Absence of taxes and
subsidies in all cases leads to the WCB, EB and OB
displacing CHP production. This happens as the CHP is
generally subject to subsidies, while EB and OB are
subject to taxes. When taxes and subsidies are removed,
boiler technologies will become less costly (technologies

increasing as PUD), displacing the costlier CHP
production (technology decreasing as PUD). This finding
applies in all CHP scenarios.
Absent taxes and subsidies, the share of additional EB
and OB production, and the distribution among the two
technologies, are subject to national fuel and electricity
prices, and the electricity T&D grid tariffs. In all
countries but Denmark, EB share increases significantly,
and to a larger share than OB. In the Danish case, the
relatively high winter ET of 24.6 EUR/MWh (lowest is
Norway with 2.7 EUR/MWh), impedes operation on EB
regardless of taxes.
A further cause of the considerable increase in OB in
most cases without taxes and subsidies, is an expected

100%
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70%
60%
50%
40%
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20%
10%
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CT

ET

CT

CHP & EB

ET

WCB & EB
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WCB & EB
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CHP & EB

Finland

Bio CHP

ET

CT

ET

WCB & EB
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CHP & EB

Norway

Wood chip boiler

Electric boiler
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ET

WCB & EB

Sweden
Oil boiler

Figure 8: Shares of heat production in scenarios with CT and ET, all with tax and HS
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Figure 9: LCOH divided by cost components in scenarios with CT and ET, all with tax and HS
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Figure 10: Shares of heat production with and without tax, all with ET and HS
30

3.4. Sensitivity analysis
Considering the LCOH, electricity prices and wood chip
prices comprise significant shares, where e.g. electricity
revenue reduces the total cost between 11 and 28%.
Thus, both electricity prices and wood chip prices might
impact the outcome of the analysis because both are
significant drivers for revenue from the electricity spot
market (and to a smaller degree, costs related to
EB consumption) and costs for fuel use in WCB and
CHP, respectively.
When analysing the sensitivity to electricity prices, a
span of +/– 10 EUR/MWh on the hourly electricity price
was explored. The sensitivity analysis was conducted
for the scenario with wood chip CHP + EB, ET, by
comparing the results to the LCOH of the combination
with a large WCB. Figure 11 displays the results of the
sensitivity analyses. The analyses indicated that all
scenarios are robust despite the changes in electricity
prices because the LCOH of the CHP + EB
technological combination remained higher (DK) or
lower (FI, NO, SE) than the WCB technological
combination regardless of electricity prices.
For the sensitivity analysis of wood chip prices, a
span of +/– 5 EUR/MWh was added to the price. As
with the electricity prices, the sensitivity analysis on
wood chip prices was conducted on the technological
combinations CHP + EB and WCB by comparing the

38

20
EUR/MWh difference to WCB

decrease in oil prices around 2020. This temporarily
makes oil cheaper than biomass for 1–3 years,
depending on country.

10
–
–10

–10

–5

0

5

10

–20
–30
–40
–50
–60
EUR/MWh electricity price deviation
from base value

DK

Fl

NO

SE

Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis of 5 and 10 EUR/MWh higher or
lower electricity spot prices. Horizontal scale depicts the change in
electricity prices. Vertical scale depicts the difference in LCOH of
the CHP + EB technological combination to WCB. Negative values
indicate that the CHP + EB LCOH is lower than that of the WCB

results with the LCOH of CHP + EB and WCB at each
wood chip price level. Figure 12 displays the results of
the sensitivity analyses. The LCOH of CHP + EB
remained higher (DK) or lower (FI, NO, SE) than
WCB regardless of biomass prices. This indicates
that the price changes would not induce a shift in
production technology but would merely increase
or decrease the production cost for the same
technologies.
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Figure 12: Sensitivity analysis of 5 EUR/MWh higher or lower
wood chip prices. Horizontal scale depicts the change in wood chip
prices. Vertical scale depicts the difference in LCOH of the CHP +
EB technological combination to WCB. Negative values indicate
that the CHP + EB LCOH is lower than that of the WCB

The findings of the study are thus robust to changes
in electricity prices as well as wood chip prices.

4. Discussion of results on operation and
investment incentives
HS increased the use of both CHP and EB and generally
allowed for the increased utilisation of the least-cost
heat technology, thereby reducing demand for peak load
operation.
Electricity T&D grid tariffs had a negligible impact
on the operation of EB in Denmark (where there are no
CT) and Sweden (where time-of-use tariffs allowed EB
to operate at night). In Finland and Norway, CT
hindered all operation of EB. Consequently, no CT were
paid in either scenario.
Absence of taxes and subsidies showed that CHP in all
cases would surrender production to EB, OB and WCB.
This is due to the distribution of taxes and subsidies
among technologies, where CHP is generally subject to
subsidies, and EB and OB are subject to taxes. A general
removal or reduction of current taxes and subsidies thus
relatively benefits boiler technologies more than CHP.
Also, absence of taxes and subsidies resulted in an
increased use of the oil boiler. This indicates that the
significant Nordic fossil fuel taxes are working to
reduce the consumption of oil.

CHP operates close to baseload with 6-7000 full-load
hours in all cases with HS, regardless of subsidies, taxes
and electricity T&D grid tariffs. Whereas the subsidies
improve the general economy, and thereby the investment
incentive for the CHP-based plant significantly, current
subsidies have a limited impact on the operation of the
CHP. This is exemplified by Figure 13, which shows the
baseload operation of the CHP (middle), while the EB
charges the HS (bottom) during periods with low
electricity prices (top). This operation is higher than the 4
000 full-load hours for biomass CHP as indicated by
Norsk Energi and Thema Consulting Group [41].
Regarding LCOH, there is a clear picture of the
preferred technologies in Finland, Norway and Sweden,
as illustrated in Table 6. In these countries, the
subsidised wood chip CHP with EB and storage drives
the costs down, while the preferred technology in
Denmark is the single WCB.
Previous studies have identified challenges for CHP.
Investment and re-investment in small-scale CHP are
reported as infeasible in Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden [46–50], while subsidised biomass-based CHP
can be profitable in Norway [46] if investment costs are
lowered or electricity prices rise, as argued by Keppo
and Savola [48]. Contrary to the present study, Sneum
et al. similar study on the Baltics [27] showed investment
incentives for WCB + EB, due to lower subsidies for
electricity production. Furthermore, Sneum et al. found
smaller impacts of T&D grid tariffs in the Baltics, due to
a lower annually paid tariff structure.

5. Conclusion
Four different technology combinations for DH plants in
four different countries yielded a total of 96 operation
analyses and a subsequent 48 studies of LCOH. The
results show the ways HS, current electricity T&D grid
tariffs, taxes and subsidies, affect investment incentives
for a set of flexible and inflexible technologies in smallscale DH model plants.
Investment incentives are represented by LCOH, and
operations have been examined regarding the share of
energy production on flexible and non-flexible
technologies. The results are robust to variations in
biomass and electricity prices.
•
HS is in all cases a no-regrets solution because it
allows for the increased use of the least
expensive technologies, thereby generally
reducing LCOH.
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Figure 13: Baseload operation of CHP supplemented with EB. Excerpt of simulation of Denmark in January
Table 6: LCOH (EUR/MWh) for all scenarios with tax. The colour scale is read vertically and indicates the
LCOH for each country, where green is low, yellow is intermediate and red is high
Technological
combination

Electricity T&D grid tariffs

Storage

DK

FI

NO

SE

A – Wood chip CHP + EB

CT

Storage

100

56

17

39

No storage

142

94

68

106

Storage

100

56

12

39

No storage

142

94

68

106

Storage

107

65

22

48

No storage

117

89

55

83

Storage

78

75

65

73

ET
B – Wood chip CHP + WCB
C – Large WCB
D – WCB + EB

CT
ET

•

40

For electricity T&D grid tariffs, CT charged as a
monthly cost, triggered by the highest load
demand on the grid during that month, is
detrimental to the use of P2H. Preferable
alternatives include schemes such as the ET
explored in this study, time-of-use tariffs

No storage

91

81

71

84

Storage

110

104

82

105

No storage

115

104

82

109

Storage

110

103

77

105

No storage

115

104

81

109

varying over the day, or changing CT to be
lower and charged annually. More ambitious
would be dynamic tariffs that carries through
signals to P2H from the electricity market. This
approach could potentially also increase use of
P2H under the Danish electricity T&D grid
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•

•

•

tariffs, which are considerable compared to the
other Nordic countries.
Taxes and subsidies hardly affect the operation of
CHP, but subsidies considerably affect LCOH and
investment incentive for CHP. Despite the lack of
operational impact, subsidies could instead be
allocated on investment (as in Norway), to
maintain investment incentive, and reduce the
distortion of signals from the electricity market.
Biomass-based heat production outperforms
electricity-based heat production in all
scenarios. A general removal of taxes and
subsidies moderately increases the operation of
EB in FI, SE and NO. If there is a fiscal priority
for maintaining revenue from energy taxation
and/or to increase use of electricity, measures to
level the playing field for P2H could be to
introduce taxes on the generally untaxed
biomass, and to provide targeted reduction of
electricity taxes for large-scale P2H.
In almost all cases, an absence of taxes and
subsidies provides an increased incentive for the
operation of the OB, a consequence which neither
increases operation of flexible technologies nor
reduces emissions. Current taxes and subsidies
thus generally helps reducing OB use.

4.1. Future work
In this study, barriers for flexibility were considered
framework conditions that limit the incentive for
investing in CHP and EB. A full removal of these
barriers might not necessarily be beneficial because
these might simultaneously be drivers for other priorities
in society or in the energy system. The adjustments of
taxes and subsidies as well as electricity T&D grid tariff
structures induce a need for analysing the incentives for
the operation and investment of technologies in the DHelectricity interface not only at the plant level but for the
energy system as a whole.
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6. Appendix
Heat production (GWh total) with and without HS. All
with taxes and subsidies and ET.
LCOH (EUR/MWh) with and without HS. All with
taxes and subsidies and ET.
Heat production (GWh total) with CT and ET. All
with HS and taxes and subsidies.
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LCOH (EUR/MWh) with CT and ET. All with HS
and taxes and subsidies.
Heat production (GWh total) with and without tax.
All with HS and ET.
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Abstract
Flexible sector coupling of heat and electricity is a well-documented way of facilitating efficient and
renewables-based energy systems. Heating is characterised by substitutable heat sources, where some
facilitate flexibility and sector coupling, while others do not. Earlier studies indicate that sector coupling
hindrances from competing biomass-based heat sources. The scientific contribution of this study is an
investigation of heat source substitution as a general route to sector coupling. We explore the impacts of
constraining biomass use, applying the Danish heat sector as a case, to see impacts on criteria such as
power-to-heat deployment. We do so by introducing a range of taxes on biomass use, ban biomass boilers
and entirely prohibit use of biomass. These constraints are modelled in the Balmorel model. The results
show that system costs decrease along with biomass use. Power-to-heat use, CO2-emissions, tax- and
electricity tariff revenue and end-user heat cost increase, in some cases substantially. It appears that a CO2
price signal, is sufficient to obtain CO2-reductions, whereas other motivations, including increased
electrification of the heating sector, may justify constraints on biomass use.
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1 Introduction
Coupling of energy sectors, i.e. sectors based on different energy carriers such as heating and electricity, is
a pertinent measure for improving overall energy- and economic efficiency [1,2]. Benefits include the ability
to use the least cost technologies to satisfy energy demands, and the ability to flexibly balance and
integrate the electricity production from variable renewable energy (VRE - here wind power and solar
photovoltaics) [3].
VRE integration can be achieved in the heating sector, which can utilise VRE-based electricity for heating
purposes. This can be in power-to-heat (PtH) units such as heat pumps (HP) in periods with abundant VRE
production in district- [4,5] and residential heating [6], and by storing heat in thermal storages (TS) enabling
a decoupling of heat demand and electricity production/consumption [7,8]. Furthermore, TS combine well
with generation of heat and electricity at combined heat and power plants (CHP) [8,9]. Beyond the
scientific literature, this has been documented in practice and real-life examples in Denmark (e.g. daily
plant operation according to electricity prices [10] and on the broader system scale [11]). While the
potential benefits and technological solutions are well-documented, this flexibility in the interface between
the electricity and heating systems is not straightforward. Electricity can be used in a multitude of ways, as
characterised by the term power-to-x. On the other hand, heat can be generated in multiple ways (we can
call this x-to-heat). Since heat generation thus is characterised by substitute goods (different ways to obtain
the same service – heat, i.e. x-to-heat), the choice of heat source is dependent on other factors, including
price [12]. Un-level playing-fields between biomass-based boilers and PtH, caused by the absence of tax on
biomass in combination with levies on PtH has been documented in e.g. the Baltics [13,14] and Denmark
[15,16]. This motivates a further analyses of constraints on biomass-use.
Mathiesen et al. [17] have analysed limitations of biomass for increased heat electrification in a socioeconomic perspective, but not in a context of regulatory conditions such as taxes and electricity grid tariffs,
or as part of a larger energy system (surrounding countries). Energinet and Flex4RES have explored the
impact of constraining interconnection capacity, CHP flexibility, taxes and electricity grid tariffs in the
Danish [18] and Nordic [19] energy systems. Sneum et al. [13,20] have explored the competition and heat
source substitution between biomass-based generation and PtH in individual DH plants. No studies have
evaluated impacts of addressing heat source substitution to increase flexibility and sector coupling, by
constraining biomass use on energy system scale and in an existing regulatory environment. This study
expands existing research by doing exactly that.

1.1 Problem statement
The transition to increasingly renewables-based energy systems can follow various paths. In the heating
sector, biomass and PtH characterise two different paths; the combustion-heat-path and the moving-heatpath. These are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but may carry a degree of internal competition where
one technology pushes the other out of the system, e.g. biomass boilers replacing PtH [20,21]. Good et al.
coins this kind of cannibalisation “discrepancy between substitutable goods” [22]. PtH is typically
considered in tandem with VRE, where the ability of PtH to consume electricity from VRE is considered a
desirable synergy [23–25]. Biomass, on the other hand, is combusted in boilers and CHP plants to generate
heat and possibly electricity. While all technologies face downsides (e.g. compensation costs to facilitate
social acceptance of VRE-deployment [26] or undesired effects of refrigerants in HP [27,28]) the focus is
here to study constraints on biomass use. Such constraints can be motivated by a desire to reduce biomass
consumption to politically defined levels (e.g. based on the recurring [29] concerns about biomass
shortage) or because biomass in many cases [13,20] is an untaxed fuel with no fiscal contribution to state
budgets. In an energy system perspective, constraining biomass can be motivated by the competitive
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advantage of untaxed biomass against especially PtH, which creates a barrier for flexibility in the interface
between the heating and electricity sectors [13,17,20]. As consequence of a steady growth (Figure 1) the
share of solid biomass reached 29% of total fuel consumption [30] and a share of 64% of Danish RE [31] in
2018. With 63% of solid biomass used in the CHP and DH generation, 29% for individual heating and 7% in
process industry [31] (1% assumed to be in other uses), Denmark is increasingly relying on biomass in its
well-developed DH sector as well as areas outside DH systems. It is thus relevant to use the Danish case to
explore impacts of heat source substitution through biomass constraints.
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Figure 1 Solid biomass consumption in Denmark 2008-2018 [30]

1.2 Research question
What are the interactions between substitutable heat sources with different flexibility potentials
and sector coupling characteristics?
We answer this question by analysing the case for Denmark, with biomass and PtH as exemplary competing
technologies.
After elaborating the methodology in Section 2, the results of the techno-economic analysis is presented in
Section 3. An in-depth discussion of those results is conducted in Section 3.8, before concluding on the
findings regarding criteria and barriers in Section 5.

2 Methodology
The intention with this study is to explore heat source substitution and its impact on flexibility in the
interface between heating and the electricity system. This is explored by analysing the impacts of
constraining biomass ceteris paribus, i.e. keeping other inputs constant to determine the impact of the
single constraint. The Balmorel model applies 2012-level input costs and converts these to 2016-level
output costs. While we apply the resulting numbers, the study focus on tendencies, rather than decimals in
the specific case.
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2.1 Biomass barriers to sector coupling and flexibility
The concept of flexibility in the interface between the heating and electricity system is illustrated in Figure
2. It applies regarding flexible response to electricity price signals as well as RE penetration in the electricity
grid. In situation 1, electricity costs are low/renewables penetration is high. A PtH unit consumes low
cost/low carbon electricity to satisfy heat demand and potentially stores excess heat. In situation 2,
intermediate electricity prices and/or renewables penetration incentivises use of stored heat or biomass
boiler generation. In situation 3, high electricity prices/low renewables penetration incentivises CHP-based
generation, where a potential excess amount of heat can be stored.

Figure 2 Least cost dispatch and concept of flexible heating. Own illustration based on [32], [33] and [19].

Biomass has been shown to be both a potential barrier (biomass boilers [34]) and a potential contributor
(CHP [20]) to increased coupling and flexibility in the heat-electricity system interface. A barrier regarding
operation is that taxed PtH may be disadvantaged by higher marginal costs than untaxed biomass boilers
[34]. This potentially reduces the ability of PtH to respond to price signals and, possibly, the overall
investment incentive in the technology. The dotted lines in Figure 2 illustrates the constraints introduced to
biomass use in this study. Either by adding a tax on biomass use (the marginal cost of biomass-based
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technologies increases) or by removing the option of using biomass or biomass-based technologies
altogether (the technology is absent). All these measures will impact the least cost dispatch curve – the
bold black line – Figure 2. The analyses do not measure flexibility per se, but show the impact on various
criteria (see 2.4) of constraining biomass use to increase the coupling and flexibility in the interface
between heat and electricity systems.

2.2 Scenarios and scenario variations
The study is based on analyses of 4 main scenarios (Base case, Biomass tax, No biomass boilers and No
biomass use), with one being split into 4 sub-scenarios, totalling 7 scenarios – Table 1.
Table 1 Scenarios and their variations.
Scenario
Base
Biomass tax
case
Scenario
Bio tax 7.1
Bio tax 14.2
variation
#
Constraint

1
No constraints

2
7.1 2012EUR/MWhfuel
on biomass
use

3
14.2 2012EUR/MWhfuel
on biomass
use

Bio tax 21.3

Bio tax 28.4

4
21.3 2012EUR/MWhfuel
on biomass
use

5
28.4 2012EUR/MWhfuel
on biomass
use

No biomass
boilers

No
biomass
use

6
No use or
investment in
biomassbased boilers

7
No use
of
biomass

The changes apply to all heating. I.e. DH as well as industry and residential heating. The scenarios and their
variations are described in the following sections.

2.2.1 Base case – scenario 1
Scenario variations 2-7 are compared to the results in the Base case. The Base case describes the
development under conditions corresponding to the present framework conditions, i.e.



Biomass boilers allowed
Biomass tax: 0 2012-EUR/MWhfuel

2.2.2 Biomass tax – scenario variations 2-5
The security of supply-tax (Danish: forsyningssikkerhedsafgift) was a tax on fuels for heating purposes
proposed in the Danish Energy Agreement of 2012 [35] and in 2013 set to 29.7 DKK-2013/GJ by 2020 for
biomass [36]. The tax was proposed to mitigate declining fiscal revenues from the reduction of other
energy taxes [35], with the possible side-effect of increasing PtH and avoiding large deployment of biomassbased technologies. Subsequently (2014), the tax was rolled back [37] due to political and public resistance
[38,39]. We explore the tax at various levels, to explore its impact across a wide economic range. From a
legal perspective, a ministerial 2020 regulatory enquiry found no hindrances to a Danish biomass tax in
either national regulation or the EU Energy Taxation Directive, as long as there is adherence to EU state aidand non-discrimination rules [40].
Variation

Tax level on biomass

Note

#2
50% of 2013proposal

7.1 2012- EUR/MWhfuel

Level chosen to illustrate the impact of reduced 2013biomass tax.
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#3
2013-proposal
#4
150% of 2013proposal

14.2 2012- EUR/MWhfuel

#5
200% of 2013proposal

28.4 2012- EUR/MWhfuel

21.3 2012- EUR/MWhfuel

In 2013, the 2020 biomass tax was set to be 29.7
DKK/GJ (2013-level) for biomass [36].
Level chosen to illustrate the impact of moderately
increased 2013-biomass tax.
Level chosen to illustrate the impact of highly
increased 2013-biomass tax.

2.2.3 No biomass boilers – scenario 6
A targeted approach to reduction of biomass boilers entered into force in Denmark in 2018. Here, the
approval criteria of DH projects were revised, stating that new biomass boilers at DH plants must show a
1 500 DKK (200 EUR)/consumer/year end-user saving compared to installing a HP [41]. In in a similar
command and control manner, No biomass boilers explores the impacts of prohibiting the use of biomass
boilers in heating. This is intended as a more targeted measure than the other scenarios, to address the
competition among biomass-based boilers and PtH.

2.2.4 No biomass use – scenario 7
The most pervasive measure explored is a complete ban on the use of biomass. The ban acts as an extreme
scenario of a society which moves entirely away from combusting biomass for energy purposes. Whereas
this measure and the ban on biomass boilers may seem extreme, Denmark took a similar approach to
nuclear energy in 1985, banning its use [42], while having clear intensions of deploying it only 9 years
earlier [43].

2.3 Energy system modelling in the Balmorel model
The energy system model Balmorel [44] is used to optimize the capacity development of the power and
heat system of Northern Europe towards 2045. Balmorel is open-source [45], has a bottom-up approach
and is deterministic. The objective function in Balmorel is to minimize the system costs, while satisfying the
heat and power demand of the sectors included. The costs in the optimizations correspond to annuitized
investments, and fixed and variable operational costs. The variable operational costs include maintenance
costs, fuel costs, taxes, and grid tariffs. Investments are allowed in multiple power and/or heat generation
and storage units, transmission lines, and DH expansion of users not currently connected to DH. The
decommissioning of generation and storage units is also optimized. The representative years in the
optimizations are 2025, 2035, and 2045. The optimizations are performed with a rolling horizon of 2-year
foresight, which means that when optimizing investments in 2025, 2035 is known, and so on. The costs of
future years are discounted with a discount rate of 4% per year [46].
To limit the complexity of the problem and due to the large number of scenarios, 4 weeks spread-over-theyear with 1-every-3 hours are used in the optimizations as the selected representative time steps. To keep
the annual statistical representation of the time series with a reduced amount of time steps, the time series
are scaled individually based on Gea-Bermúdez et al. [26], except for seasonal hydro inflows that were
scaled linearly. For the same reason, unit commitment costs and variables were not considered in this
paper.
The model setup is based on Gea-Bermúdez et al. [26], but with some relevant deviations. The modelling of
industry is based on three temperature heat demand levels, i.e. low (below 100°C), medium (between
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100°C and 500°C, and high (above 500°C). This modelling reflects in a more accurate way the capabilities of
different technologies to satisfy the different temperature levels of heat demand. Furthermore, individual
users not currently connected to district heating are also included. They are modelled by splitting their
demand in hot water and space heating. Like industry, not all technologies are allowed to satisfy all types of
heat demand. Vehicle-to-grid and smart charging is allowed for EVs. The assumption on EVs is that by 2050,
all individual private users will use EV. The modelling and data are based on [47].
Electricity grid tariffs for district heating units are modelled with a fixed charge that depends on the
installed capacity of the unit, and with a variable charge that depends on the use of the technology. For
industrial and individual power consumers, electricity grid tariffs are applied based on energy and peakpower demand. Taxes on commodity consumption, emissions, electricity production and heat production
are also considered.
The data, which is available in the Balmorel Community [45], is mostly coming from the Flex4RES project
[48]. Key differences are explained in this paper. The CorRES tool [49–51] is used to model wind and solar
PV time series and capacity factors, for different Resource Grades (RG). The RGs are defined to model that
the resource is not uniform inside each of the regions modelled. For the case of wind offshore, the RGs
correspond to type of offshore wind farms, i.e. near shore; far from shore, AC-grid connected; and far from
shore, DC-grid connected. The capacity factors for the different RGs come from the CorRES tool, whereas
for solar PV it is a combination of the CorRES tool and the Global Solar Atlas [52]. Wind offshore potentials
per RG are based on [53–55]. Solar PV potentials for large scale systems are based on Ruiz et al. [56].
Onshore wind potentials include social acceptance restrictions and are based on the combination of
multiple sources [53,57,58]. The split per RG for wind onshore is based on 10% for the best RG, 40% for the
second best, and 50% for the worst locations. For solar PV, only two RG are used (50%-50% split of the
potential), except for large regions where the 10%, 40%, 50% is used. Figure 3 illustrates the total potential
in Denmark for wind and solar technologies.
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Figure 3. Wind and solar PV total resource potential in Denmark.

Technology data development towards 2050 is based on The Danish Energy Agency [46]. Figure 4 describes
the assumed development in investment costs (capex) of wind power and solar PV. Wind offshore capex
differs from region to region since they are influenced by transmission distance assumptions.
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Figure 4. Wind and solar PV technology capex development [46]. Wind offshore costs are different for each
region in the model due to different transmission length assumptions.
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District heating expansion costs (0.396 MEUR-2012/MW) is based on Henning and Palzer [59]. Transmission
expansion costs, CO2 tax development and fuel price development are based on NETP [53]. The modelling
of biomass prices is based on step wise price functions from Gea-Bermúdez et al. [26]. Coefficient of
performance time series for the different HP included are based on Ruhnau et al. [60]. Power demand,
solar heating and district heating demand data comes from the Flex4RES project [48]. Industrial data is
based on Wiese and Baldini [61] and Rehfeldt et al. [62]. Individual users’ data is based on Eurostat [63] and
Ruhnau [64]. Their total demand aggregates both individual users and the tertiary sector. Figure 5
illustrates the development of fuel- and CO2-prices.

Nuclear
Natural Gas
Coal
CO2 tax

Figure 5. Fuel and CO2 tax price development [53].

In all scenarios, the PtH tax and electricity grid tariffs have the following values



PtH tax: 32.3 2012-EUR/MWhelectricity (884 2019-DKK/MWhel [65] deducted 625 2019DKK/MWhel [66] = 259 2019-DKK/MWhel)
Electricity grid tariffs: PtH for individual users is charged with 44 2012-EUR/MWhelectricity. PtH
for industrial users is charged with 23.3 2012-EUR/MWhelectricity. PtH in district heating is
subject to an energy charge of 22.3 2012-EUR/MWhelectricity (average of Eastern and Western
Danish tariff levels in 2017), and a capacity charge that depends on the installed capacity
0.033 2012-EUR/kWelectricity per year

2.3.1 Geography: Northern Europe
The study is based on modelling of the Northern European energy system, as seen in Figure 6. Scenario
variations are kept constant for all countries but Denmark. While modelling results are obtained for all
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modelled countries, results (Section 3) are mainly presented for Denmark to show the national impacts of
introducing Danish biomass-constraints.

Figure 6 Countries in the modelling: Belgium, Denmark (yellow), Finland, France, Germany, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Sweden and United Kingdom.

2.4 Criteria for analysing barriers
The defined set of criteria is intended to cover a range of aspects relevant to policy makers, electricity
transmission companies, DH stakeholders and end-users. The set of criteria aligns with criteria applied by
Hedegaard and Münster [67]. To some degree also with Østergaard’s overview of criteria [68] (e.g. enduser energy costs (rate impact), CO2-emissions, societal costs, transmission capacity and use), although in
some areas extending beyond these (e.g. tax- and tariff revenue) and in others excluding these (e.g.
amount of condensing-based electricity generation, reserve capacity requirement).
CRITERIA
STAKEHOLDER
ElectricityEnd-user
and heat price
Tariff revenue Grid operators
System cost

Society

Tax revenue

State

CO2-emissions

Society

Fuel

Society/state

TO DETERMINE HOW
benefits and costs are allocated
changes in electricity use impact tariff
revenue
pure (no tax or electricity grid tariffs)
societal costs develop
fiscal impacts are impacted by constraining
an untaxed fuel
climate is impacted by constraining an
assumed carbon neutral fuel
fuel efficiency is impacted, which may
influence priorities on security of supply or
reduction in biomass use
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Capacities

Society/state

Storage
capacity
DH expansion

Society/state

Transmission

DH systems, end-users,
state, society
Society/state

electricity and heat capacity is impacted,
especially regarding PtH and VRE
energy storage, especially TS, is impacted in
the scenarios
incentives for expansion of DH systems are
impacted
the degree of transmission-use is impacted

The above criteria do not explicitly measure flexibility (as e.g. proposed by Lannoye et al. [69] or Flex4RES
[19]), as the intention is to determine the broader energy system impacts, whereof increased flexibility is a
part – similar to the approach on power system transformation applied by IEA and NREL [70].
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3 Results: Impacts of biomass constraints
This section presents results of energy modelling with brief factual descriptions, while interpretations are
provided in the discussion, Section 4. The intention is, as stated earlier, to gain insight into the impact of
substitution among heat sources in relation to flexibility and sector coupling. All in- and decreases are in
comparison to the Base case (100%).

3.1 Greenhouse gas emissions

Average kton CO2/year

Figure 7 – Starting out with a view on the total Northern European emissions-impacts, it is seen that the
Danish share of emissions is vanishingly small (Base case: 0.37%). That said, constraining biomass in
Denmark results in broader energy system impacts by increasing overall emissions. Total emissions increase
to between 100.17% (No biomass boilers) and 101.49% (No biomass use), corresponding to increases of
293-2 244 kton/year. The largest increases are seen in Denmark, reaching 131%-499% in the same two
scenarios.
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Figure 7 Total CO2-emissions per year in Northern Europe. Emissions are accounted in the country where they
occur.

Figure 8 – As indicated above, the increase in Danish internally generated CO2-emissions is considerable
when biomass use is constrained. In the three scenarios standing out with highest emissions (Bio tax 21.3,
Bio tax 28.4 and No biomass use), the decreased access to biomass leads to increased coal-use and thereby
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2.6-2.7 times the emissions from extraction-based CHPs. In the same scenarios, natural gas-based backpressure CHPs increase their emissions 1.3-7.3 times. The most significant increase in emissions is from
natural gas-based boilers in scenarios Bio tax 28.4, No biomass boilers and No biomass use, with
respectively 12.4, 12.8 and 24.7 times higher boiler-based emissions.
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Figure 8 Danish internally generated CO2-emissions divided on generation technologies.

3.2 System costs, taxes and electricity grid tariffs
Figure 9 – System cost is aggregated of cost of investment and operation, excluding energy taxes and
electricity grid tariffs. Bio tax 21.3, Bio tax 28.4, No biomass use displays the least system cost (85%-86%).
This is caused by the displacement of Danish electricity generation (and its affiliated costs), with imported
electricity and a shift towards fuel-free technologies (VRE, solar thermal and PtH), decreasing the overall
fuel cost.
Regarding taxes, Bio tax 21.3, Bio tax 28.4 and No biomass use stands out with a 5.7-6.5 times increase in
tax revenue. While part of the increase in these scenarios is based in CO2-taxes (increasing 2.4-5.7 times),
the major increase comes from fuel- and electricity taxes, increasing 6.1-6.8 times. This is partially caused
by a shift from untaxed biomass to taxed fuels and electricity, and partially by the introduction of biomass
taxes in the tax scenarios.
Electricity grid tariffs increase the most (1.2-1.6 times) in scenarios Bio tax 21.3, Bio tax 28.4, No biomass
use, due to increased electricity use of PtH, which displaces biomass-based capacity.
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Figure 9 System cost, tax revenue and electricity grid tariff revenue.
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Figure 10 – Electricity trade is a considerable source of revenue in all scenarios, on par with or higher than
the system cost. Net system costs decrease as biomass-use is decreased, reaching negative values (i.e. a net
system revenue) in the scenarios with the most pervasive biomass constrains.
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Figure 10 Electricity trade impact on net annual system costs.

3.3 End-user energy costs
As seen in Figure 11, the heat costs increase relatively more (108%-151%) than electricity prices (100%101%), as a consequence of the biomass constraints. It should be noted that the costs are long run, i.e.
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including capital costs, and weighted according to the cost-distribution among heat consumers and the
respective heat demand within each heat consumer-category.
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Figure 11 Long run electricity and heat end-user cost.

3.4 Fuel use
Figure 12 – As can be expected, use of fossil fuels follows a similar pattern as seen regarding emissions in
Section 3.1. Restrictions on biomass entail a compensation with natural gas and coal as seen in Bio tax 28.4
and No biomass use, which respectively increases fossil fuel use by 3.1 and 6.6 times. No biomass boilers
shows a reduction in coal use, but a 7.2 times increase in natural gas use. This stems from increased use in
natural gas-based boilers.
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Figure 12 Fossil fuel use.
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Figure 13 – Unsurprisingly, biomass use is reduced in the biomass-constrained scenarios. Beyond the
scenario No biomass use, which minimises biofuel use to small amounts of non-solid biomass (biogas and
biooil), the biomass taxation scenarios shows biofuel reductions to between 38% (Bio tax 28.4) and 82%
(Bio tax 7.1). The latter in the same range as No biomass boilers with 81%.
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Figure 13 Biomass fuel use.

Figure 14 – Regarding VRE, offshore wind increases moderately with a tax (101-113%), is reduced with a
boiler ban (97%) and increases the most with a complete ban (132%). Onshore wind is fully utilised in all
scenarios. The largest single increase is seen in solar thermal, with taxes leading to 178%-231%, boiler ban
to 112% and complete ban to 242%. Solar PV deployment is generally limited.
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Figure 14 Variable renewable energy use.
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3.5 Generating capacity
Figure 15 – Electric capacities over the period shows that onshore wind is fully utilised in all scenarios (as
seen in Section 2.3: 6.2 GW total). Offshore wind capacity increases over the period, most pronounced in
the highly constrained scenarios (Bio tax 28.4: 2035 – 112%, 2045 – 119%; No biomass use: 2035 – 109%,
2045 – 141%). Extraction-based CHP is phased out towards 2035, while backpressure-based CHP is mostly
maintained, trending downwards in the tax scenarios. In No biomass boilers, the absent boiler capacity is
compensated by backpressure-based CHP (2035 – 106%, 2045 – 100%). Electricity storage sees significant
deployment towards 2045 in all scenarios.
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Figure 15 Generating capacity - electricity.

Figure 16 – The most significant impact on capacity is seen for solar thermal capacity, which increases along
with the introduction of biomass-constraints (e.g. Bio tax 28.4: 2025 – 346%, 2035 – 310%). Boiler capacity
follows a downward trend in all scenarios, while backpressure-based CHP capacity is increased in all
scenarios in 2035, except No biomass use (which is most reliant on PtH – 4.9-5.4 times larger than Base
case). While PtH generally increases in biomass-constrained scenarios, 2035 and 2045 display a reduction
or levelling out (with No biomass use as the exception), compared to the initial large deployment in 2025.
The DH sector reaches a level of PtH around 3 GW in 2035 and remains constant, while most of the PtH
development happens in the individual heating sector.
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Figure 16 Generating capacity - heat.

3.6 Energy storage
Figure 17 – The constraints on biomass use leads to a mixed picture on deployment of storage, where Bio
tax 14.2 dips in later years, before capacity is increasing again with higher biomass tax. This is caused by a
relatively large drop in backpressure CHP-generation, which is not compensated by equally large increases
in other TS-dependent technologies like PtH, until biomass use is constrained even more. Intraseasonal TS
more than doubles in all scenarios from 2025 to 2035. While interseasonal TS is initially almost absent, it is
deployed at large scale from 2035. Charge/discharge capacities in the intraseasonal storages are significant,
ranging 19-41 GW.
Electricity storage is deployed with capacity considerably smaller than TS towards 2045, ranging 11-19
GWh. Electricity storage increases as biomass use is constrained.
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3.7 Electricity transmission
Figure 18 – Electricity transmission capacity is largely unaffected by the biomass constraint. In contrast to
the transmission capacities, the share of net imports and exports displays larger variation. Biomassconstrained scenarios shift towards import, since the national CHP-based generation is reduced, while PtH,
and thereby electricity demand, increases (No biomass use is most significant with 35 TWh import).
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Figure 18 Electricity net export and import.
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3.8 DH expansion
Figure 19 – Transmission capacity indicates connection between the large DH systems and areas previously
without DH. Mainly individual heat supply is converted to DH, which can be ascribed to the higher fuel
taxes and grid tariffs paid by individual consumers, compared to industry, but also the fact that industry
may require higher temperature than available from DH. As biomass taxation increase, the benefit of
conversion is lost due to lost competitiveness of the Base case’s mainly biomass-based DH generation.
Conversely, No biomass boilers shows that conversions remain at the Base case-level, due to the
competitiveness from especially biomass-based CHP generation in DH.
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Figure 19 Thermal transmission capacity to areas without DH.

Electricity capacity in industry with no option to connect to DH remains fairly constant, except in the case of
a complete ban on biomass, where natural gas based back-pressure CHP is more economically feasible than
replacing biomass-based capacity with fossil-based boilers.
Figure 20 – Heat generating capacity on PtH increases gradually with the size of the tax on biomass. Largest
deployment of PtH happens with No biomass use.
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4 Discussion of results
We use results from Section 3 to identify general tendencies. As in Section 3, numbers are provided in
comparison to the Base case, unless otherwise stated.
As summarised in Figure 21, there is a general tendency to decreased system costs and increased
emissions, regardless of how biomass is constrained. Completely banning use of biomass increases
emissions 5 times, while a biomass tax of 28.4 2012-EUR/MWh reduces total system cost to a net positive
revenue of 228 MEUR-2016/year. Compared to Base case, a ban on biomass boilers and Bio tax 7.1 have
the least overall reduction in system cost (17%-21%) and least increase in emissions (131%-139%). These
findings underline the relevance of introducing biomass constraints as a part of other initiatives, since
stand-alone introduction requires a trade-off between the desire to substitute biomass and reduce
emissions.
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Figure 21 Average annual CO2-emissions and system costs, net of electricity trade, in the scenarios analysed.

System costs are generally lower in the biomass-constrained scenarios, since increased imports replace
national generation, while revenue from electricity trade remains relatively high. At the same time, capital
costs for investment increase to 109-115%. These investments are directed solar thermal, PtH, wind and
electric storage, which in turn decrease fuel cost to 32%-54%. A shift away from biomass would thus
require larger up-front investments than the Base case and (except in the case of No biomass boilers) an
acceptance of decreased national CHP capacity – a security of supply question (or an opportunity to cooptimise the energy system with neighbouring countries as advocated in the Flex4RES project [19]).
Tax revenue increases significantly (2-6 times) in all biomass-constrained scenarios, as increasing amounts
of taxed fuels are used – and as the biomass tax increases. In theory, this amount could be spent to
compensate for the increased emissions, compared to the Base case. From an economic perspective, this is
feasible at all the CO2-price levels (see 2.3) of respectively 2025, 2035 and 2045 – see Figure 22.
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Figure 22 Tax revenue and potential CO2 mitigation costs.

Electricity grid tariff revenue increases in all scenarios, as the share of PtH increases. This happens along
with a reduction in conversion of individual heating to DH, caused by the decreased low-cost biomassbased CHP generation and increasing dependence on PtH in both the DH- and individual heating sector.
Möller and Lund explored DH expansion into natural gas-heated areas and found potentials of DH coverage
up to 50%-70% of total Danish heat demand. With 64% of heat generated by DH, Base case are within these
bounds, while not so with 44% in No biomass use.
The relatively large increases in heat cost for end-users indicate that the biomass-constraints comes at a
cost for heat consumers. In theory, this may be a Ramsey problem (as discussed regarding cost-allocation
between heat and electricity by Olsen and Munksgaard [71]), while in practice it may be a political
question, whether the heat-consumers should pay the cost for decreased biomass use and increased
electrification. Large investments (in the order of 100s of MWs) in Danish biomass-based boiler and CHP
capacity have been made in recent years. With an assumed technical lifetime of 25 years, the Danish
Energy Agency assumes that the payback of these investments will extend into the 2040s. [31]. All things
being equal, recovering these costs will be slowed down by biomass-constraints.
While the intention of a biomass constraint may be to increase the national share of variable renewable
electricity capacity, the major increase is seen within solar thermal. Contrary to the notion that increased
solar thermal entails increased interseasonal TS [72], this is not the case here. The limited impact in
interseasonal TS-size indicates that a certain degree of saturation may be met at large-scale deployment.
The overall large deployment of TS confirms Sneum and Sandberg’s [20] and Lund’s [2] finding that TS is
indeed a no-regrets solution.
The biomass constraints have a dampening effect on the biomass consumption, but coal and natural gas
use partially compensates for the absent biomass; a potentially undesired consequence, which requires
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additional measures to mitigate. The Danish annual biomass potential is estimated to be 160-180 PJ,
excluding biomass crops [73]. The Base case slightly exceeds this (182 PJ/year) while the constrained
scenarios are within these bounds (9-148 PJ/year).
Figure 23 illustrates the inverse relationship among selected technologies. The biomass constraining
measures increase solar thermal and, to a lesser degree PtH, inversely to the decline in CHP capacity.
Constraints on biomass thus comes with the trade-off between CHP on one side and PtH and solar on the
other, as also found by Sandberg et al. [74]. Boilers display similar tendency, but to a lesser extent as they
decline in all scenarios.
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Figure 23 Relationships between capacities of boilers, CHP, solar thermal and PtH.

From being an electricity exporting country, constraints on biomass leads to increased imports to a degree
where Denmark becomes a net importer. From a CO2-perspective, this is not problematic as long as the
surrounding areas are also subject to the CO2-pricing scheme (which is the case in this study). This enables
transparency in ensuring that imported electricity has a CO2-signal factored into the price. Thellufsen and
Lund’s [75] study of cross-border versus cross-sector interconnectivity indicates benefits of a balance
between CHP, PtH and interconnection (and electric vehicles). Whereas the studies are not directly
comparable, Thellufsen and Lund’s identified balance may indicate that such similar balance between
technologies is found in the unconstrained Base case scenario’s increased deployment of CHP, less PtH and
increased exports.
As the visual summary in Figure 24 indicate, a complete ban on the use of biomass would have the highest
impact on 9 of the 13 criteria represented in the figure. No biomass use can be argued to be the most
extreme measure among the ones analysed, so this aligns with having the most pervasive impact.
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Base case

Bio tax 7.1

Bio tax 14.2

Bio tax 28.4

No biomass boilers
Emissions total
1.0
PtH capacity (average of
period)
0.8
0.6

Thermal storage

Bio tax 21.3

No biomass use
System cost

Tax revenue

0.4
0.2

VRE use

Tariff revenue

-

Fossil use

Electricity price

Biofuel use

Heat cost
Fuel use

Electricity demand

Figure 24 Visual summary of indexed impacts on 13 selected criteria in all seven scenarios. Scenarios with net
positive system cost have been set to 0.

Finally, a few words on the shortcomings of the analysis and methodology. While the Balmorel model is
valuable as a tool for energy system analyses (see 2.3), the present analyses are limited by several factors,
including the







temporal perspective, where model-runs are conducted for 4 representative weeks to reduce
computation time. May be improved by modelling longer periods
geographical perspective, where expansion of DH may be aggregating over local differences,
and where only large DH areas are allowed to expand to non-DH served areas. The former
can be mitigated by more detailed GIS analysis, as seen by Petrovic and Karlsson [76]
regarding heat savings and and Möller and Lund on DH expansion [77]. The latter can be
mitigated by further developing the Balmorel model to include additional areas for potential
conversion
representation of economic- and regulatory conditions in surrounding countries, where the
study draws on detailed data in many cases (see 2.3), but lacks detailed data (e.g. detailed
data on subsidies) on some of the surrounding countries. While the obvious solution is to
collect these data, it may not always be possible to dedicate the significant amount of
resources to do so. Therefore, the ideal solution would be a common and frequently updated
database enabling comparable analyses on up-to-date data
representation of ancillary services markets is omitted in this study. So-called special
regulation and other types of non-spot markets may drive deployment of especially electric
boilers [7,78]. This could be defined exogenously, based on statistical data
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5 Conclusion
In this study, we have explored the impacts of heat source substitution as a measure to increase sector
coupling and flexibility. We find that constraints on biomass does indeed lead to heat source substitution,
increasing electrification of the heating sector. Compared to the Base case, the PtH capacity increases to
122%-491%.
Beyond electrification, there may be other reasons for constraining the use of biomass. The broader energy
system impacts shows that a carbon price trumps biomass-constraining measures, considering the CO2emissions among the scenarios. Constraining biomass is thus a trade-off against CO2-emissions, unless
other measures are taken to mitigate increased emissions. That said, other motivations for constraining
biomass may be to reduce the biomass use to a politically desirable level, or to replace biomass-based heat
production with VRE and PtH-based capacity. The biomass constrained scenarios show decreased system
cost and increased tax revenue, potentially useful for financing mitigation of the increased CO2-emissions.
A shift away from biomass incur larger up-front investments than the Base case and decreased national
CHP capacity. The latter may become a security of supply question. While electricity prices are largely
unchanged, heat prices increase considerably. The question is to what degree the cost should be levied on
the heat consumers.
While it is important to underline that energy systems are highly context specific, and that results may
change with geography, time and regulatory environment, a few commonly perceived truths regarding VRE
and heat-electricity system interface is challenged by the findings in this study








Increased electric VRE capacity does not necessarily induce a need for a significantly larger TS
capacity. The reason may be that the TS capacity is already sufficiently large (e.g. for 2045
Base case: 496 GWh TS/13 GW VRE; Biomass tax 28.4: 492 GWh TS/15 GW VRE)
Increased solar thermal does not necessarily induce a larger interseasonal TS (e.g. for 2035
Base case: 4 GW solar thermal/449 GWh TS; Bio tax 28.4: 11 GW solar thermal; 397 GWh TS)
Banning biomass boilers, the direct competitor to PtH, leads to more PtH, but does not
increase VRE (Base case and No biomass boilers equal in 2025 and 2035)
Constraining biomass use may increase PtH and higher VRE-utilisation, but not necessarily
lower overall CO2-emissions (e.g. 2025 Base case: 5 GW PtH/371.6 MtCO2; Bio tax 7.1: 6 GW
PtH; 372.8 MtCO2)
TS is more relevant than electric storage, as TS is deployed to a much larger scale (e.g. 2045
Base case: electric storage 3 GW/15 GWh vs. TS 42 GW/496 GWh)

Constraining biomass use will facilitate a shift in the heating system towards moving heat through PtH
instead of combusting to generate heat. If there is a strong enough CO2-price signal, constraining biomass
will not reduce emissions, but system cost may decline, tax revenue may increase and the heat consumers
may finance this transition through higher prices.

5.1 Future work
The present study assumes biomass to be CO2-neutral. As there is discussion (e.g. regarding Sweden
[79,80], Nordics [81] and EU [82]) regarding the true CO2-emissions and sustainability of biomass, the
impact could be relevant to explore further.
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Additional future paths to explore include impacts of economic conditions such as electricity taxation or
electricity grid tariffs, or technical conditions such as thermal storages and turbine bypass. Regulation may
have different impacts than intended when originally put in place: Topics could be discount rate (currently
set at 4% in Denmark) or the detailed DH regulation stipulated in the Danish Announcement on approval of
projects for collective heat supply (Projektbekendtgørelsen [83]) and the Danish Energy Agency’s Guidance
to socioeconomic analyses on energy [84], which both have significant impacts on the deployment of DH
technologies in Denmark.
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